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Abstract

EXAM is a computer program written for the analysis of data from calorimetric or spectroscopic

data on the denaturation of proteins, ohgonucleotides, lipids and other macromolecules in terms of

a two-state model of thermodynamic equilibrium. For A -^ nB and nA ^ B transitions, data are

fit by an iterative, non-linear least squares calculation to two-state equations of the form:

al

for calorimetric data and

' AHiiy

( RI^
F(a) + a[B,^B',iT-T^]

for spectroscopic data. In these equations, a is the extent of reaction and is defined as the ratio of

the number of moles of B at a particular temperature to the number of moles of B when the

material is completely denatured, a can be expressed in terms of the equilibrium coefficient K by

K (laf _
AG
RT

Ko 2(l-a)

for A —> nB and

K_ 2a

(2(1-0))"

= e

AG
JO-

for nA -^ B. K<, is the equilibrium constant at the reference temperature Tg where a = 1/2. The
two-state model in EXAM includes the temperature dependence of the transition enthalpy AH, heat

capacity, ACp, and Gibbs free energy AG in the form of power series expansions in (T-Tq):

A/f(D = A//o + AC^iT-T^ + ^AC;^iT-T^^ + -

and

AG
T

A//„

•o y

T-Tr.
+ ACpO In^

T-T^

\^c-
(r+7o)(7-ro)

- 2nin-
'oy

where the subscript refers to the reference state defined by T^,. In the equation for the

calorimetric data, N is the number of moles of material under investigation in the calorimeter and
is determined by the analysis. If the weight of material in the calorimeter is known, the molecular

weight can be determined. In performing the linearized least squares analysis, analytical

derivatives are used.
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EXAM

A Two-State Thermodynamic Analysis Program

Introduction

The program EXAM has been developed to assist the interpretation and analysis of differential

scanning calorimetry or spectroscopy data in terms of a two-state model of chemical equilibrium. The

program can also be used as a general purpose, data analysis program. Data in the form of X,Y pairs

can be plotted and analyzed individually as functions of time or Y can be analyzed as a function of X.

The graph of Y vs X (or X vs t, or Y vs t) or its first derivative (calculated from finite differences

between adjacent data) or its integral (calculated by summing adjacent trapezoidal areas) can be

plotted on the screen. Graph segments can be fit by least squares to a polynomial of order to 8, an

exponential function, or a thermodynamic two-state model. The area of the graph above a baseline

can be calculated. Peaks and valleys can be located and their distances from a baseline calculated.

The residuals, that is, the differences between the data and a baseline or a fitting function, can be

displayed. Calculated graphs can be saved as separate files. Various transformations of the data can

be performed. Data from different files can be compared. If the computer is equipped with a

compatible printer (such as an IBM graphics printer), displayed graphs may be printed. The program
is menu driven and graphically oriented. After a preliminary session of reading data files or entering

data from the keyboard, a graph of the data is displayed which is then manipulated and analyzed

using function and keypad keys. The full menu of options can be displayed by pressing the [?] key.

Computer Requirements

The program has been written in Fortran 77 for the IBM XT, AT, and System 2 series of personal

computers and compatibles equipped with a mathematics coprocessor (e.g., Intel 8087, 80287, 80387,
etc.) with 640 K of available memory operating in DOS 3.1 or equivalent. If the program is run on
computers without a mathematics coprocessor, the computer may lock up and, if so, it must be turned
off and on to be restarted.



The Two-State Model

The two-state model is a thermodynamic equihbrium model in which the components of a system exist

in either of two states, designated A and B, that can be fully described by an equilibrium constant K.

In this section the analytical expressions will be derived for describing calorimetric or spectroscopic

temperature profiles in terms of the two-state model parameters:

AH the molar enthalpy of the transition from one state to the other,

AC the change in heat capacity at constant pressure,

ACp the temperature dependence of the change in heat capacity,

Tq the temperature at the midpoint of the transition,

N the number of moles of material being analyzed, and

n the stoichiometry of the transition.

The derivation will draw upon simple ideas found in most elementary physical chemistry textbooks.

It is being included with this documentation to provide the reader with a convenient reference for

understanding how the EXAM program works. At the end of this section the comparison of the

approach used in EXAM will be compared with other common techniques appearing in the literature.

The equilibrium constant K for a process in which one mole of species A dissociates into n moles of

species B, A -^ nB, as the temperature is increased is given by

K

where N^ and Ng are the number of moles of species A and B in the calorimeter cell. For spectroscopic

measurements, the conventional expression for the equilibrium constant K is in terms of

concentrations. In the derivations to follow, N^ and Ng can be assumed to have either meaning,

concentrations or total numbers, without necessarily distinguishing which. This is because the

derivation considers only the ratios of equilibrium constants so that the mass or volume of solvent will

cancel.

Similarly, for a transition involving polymerization, nA —> B,

K = -^.

K
In the following discussion, the A -^ nB case will be emphasized. Corresponding expressions for the

nA —> B case will be given where appropriate.

Note that not all of the fragments need be identical. That is, the situation where A »* B -i- B' -f- B" -i- -,

will display the same calorimetric or spectroscopic profile as one where all the fragments are identical.

This is because Nr, = Nr. = Nr» = - so that



f^A ^A

The only factor of consequence is the number n of product species. Situations of overlapping, stepwise

transformations, A »» B •* C »* -, which have been studied by Friere and Biltonen [1], are not treated

in this version of the program.

The two-state model provides a functional dependence of the measured heat capacity on temperature

of the following form:

dQ _

dT
f^A^pA^T) + ^H{T)

i 1 5^1.1

dT)
p

where dQ/dT is the differential heat added to or evolved by the sample. Cp^lT) and CpgCT) are the heat

capacities of species A and B and, as indicated, are functions of temperature. AH is the enthalpy

change for the reaction per mole of oligomer, i.e.,

A/f(7) = nHg(T) - H^{T) for A - nB

or

A//(7) =
//b(7)

- nHj^iX) for tiA - B,

and, as indicated, is also a function of temperature.

The extent of reaction a is defined as

^B ^A

N^ No

where Nf, is the total number of moles ofA at low temperature where Nb=0 and N„ is the total number
of moles of B at high temperature where Na=0. a thus approaches at low temperatures and 1 at

high temperatures. For A -^ nB, N^, = nN,, and for nA -> B, Nq = nN„. In the discussion and
equations that follow N, without an identifying subscript of or oo, is the number of moles

ofpure oligomer. That is, N = N^ for A -^ nB and N = N„ for nA -> B.

Using Ng - n(Nn-N_j^), the equilibrium constant can be expressed in terms of Ng and a as

^ inN^''a"

~
NoH-a)

so that

1(^] = f-^ + 1 \(da

The differential change in N^ and Ng can then be expressed in terms of a and the equilibrium constant

as:



dNk=i^ = .f3?
dT n dT [dT

No(dK\ ( a(l-a)

K dT) n(l-o) + a; K\dT]
(2)

The temperature dependence of K can be obtained from

AG
RT

where Kg is the equihbrium constant at some specified reference state to be defined below and AG is

the Gibbs free energy change from the reference state to the state defined by K. The temperature

dependence of AG can be obtained from the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation:

l ^{^G|T) \ AH
[ dT l~

~
T'

so that

l_(dK] ^ 1 p(-AG/r) \

K [ dT)„ R dT 1
AIL
RT^'p " ^ "" 'p

Substituting eqs. (2) and (3) into (1) gives for A -> nB

(3)

(4a)

(5a)

(4b)

(5b)
na +(l-a)

To evaluate eq. (4a) or (4b) explicit expressions for the dependence of AH, AG and a on T are required.

Also, the reference state must be defined.

The extent of reaction a is related to the temperature through the equilibrium constant:

^ - Nil-a)C„. + N
dT ^ ' P^

{AHf

Rt"
F(a) + anNCp^

F(a)=
«(l-«)

/i(l-a) + a

and for nA —> B

^ - N{\-a)nC. + N
dT ^ ' pA

(A//)2

Rf"
F{a) + aNC^^

F(a, - (!-«)'='
.

AC .,«

K = ICe
\ (l-a)No

The reference state N^,,, Ngg, Tg will be defined to be the state where a=l/2, i.e., the midpoint of the

transition. This state is frequently denoted by the subscript 1/2 or m for midpoint, i.e., T^g or T^,.

Substituting a=l/2 to evaluate Ky then gives

K (2a)"

2(l-a)

AG
ST (6a)

and, for nA -> B,



K 2a

^ (2(1-0))"

= e

AG
(6b)

Following the approach of Clarke and Glew [2], the temperature dependence of AH and the heat

capacity change ACj, can each be expressed as a power series about T=To, the temperature of the

reference state,

AHiT) = A//o - AC^(r-ro) - JAc;o(r-r/ + •-

AC/70 = AC^ + ^CloiT-T^ + -

where AHq = nHgo - H^„ is the enthalpy change at the reference temperature Tf,,

(7)

AC^ =
(dAH

"S>«o S^o
V 5^ /nr-T

is the heat capacity change per mole of oligomer at the reference temperature Tq and

AC' = ^^ 37
>.r=ro

Substituting eq. (7) into the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation and integrating between T^ and T gives the

desired expression for the temperature dependence of AG/T,

AG
T

' ahMt-t^\

{ T )

+ AC,pO In— -
'0

^^Ac;,
'(T^W^

_ 2TM^'
'oj

(8)

To give a better sense of the order of magnitude of each of the terms in this expression, they can be

expanded as power series in T-T^ to give

In— -
T-T^ T-T^

o J

T-Z ^3

•o J

and

SO that

/ \3T-T '

' 'o

V ^0 y

AG
T

AH,
° . Iac

't-t:
pO

0 /

+ -AC' t;pO^O f^c^
{ ^0

J

2 1 \

[ ^0 J

(9)

The value of dQ/dT at any given temperature is calculated from eq. (4a) or (4b) by evaluating AG/T
from eq. (8), a from eq. (6a) or (6b), F(a) from eq. (5a) or (5b), and AH(T) and ACp(T) from eq. (7). This

procedure is straightforward except for the calculation of a from 6a or 6b when n > 1. When n > 1,

a must be obtained by Newton's method of successive approximations. This is done for A —> nB by
first rewriting eq. (6aj as



- k.
1 2

(l-a)"

Defining a, as the i"' approximation to a, k, = klOj), and kj = dk/dttj, then a,^i is given by:

ki
' >*

nF(a,)

where FCOj) is given by eq. (5a). If we take the initial value of Oq as

tto = 1 for kkl
n+k"

- k for k<\

then the iterative process converges in less than 10 iterations near a = 0.5. As a approaches or 1,

the convergence is much faster. The case of nA —> B is performed with the identical calculation but

with a replaced by 1-a and AG by -AG.

In practice, Cp^, Cpg, Cp^, and Cpg cannot be reliably obtained from DSC measurements of dilute

solutions of proteins, lipids, or nucleic acids for various reasons such as lack of sample purity and

imprecision in matching sample and reference cells, although under carefully controlled situations, ACp

and ACp may be. To reflect this, eq. (4a) or (4b) is rewritten as:

Equation (10) is the equation that is fit by the EXAM program to calorimetric temperature profiles.

B, + Ba(T-T„) is the pre-transition asymptotic baseline. B^ + Bb(T-To) is the post-transition asymptotic

baseline. AB = B^ - B^ can interpreted as NACp and AB' = B^ - B^ as NACp by EXAM in a variety of

ways as described in the section on the least squares fit. The sum of the first and third terms in

eq. (10) is the profile baseline and the factors (1-a) and a in the first and third terms provide the

sigmoidal transition of the baseline from state A to the baseline of state B. Even in the absence of
interpretahility of the parameters from a two-state analysis of the data, the sigmoidal
baseline of the analysis can be used as a good estimate of the true baseline.

Although eq. (10) and its derivation may seem complicated, the general functional form of dQ/dT is

fairly simple. The shape is determined by the dependence of a on temperature. For n=l, that is, for

A -> B transitions, a has the particularly simple form:

1

1 +c-^

where, to first order in (T-Tg),

Also, for n=l, F(a)=a(l-a). a is seen to approach exponentially as T^-oo and 1 as T-^-t-<». 1-a has
the opposite behavior and their product gives the characteristic bell shape of the DSC profile. 99%
of the profile occurs between T,, ± 5.3RTn/AH. For Tn=50° and AH = 100 kJmor\ this represents a

range of ±46 ^C.



No mention has been made of thermal lag effects which can distort the profile shape of eq. (10).

Depending on the scan rate, these effects can be profound or negligible. Under favorable

circumstances, the distorted profile can be adjusted by use of the Tian equation [3].

where x is the instrument time constant, t is the time, and Y is the experimentally observed dQ/dT.

The EXAM program includes a provision for applying the Tian equation to account for thermal lag.

The area above the baseline is the heat required to convert the material in the calorimetric cell from

state A to state B. Dividing by the mass of the material in the cell gives the specific heat per gram

of material. This specific heat is generally referred to as AH.a,. The van't Hoff enthalpy, AH^^. is the

specific heat per mole and is obtained from van't Hoff plots generated from the development curve, i.e.,

from the integral of the calorimetic profile. It is generally accepted that a, the extent of reaction, can

be calculated directly from the profile by dividing the integral of the profile as a function of

temperature by the integral of the entire profile, a thus defined will vary sigmoidally from to 1 and

will be nearly equal to the true value of a defined as Ng/N^.^ The van't Hoff plot is a plot of the

logarithm of the equilibrium constant K/K^^ (from a and eq. (6a) or (6b)) vs 1/T. This graph should be

a straight line with a slope of -AH^„/R and an intercept of AH^h^Xi- From the ratio of AH^.j^/AH,.^,, the

molecular weight of the material in the calorimetric cell can be calculated. In the EXAMprogram,
the distinction between the calorimetric enthalpy and the van't Hoffenthalpy is not made.
Inspection of eqs. (6a), (6b), and (8) shows that the van't Hoff enthalpy is just the value of AH
appearing in the two state model equations and is the value that will be obtained when a calorimetric

profile is fit to eq. (10). Note that the number of moles of material in the cell, N, is one of the

parameters obtained from a least squares fit of the calorimetric data to eq. (10). From the number
of moles N and the weight of material in the cell, the molecular weight can be obtained just as it can

be from AH^i/AH^^,.

It can be seen from eq. (9) that if AH and ACp are both positive as they usually are, there may be a

temperature Tj < T,, where the AH and ACp terms will cancel resulting in AG=0. A second exotherm

will be seen centered at Tj . This has been generally ascribed to a so-called "cold denaturation." Below

Tl, the B state is again more stable than the A state. The reality of this presumes that the truncated

power series expansion of AH(T) as indicated in eq. (7) is valid at temperatures Tl far removed from
T„. Without any evidence that this is so, the appearance of a "cold denaturation" from eq. (10) should

be viewed as a numerical artifact resulting from an overextrapolation of the linear form of AH. One
practical consequence of this however will be the lack of convergence from time to time of a to its low

temperature limit of 0. If ACp is large enough relative to AH, a may not reach over the temperature
span of the experiment. This will generally signal the appearance of a "cold denaturation" at a

relatively high temperature (but still less than Tq).

^ It will not be exactly so in all cases for the following reason. The integral above the baseline is

the integral of the second term of eq. (10) and also the integral of the second term of eq. (1). As
can be seen from eq. (1), if AH is not a function of T then the integral of the profile, the integral of

the second term of eq. (1), will be equal to NAH. If AH is a function of temperature and if n = 1,

this will still be so because the heat capacity term, ACp(T-To), is antisymmetric about To. However,
for n 7^ 1 and AH a function of T, the integral of the profile will not be exactly equal to NAH and
the value of a calculated from the integral of the profile will therefore not be exactly equal to the

true value of a defined as a = Ng/N^.
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Spectroscopic Data

The two state model can also be used to extract AH and Tq from temperature profiles of spectroscopic

data when the spectra of the two states are different. The observed spectral density (or intensity) at

a particular temperature will be a superposition of the spectral density of the two states weighted by

their relative mole fractions, viz.,

where e,^ and Eg are the molar extinction coefficients of pure species A and B, I(T) is the measured

spectral intensity, and N^ and Ng are the number of moles of species A and B in the observation

volume. From the definition of a and allowing e^ and £3 to be linear functions of temperature, the

spectral intensity as a function of temperature is given by

liT) = (1- a) [8^ + 6^(7- To)] + a[e^ + e;(r-ro)] (H)

It can been seen that eq. (11) is identical to eq. (10) with the explicit value of N in the middle term

of eq. (10) set equal to 0. In the EXAM program, both calorimetric and spectroscopic data are analyzed

with the same equations. However, for spectroscopic data, the baseline coefficients B^, B^, B^, and B^

are not interpreted as thermodynamic quantities. Rather B^ + Bg(T-To) and B^, + B^iT-T^) are simply

baseline terms representing the spectroscopic intensities of pure state A and pure state B. The values

of the thermodynamic quantities AH and T^ are determined from the temperature dependence of a.

Comparison to Other Methods

A rich literature exists on the application of the two-state model to a variety of cooperative

phenomena. A thorough review of this literature is beyond the scope of this documentation.

Nevertheless, a few of the more commonly referenced approaches should help in comparing the results

from EXAM with results from other approaches. Sturtevant and his colleagues have examined a large

number of proteins and lipid assemblies [4]. In their approach, the development curve represented

by the integral of the profile is used to determine an appropriate baseline. The profile above this

baseline is then analyzed by a least squares process involving the parameters Tj/2 (=Ty), Ahj/2 (the

profile height at T=T]/2), and P=AH^.H/Ah^,3,. Ah^g, is the area under the calorimetric profile divided by

the mass of material undergoing denaturation. P should therefore be equal to the molecular weight,

MW. Deviations of (3 from MW are a measure of intermolecular and intramolecular cooperativity.

Sturtevant also defines AH^^, = Ah^^ixMW. If Nexam represents the value ofN returned by EXAM then

the mass of material undergoing denaturation divided by N^xam should be the apparent or effective

molecular weight of the material. If N|,.^,^ is the true number of moles of material, then the mass of

material will be N„,jgXMW. P should therefore be compared to (NEXAM^Ntrue^^^MW, AH^,H=P'^h<.ai with

AHexam> and AH,^, with fNEXAM/N,,,e)xAHEXAM-

The approach by Sturtevant is similar to that of Privalov [5] who defined an effective enthalpy AH^f^

= 4RTnAhj,.yArea. The analysis performed by EXAM will give approximately (but not exactly because

of the temperature dependence of AH) the same values of AH from the peak height and from the

area/Np;xAM. AH^xam most closely approximates AH^^^. Privalov defines the cooperativity of the

transition as AH/AH^i^^ where AH = AH^.^, = (Profile Area)/N^r^g, consistent with Sturtevant's definition

of AH^ai. The cooperativity defined as AH/AH^„ should be compared with '^EXAu^irue-

The principal difference therefore between the approaches of Sturtevant et al. and Privalov et al. and
that ofEXAM is the following. Whereas the other authors define two measures of AH, AH^^ and AH^^,,

and attempt to interpret their difi'erences in terms of perturbations to the two state-model, EXAM uses

one value of AH which closely approximates AH^^ and a value of the number of moles, N^xam' whose
departure from N,,^^^ is to be interpreted in terms of perturbations to the two state model. AH^xam is



model dependent however whereas AH,^, = (NEXAM/Nt.ue)X'^HEXAM will be less so.

As already mentioned, Friere and Biltonen [1], use a statistical mechanical approach to extract the

partition coefficient from the profile in such a way that a sum of profiles resulting from a stepwise

process, A ** B »* C »* -, can be deconvoluted and the individual AH's for each step determined. In this

case AH corresponds to the value of AH returned by EXAM. This method requires that the baseline

be flat and the technique of Sturtevant mentioned above of using the integral of the profile to

construct a development curve for the baseline can be used to provide a suitably flat baseline.

Alternatively, EXAM can be used to generate a sigmoidal baseline which will approximate the baseline

obtained by integration of the profile. This sigmoidal baseline can then be subtracted from the profile

and the difference can be analyzed using the approach of Friere and Biltonen.

Becktel and Schellman [6] define temperatures Tg, T^, and T^ where AG=0, AH=:0, and AS=0
respectively. T^ corresponds to T^ returned by EXAM. The values of AG, AH, and AS as functions of

temperature can be obtained once ACp and AH are known at any convenient reference temperature.

Becktel and Schellman place particular emphasis on so-called stability curves, plots of AG vs T, the

maximum of which corresponds to T^. Becktel and Schellman discuss in detail the implications of the

stability curves, their dependence on ACp, the reliability of their determination, and the significance

of cold denaturation.
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The Least Squares Fit

Linearization

The two-state thermodynamic parameters are obtained from a least squares fit of eq. (10) to

calorimetric temperature profiles or eq. (11) to spectroscopic temperature profiles. Since in either case

the data are non-linear functions of some of the model parameters, the least squares fit must be

conducted iteratively. The iterative procedure is based on a Taylor's Series expansion of the function

around the current values of the parameters, cutting the expansion off at the first term, and

performing a linear least squares fit of the corrections to the coefficients to the values of Y(obs) -

Y(calculated) where Y = dQ/dT in eq. (10) or I(T) in eq. (11). That is, if C" are the values of the model

parameters following the nth iteration, then the corrections to the values of these parameters, 6", are

obtained from a linear least squares fit of:

nobs) - YiC")
i

dC.

5"

i c,^c.
(12)

and the new coefficients C"*' are calculated from C"*^ = C" -i- 6".

In EXAM all of the derivatives ^Y/^Ci are calculated analytically. For example, if Y = dQ/dT, then

dY ,„ „/._ _., da

where

-[B^^B^T-T^]
^^H^

2NdiHiT)F{ct) ^ N/iHiT)^(dF(a)]
^ ^^ +5^(7- 7 ^]

^«

Rr RT' aA//. ^^H.

A//(7) = A//o . AC^iT-T^ + lAC;,(7-ro)^

dFia) _ «(l-a)2-a2 da

aA^o (n(l a)+a)^ d^H^

aa E-/ N 1
= F(a)

d\H,

dK

KdLH^
F{a)

dAH„

AG
RT

= F(a)
RTT^

The remaining derivatives, 3Y/5ACp, 5Y/3ACp, dY/dN, and 9Y/5To are evaluated in a similar fashion.

The derivatives with respect to the linear terms, clY/dBg, 3Y/3Ba, 8Y/8Btj and aY/aBt; are just the

coefficients of B^, B^, B,,, and B^ in eq. (10) except when AB = Bi^-B^ is being interpreted as NACp,
and/or AB = B^-Bg is being interpreted as NACp. These special constraints will be discussed at the end
of this section.

Initial Estimates

The initial estimates of the model parameters are made in the following way. The low and high

temperature asymptotic baselines are determined from a linear least squares fit of those portions of

the profile far removed the two-state transition under analysis. The segments of the profile used for

determining the asymptotic baseline are under the control of the user. If the profile consists only of

a portion of a two-state transition profile, the baseline can be set by the user or can be assumed to be

a constant, linear baseline (which is equivalent to assuming that NAC = and NAC' = 0).
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The initial estimates of AH,,, N, and T,, are determined from the temperature of the peak maximum

T„„ the area of the profile above a stepped baseline formed by extrapolating the asymptotic baselines

to T„, and the height of the profile at the peak maximum. The height is calculated from a point

midway between the the extrapolated baselines at T^. The area is calculated as the sum of the two

half-areas as indicated in the figure below:

Tm

^j''

From T^, the height h, and the area, A = A(low) + A(high), the initial estimates of AHg, N, and Tq are

calculated from:

A = N^H

h =

and

NAH^

RfJ^-l)

RT_T^

( ^ \

= In

^^oy

where the value of the equilibrium constant at the peak maximum, Kj„, is calculated from eq. (6a) or

(6b) using the value of otn, at the peak maximum which is approximated by setting QF(a)/da =

(ignoring the slowly varying explicit dependence of dQ/dT on T in eq. (10)) giving:

a_ » fn

1 +v/n

If ACp or ACp is being varied in the analysis, it is given a starting value of (Bt,-B3)/N or (Bb-Ba)/N

respectively.

The temperature profiles of spectroscopic data display a sigmoidal shape and the initial estimates of

AH and To are obtained from the midpoint of the transition region and the slope of the sigmoid at the

midpoint determined from the the two points nearest the midpoint. As with the calorimetric data, the

pre- and post-transition baseline parameters, B^, B^, B^, and B^, are first estimated by linear least
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squares fits of data far from the transition interval. The temperature T„ nearest the midpoint is the

one for which Y is closest to the average of the two baselines: [B^ + B,, + (B^ + B;)(T-Xo)]/2 where X^

is some arbitrary origin of the temperature scale. Defining the line connecting the two data nearest

T„, as

Y = a ^ b{T-TJ

then the initial estimates of T,, and AH are given by

B„+B.- 2a
T ^ T ^ _? ?
^0 ^m

2b-B',-B',

and

Rf^iji-Ddb-B'.-B'^
A/f = .

After the initial estimates of the values of the parameters are calculated, they are printed on the

screen and may be altered by entering values from the keyboard. Also, parameters may be selected

to be held fixed, constrained to be functions of each other, or varied freely in the least squares fit.

Tests for Convergence and Divergence

The least squares fit of eq. ( 10) or eq. (llj follows the iterative procedure of eq. (12) until it converges,

is interrupted by the user, or reaches a maximum number of iterations. Several different tests are

applied to determine whether the iterative procedure has converged. If the correction 6" to each and

every parameter i at the end of the n"" iteration is less than 10% of the standard deviation for that

parameter returned by the least squares fit then the procedure is deemed to have converged. A second

test is based on the size of the corrections compared to the values of the parameters themselves. If

the absolute value of S-'/C" for each and every parameter being varied is less than one part in 10*^, then

the procedure is deemed to have converged. This latter test is most useful when calculated, "errorless"

data are being fit. Finally, the standard deviation a" returned by the linearized least squares fit is

compared to the standard deviation a calculated directly from Y(obs) - Y(calc) before the linearized

least squares fit is performed. If the value of (o-o")/o < .005, that is, if the standard deviation has not

decreased significantly, the procedure is assumed to have converged. If any of the three convergence

tests is successful, the iterative procedure is ended. On the other hand, if the absolute value of the

correction to and the standard deviation of each of two or more parameters increases from one

iteration to the next, that is, if |6''| > 15" '| AND a" > o"^ for two or more parameters, the procedure

may be diverging and the user is prompted to intervene.

Systematic Errors - Estimation of a from Third Differences

Because systematic errors arising from the approximate nature of the two-state model and/or

experimental sources typically overwhelm random measurement errors, the standard deviations of the

parameters are not provided automatically with the values of the parameters. Rather, the values of

the standard deviations of the parameters can only be reviewed while a graph of the residuals,

Rj = Y/obs) - Yjfcalc), is displayed. If no systematic error is apparent, the standard deviations of the

parameters may have some significance in assessing the true values of the parameters and their

confidence intervals. This will seldom happen however and the standard deviations of the parameters
will be of little use in the interpretation of the results of the least squares analysis.

As a means of signaling the presence of systematic errors, the overall precision of the data is estimated

from third differences. If first differences are defined as d| = Yj - Yj.j, then third differences are
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defined as d', = d'f
- d-.i = Y^ - SYj.i + yi,.^ - Yj.g. The estimate of the standard deviation of the data

from third differences is obtained from

If the standard deviation of the fit is larger than the estimate from third differences, then some

systematic error is likely. In reporting the analyses of least squares fits in EXAM, the value of a

estimated from third differences is always reported. The extent to which a from third differences

approximates random measurement error depends upon the relative magnitude of the random

measurement error and the functional change in Y among neighboring points. For most of the data

encountered, the third differences appear as a random scatter of points.

The best approach for assessing systematic error is through comparison of the value of N calculated

by EXAM with the known number of moles of material in the calorimeter cell.

Parameter Constraints

Several options are offered for conducting two-state analyses. For DSC data, some of these options

result in constraints being placed on the parameters. These constraints, which apply only to DSC
data, add considerable complexity to the least squares analysis. Specific situations will now be

described in some detail primarily for the benefit of those who wish to interpret and use the source

code for the EXAM program.

The asymptotic baseline parameters and transition parameters may be evaluated independently (the

program default option) or simultaneously. Because of the approximate nature of the two state model,

deviations from the two state model are typically an order of magnitude greater than the random
errors in the data as can be easily seen by displaying the residuals Rj. The systematic nature of

departures from ideal, two-state behavior can result in large distortions in the values of the

parameters when the asymptotic and transition parameters are varied simultaneously. When all

parameters are varied simultaneously, the quality of the least squares fit, as judged by the standard

deviation, improves but the interpretability of the parameters, as judged by the agreement between
N and the known amount of material in the DSC cell, can deteriorate. The optimum way in which
an analysis should be conducted depends on the system being studied. Consequently, flexibility in the

conduct of the analysis is offered.

When the basehne parameters, B^, B^, B^,, B^, are held fixed while any of the transition parameters,

AH(„ T,„ N, ACp, ACj'„ is varied, B^ and B^^ must be corrected following each iteration for shifts in the

value of Tq. For example, the pre-transition baseline is defined as B3 + B^CT-Tq). If Tq is the value of

Tfi following the n**" iteration, then before the next iteration is performed, Bg must be shifted to

B3 = B"' + B;(T;;-To '). Similar statements apply to B^. This is important only if ACp is being

interpreted as AB/N or ACp as AB'/N, but the correction is always applied regardless.

When the baseline parameters are held fixed and ACj, is varied, AC,, is determined solely from the

shape of the transition profile and not from (B^^-B^J/N. When AC,, is constrained in the least squares

fit by ACp = AB/N = (B^-Bj/N, ACp is calculated from (B^-BJ/N following each iteration and is held

fixed at this value on the next iteration. The value reported by the program is the value calculated

from (B(,-Bj/N following the last iteration. Similar statements apply to ACp when it is constrained to

be (Bh-Bgj/N. This is true regardless of whether the baseline parameters are being varied

simultaneously with the transition parameters or not.
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When the baseline parameters are constrained, e.g., B^ = B^ + NACp, then B^ + NACp is substituted

for Bh in eq. (10), and the basehnes thus contribute exphcitly to the values of N and ACp. The

derivatives with respect to N and ACp must include the additional contributions from their appearance

in the baseline.

When the baseline parameters and transition parameters are varied simultaneously further

complexities can arise. Attempts to vary B3, B^, and ACp independently^ will usually result in a

diverging iterative process. Similarly, attempts to vary B^, B^, and ACp independently will also usually

diverge. Therefore, and because the concept of two independent values of the heat capacity does not

make much sense, when the baseline and transition parameters are varied simultaneously, at least

one of B3, B^,, and ACp must be held fixed at some value or one of the three must be constrained by the

relationship ACp = (B^, - Bj/N. Similarly, at least one of B^, B^, and ACp must be held fixed at some

value or one of the three must be constrained by the relationship and ACp = (B^ - B^j/N. Therefore,

the only way to obtain a value of ACp that is independent of the value of (B^ - BJfN is to hold the

baseline parameters fixed and vary ACp in the least squares fit.

An additional complexity can arise when the baseline parameters and transition parameters are varied

simultaneously because of the appearance of Tq in the equations for the asymptotic baseline, viz.,

B, + B^IT-Tn) and B^ + B;(T-T„). Consider the baseline Y = B^ + B;(T-To) alone. The three parameters
B3, Bg, and T^, cannot be obtained from a least squares fit because 5Y/dTo and 9Y/3B3 are not

independent. One is a constant multiple of the other. Attempts to evaluate B^, B^, and Tg will result

in division by 0. Therefore, 3Y/3T|, contains contributions from the baseline terms only when one of

B^ or B^, is constrained by B,^ = B^ + NACp and/or one of B^ or B,' is constrained by B^ = B^ ACp. Under
these circumstances the baseline parameters and T^ are correlated, but, for the example of

B^, = B,+NACp, fOY/aB,, dY/dN, aY/dACp, and aY/aTo are no longer linearly dependent.

In practice, it makes no difference in the outcome of the analysis which of B^, B^, and ACp is

constrained by the relationship ACp = (Bt,-B3)/N or which of B^, B^, and ACp is constrained by
ACp = (Bi'-B^i/N. The choice is left as a matter of convenience.

Most of the above complexities do not arise in the analysis of spectroscopic data because the baseline

parameters have no thermodynamic significance. Hence, only the corrections of B^ and B^ arising from
shifts in Tg with each iteration are made.

^ This would, in effect, define two independent values of ACp, one derived from the temperature
dependence of AH and the other from the difference in the asymptotic baselines at Tq.
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Data Files, Data and Units

The EXAM program is designed to read calorimetric or spectroscopic data files consisting of one to ten

ASCII (alphanumeric characters) fields per record (entries or values per line) with each record in the

file separated by a carriage return or a carriage return plus a line feed. Fields in each record are

assumed to be separated by blank spaces or commas. Other separators can be used but the reading

of data will be slow as each record is individually interpreted. Floating point numbers must use the

conventional form 0.1234E+05 rather than 0.1234+05.

In order to accommodate both calorimetric and spectroscopic data, the following conventions are

adopted.

Three variables X, Y, and t are defined by the program though their identification with specific fields

in the data file is under the control of the user.

The Independent Variable X

In any two-state analysis that is performed on the data, X is interpreted as the temperature. For

other types of analyses, such as a linear least squares fit of one variable as a power series of another,

X is merely the independent variable. Whenever X is to be interpreted as the temperature, its

units must be degrees centigrade. If the temperature values are in other units, they must first be

converted to degrees centigrade using the appropriate data transformation functions incorporated in

the program.

The Dependent Variable Y

For calorimetric data, Y may be, for example, in units of voltage, power, or heat capacity. The
units ofY will determine the units ofsome but not all oftheparameters returned by the two-

state analysis. One may think of Y in volts (or millivolts, or microvolts) as being related to Y in

watts (or milliwatts or microwatts) by means of a scale factor, the calibration constant of the cell.

Similarly, Y in watts is related to Y in joules/K by another scale factor, the scan rate. If these scale

factors are not functions of temperature, the two-state analysis can be performed on Y expressed in

any units but at a sacrifice of the interpretibility ofN, the number of moles of material.

The units ofAH returned by the two-state analysis are always kilojoules/mole or kilocalories/mole.

The units of ACp are always kJ K"^ mol^ or kcal K' mol'^

The units of ACp are always kJ K"^ mol ' or kcal K"^ mor\

The choice of calories or joules is under the control of the user with joules as the program default.

However, the units of N, the number of moles of material in the calorimeter cell, are determined by
the units ofX and Y. The relationship of the units ofN to those of X and Y can most readily be seen

from integration of eq. (lOj ignoring the temperature dependence of AH:

N£iH = fYdX

so that Units of N = (Units of Y)x(Units of X)/(Units of AH):
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Units of Y Units of N=XY/AH

microjoulesr (microcalories/°) nanomoles

millijoules/" (millicalories/°) micromoles

joules/'' (caloriesD millimoles

and so on. If the values of Y are in units other than multiples of J K"^ (or cal K^) they must first be

converted to multiples of J K^ (or cal K^) by suitable transformations incorporated into the program

if the value ofN is to be interpreted in terms of the number of moles of material contained in the cell.

The question of the units of N and AH appears to be a difficult one for some people to grasp. It can

most readily be understood by multiplying both sides of eq. (10) by a constant scale factor S. If

Y=SdQ/dT then baseline parameters returned by the least squares analysis will be SB^, SB^, etc., and

the value of N will be SN. The values of AH, ACp, and ACp will be unaltered since their functional

dependence on Y is unchanged. Their values are determined by the shape of the DSC profile as well

as its magnitude and their units depend only on the units of the gas constant R in eq. (10) and in the

definition of the equilibrium constant. The value ofR can be selected to be in units of kJ K^ mol"' or

kcal K-^ mol\

If either the scan rate or the calibration constant is a function of temperature (as they usually are),

the two-state analysis of Y in any units other than heat capacity will give inaccurate results. Two
transformations are provided to convert Y into units ofheat capacity from units of volts or watts. Both

transformations involve calibration constants which are functions of temperature. Y in units of volts

can be converted to Y in units of watts by means of a calibration constant C(T) that can be expressed

as a power series in T:

n

Y in units of watts (joules sec^) can be converted to Y in units ofjoules K'^ by dividing by a scan rate

sft) - dT/dt expressed as a power series in time t:

s(0 i=o at ,=1

For spectroscopic data, Y can be the spectroscopic response variable or can be defined by the user

as the ratio or difference of two spectroscopic measurements as a function of temperature.

The Independent Variable t

The third variable is a second independent variable t, intended primarily to serve as a time scale for

the calculation of the scan rate and for correcting the data for an instrument time constant. If a time

axis is not necessary, the t variable can be set equal to the index of the record in the file. The "time

scale" can also be used as a basis for graphing Y and X scales independently.

Data files consisting of one variable only

If a data file contains one entry per record, it is assigned to the Y variable. The program next

generates a t (time) scale using the index of each record and an incremental time step At provided by
the user. If the incremental step is unity, the t scale is simply the index of the record. Following the

generation of a t scale, the program generates an X (temperature) scale as a polynomial function of
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the t scale using coefficients supplied by the user and stored in a parameters file f(PAR).EXMj used

by the program.

Data consisting of two or more variables

If a data file contains more than one entry per record, the assignment of the entries to the X, Y, or t

variables is controlled by the user. Any of the entries, or the difference or ratio of any two of the

entries can be assigned to the Y variable. Any other entry can be assigned to the X and t scales. If

X or t is undefined by the data and so indicated by the user, their values are generated as described

in the preceding paragraph on data files with one entry per record.

Headers and Footers

The first line of each data file is tested as a title. If the first line contains no letters (other than E),

it is assumed to be data and the title for the data is taken to be the file name. If the first line does

contain letters, it is assumed to consist of a title for the data and the first 30 characters are used as

a title in the graphical displays of the data.

Many files contain header information in which various operational, date and time information

describing the data to follow are contained in the first few lines of the file. These can be identified

and ignored by using a file preview option. Similar information following the data, footers, can be

identified by the program if the number of entries per record is less than the number of entries per

record in the data that precede the footers. If, on the other hand, footers contain the same or greater

number of entries per record and are purely numerical entries, they are interpreted as data, but may
be subsequently deleted by the user from the graphical display (see use of [Shift-Fl] in the later

section describing analysis options and commands.)

Long Files

Files of any length will be analyzed, but only 1400 records can be analyzed directly. If a file contains

more than 1400 records the program will average the data in pairs. If the file is still too long, the

data will be averaged in groups of 4 or 8 or.. .etc., until the entire data file has been read. The
averaging maintains the scale of all variables and their transformations. Distortions in the data

caused by the averaging can be tested by performing additional averaging and testing for significant

differences in the analyses.
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The EXAM Program

Program and Documentation Conventions

The program prompts for information to be entered from the keyboard and/or waits for presses of

function, number, or cursor pad keys in response to menu options. When values of data are entered

from the keyboard, entry must be followed with [Enter]. When selecting from a list of options,

pressing the selected key alone will usually initiate the appropriate response without pressing the

LEnter] key though this is not possible for menus with more than 10 numbered options. Numbers

generally should be entered from the main keyboard since the number pad is reserved for cursor

moves. When responding to prompts for input from the keyboard, pressing the [Enter] key alone

selects the default value. The default value is always printed on the screen in square brackets

following the prompt.

In order to signal that the program has responded to a key press, a response message is always

printed before the requested operation is performed. When the operation is completed, the response

message is usually erased. For very slow operations, an attempt is made to estimate the time the

operation will take and to include this in the response message. On newer computers, some of the

operations are completed so quickly that little time is available to read the response message before

the operation is finished and the message is changed. No critical information is contained in these

response messages and they can be ignored.

Frequently, pressing a second key while the program is responding to the first key press leaves the

second and subsequent key presses in a buffer. The program will respond to these in turn. As an

inevitable side effect, holding a key depressed can fill the keyboard buffer with a string of repeated

entries. A few entries for which this can be extremely annoying have been modified. However, the

user is encouraged to be decisive but brief when pressing the keys.

Throughout this documentation and in the prompts issued by the program, keyboard keys are

identified by enclosing their representations in square brackets such as [1], [Fl], [Esc], etc. These

keys are the standard IBM PC keys (e.g., [Enter]) which may have different designations on other

keyboards (e.g., [Return]). Program prompts calling for the entry of file names and data are described

using as examples names and numbers enclosed in angle brackets such as, <filename> or <1.23456>.

All requests for single letter responses, e.g., X, Y, or t in the data definition prompt described below,

are case insensitive. That is capital or lower case letters may be entered.

Operations can be cancelled by pressing the [Esc] key in response to prompts for additional

information required by those operations. The [Esc] key is also the exit key. By repeatedly pressing

[Esc] in response to prompts, the program will eventually end.

The program was written, with a few significant exceptions, in Fortran 77 and compiled with a

program from Lahey Computer Systems, Inc. In addition to the standard Fortran 77 language, the

program uses special functions provided with the compiler. In particular, the program uses a special

function for calling IBM BIOS interrupt services for reading the keyboard, printing characters to the

screen and drawing graphs on the screen.
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Installing the Program

The program can be run from a single diskette drive, but performance is improved if the program is

installed on a fixed disk.

1. From diskette.

The computer should be booted and operating in IBM DOS or equivalent. When the booting is

complete, insert the program diskette and type EXAM. When the EXAM title and prompt for data

file appear (see below), remove the program diskette and insert a diskette containing data. Proceed

from there as directed by the program.

2. From Fixed Disk.

Select or create an appropriate directory where the program will reside. Copy to that directory the

files EXAM.EXE, {PARl.EXM, and F77L.EER. For proper handling of error conditions, the

F77L.EER file should be in the same directory as the EXAM.EXE file. If a path has been

established with the PATH command (either directly or by the AUTOEXEC.BAT file) to the

directory where EXAM.EXE resides, EXAM can be run from any directory. The PATH command
and the use of the AUTOEXEC.BAT fWe are described in the IBM DOS manual. The program has

been written assuming a default directory named \EXAM, but this is not necessary for proper

functioning of the program.

When the Program Aborts

Occasionally the program may abort as a result of numerical error such as attempting to divide by

zero. The file F77L.EER that accompanies the program was provided with the Lahey compiler and
contains error messages that will be printed to the screen and which may help the user to understand

what went wrong.

If the graphics screen is active when the program aborts, the computer will remain in graphics mode.

To return to the normal text mode, type the appropriate MODE command for the resident display

device (see the MODE command in the DOS manual.) or reboot the computer by pressing the Ctrl-Alt-

Del key combination or rerun EXAM and exit naturally. To exit the program naturally, press the [Esc]

key in response to program prompts until the program ends.
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Starting the Program

The program is run by typing EXAM[Enter] and begins with a title page and an introductory session

of prompts for data entry and analysis options.

EXAM

Two-State Thermodynamic Analysis Program
National Institute of Standards and Technology

January 17, 1993

IfYou will be prompted for entry of file names and data specifications
in doubt, press [Enter] . Every option has a default selection. The
default selection appears in square brackets following each prompt. Help
and prompt messages appear on the top line of graphical displays. Pressing
the [?] key displays the function key menu. The function keys operate only
when a graph of the data is displayed.

Press any key to continue.

The dateline is updated each time a new feature is added to the program and serves to identify the

current version. The hidden menu of function key definitions that can be displayed with [?] will be

discussed below but can be printed on the screen at almost any time. Pressing any other key will clear

the screen and prompt for data entry.

The {PARJ.EXM File

EXAM uses a parameter file, (PARJ.EXM, to store default values of operating parameters defined by
the user during the course of running EXAM. If the program cannot find a file titled (PARJ.EXM in

the default directory (the directory that was current when EXAM was started) the following prompt
is issued before the title page is displayed:

Cannot find {PAR}.EXM file in current default directory

1. Continue without it
2. Enter name of directory where {PAR}.EXM file can be found
3. Generate new {PAR}.EXM file in this directory
4 . Exit Program

Selection [1] _

If [1] is selected, program default values are assigned to the parameters. Different versions of the

(PAR}.EXM file can be stored in different directories allowing unique default options to be defined for

individual directories.
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Entering Data

EXAM prompts for data entry with the following message:

Enter name of data file
[Enter] alone prompts for data entry from the keyboard
<Filename>/P allows previewing of data file
RUN <command> executes DOS command
[Esc] to cancel

Entry: _

The name of the data file is entered including the path if the data file is not in the current default

directory (the directory that is current when EXAM is started). If the file cannot be found, the

message

COULD NOT FIND DATA FILE: <FILENAME>

is printed and the data entry prompt is repeated. If the file cannot be interpreted, for example when
a file other than a data file is inadvertently requested, warning messages and a prompt to end data

entry appear.

The RUN <command> option is offered primarily to allow recall of the names of data files without

leaving EXAM. For example, entering "Run Dir *.dat/w" in response to the data entry prompt will

result in a display in the wide format of all the files in the default directory with the extension name
"dat". Any command can be executed with the RUN <command> option provided the command can

be found and the program that executes the command can fit into the available memory. Available

memory means in addition to that used by EXAM and any other programs that may be running. After

the command has been executed, the data entry prompt is repeated.

Following entry of the name of the data file, the reading and interpreting of the data begins. The first

line of the data file is tested as a title. If the first line contains no letters (other than E), it is assumed
to be data and the title for the data is taken to be the file name. If the first line does contain letters

other than E, it is assumed to consist of a title for the data and the first 30 characters are used as a

title in the graphical displays of the data.

If the data file contains field separators other than commas and spaces, each record is read, character

by character, and numerical entries are distinguished from non-numerical entries. If this happens,

the reading of data will be very slow and a warning message to that effect is displayed on the screen:

File may contain unusual field separators. Interpretation will be slow,

Previewing Data - Headers and Footers

If <file name>/p is entered in response to the data entry prompt, the first 15 records of the file are

displayed on the screen and the first record to be interpreted as data can be selected.
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The following are the lines (records) of data in <filename>
Enter the line number of the first line (record) of data to be analyzed.
[Enter] alone previews the next lines. [Esc] returns to the beginning of

the file or, if there, aborts the preview process.

1:

2: "AMP. GAIN, SAMPLE RATE, AND FILE LENGTH (SEC) ARE AS FOLLOWS
3: 20
4: 2

5: 200
6: 1
7:

8:

9: "EVEN VALUES=A-B, ODD VALUES=B; UNITS ARE MICROJOULES/SECOND
10: 4.549561,-5.430908
11: 4.545899,-4.694824
12: 4.544678,-2.8125
13: 4.544678, -2.513428
14: 4.542237,-2.059326
15: 4.541016, -.3442383

Enter Selection ( [Esc] to cancel, [Enter] for more)

All records preceding the selected record are ignored. This display is uninterpreted, other than

locating the ends of records by interpreting carriage returns ('^M or hex OD) or carriage return - line

feed combinations ('^M^J or hex OD OA) as end of record indicators. The selected record may be made
the default starting record for reading subsequent data files during the EXAM session by so indicating

when prompted. Once EXAM is exited, the default starting record always reverts to the first record

in the file. It is not possible to save a title from the data file for titling results in EXAM when a

starting record is selected in the preview mode. A default title consisting of the file name is assigned

by EXAM. The default first record can be changed at any time by previewing a file.

Many files contain header information in which various operational, date and time information

describing the data to follow are contained in the first few records of the file. Previewing files allows

header information to be identified and ignored by EXAM. Similar information following the data,

footers, can be identified by the program if the number of entries per record is less than the number
of entries per record in the data that precede the footers. If, on the other hand, footers contain the

same or a greater number of entries per record and are purely numerical entries, they are interpreted

as data. They may be deleted later using the data editing functions described elsewhere (See [Shift-

Fl] in the section describing analysis options.)

Long Data Files

Files of any length will be analyzed, but only 1400 values ofX and Y (and t) can be analyzed directly.

If the file contains more than 1400 data records, the program will average the data in pairs and
display the averaged data for analysis. If the file is still too long, the data will be averaged in groups

of 4, 8, ... etc., until the entire data file has been read. The averaging maintains the scale of all

variables and their transformations. If the data have been averaged, a message of the following form
is printed to the screen before analysis is continued:
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Number of data in file <filename>, 5235, exceeds allowable limit.
Consequently, each point in the displayed data is an average of 4

points in the original file. All data transformations are scaled as

required.
The last 3 points in the file have been ignored.

The averaging process may cause some distortion in the profile. This can be tested by additional

averaging (see section on Data Transformations^ and comparing analyses performed before and after

the additional averaging.

Data Interpretation

The section on Data Files, Data, and Units describes in general terms how calorimetric, spectroscopic,

or other data are assigned to dependent and independent variables. Because EXAIVl has been designed

to accept as wide a range of data types as possible, the program must be instructed on how the data

are to be interpreted.

Following the completion of the reading of data file, the Data Definition Prompt appears:

The reading of 81 data records took 21 sees.

<filename> contains 9 data fields. Program variables are defined as

X (temperature) = Field 1

y (response) = Field 2

t (time or index) = Field 3

Select: [Enter] to continue
[X,x], [Y,y], or [T,t] to redefine variable
[R,r] to review beginning lines of data
[Esc] to abandon this data file

The prompt contains the length of time required to read the data file and the number of data fields

contained in the data records. If this number is less than the true number of data fields, then header
information may have been interpreted as data. This can be verified by selecting [R] in response to

the Data Definition Prompt. If header information has been incorrectly identified as data, the data
interpretation should be abandoned with [Esc], the data file pre\newed (see above), and the header
information disregarded.

The above example of the Data Definition Prompt contains the default data definitions assumed by
EXAM for records containing three or more fields prior to interpreting the first data file. Once data
definitions are selected, they become the default definitions for subsequent files unless the structure

of the data changes (e.g., a change in the number of fields per record) whereupon the program defaults
are invoked. For every file read, the Data Definition Prompt is offered.

Selecting [X], [Y], or [t] in response to the Data Definition Prompt results in additional prompts for

definitions of X, Y and t such as:
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Which field (1 - 5, if none) contains the values of X? [1] _

The program offers additional options of generating values of X, Y or t from functions of the data

indices or data fields. These options are offered if a [0], signifying none, is entered in response to the

prompt to identify which data field contains a particular variable.

Entering [0] in response to the prompt to select a field for the independent variable X results in the

following prompt:

Define the X (temperature) variable as

1:

2:
X
X

= t
= lent"

Selection: [1] _

If [2] is selected, an additional menu is offered with subsequent prompts for the entry of data:

Defining X = ICnt"

CO = 0.0
CI = 1.0
C2 = 0.0
C3 = 0.0
C4 = 0.0

Select index, 0-4, of any coefficient to be changed [none] _

<Enter new value for Cl [1]: 12.3456>

<Do you wish to save these values? Y/N [N] _>

The value of any coefficient may be changed by selecting the coefficient index and entering the value

when prompted. The new values may be saved as defaults in the (PARj.EXM file.

The Y (response) variable can be set equal to any data field or to the ratio of or the difference between
two data fields. Entering [0] in response to the prompt to select the field containing the values of Y
results in the following prompt:

Define the dependent ^variable Y (response) as

1: Y -= <A> - <B>
2: Y := <A> / <B>

Selection: [1] _-

Selecting a ratio or a difference results in an additional series of prompts to identify the A and B
fields:
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To set Y = <A> - <B>:

Which field (1-9, if none) is A? [4] 2

Which field is B? [5] _

The t (time or index) variable can be set equal to the index of each datum or to a multiple of that

index. Entering 10] in response to the prompt to select a field for t results in the following prompt:

Define t = SAt by entering the value of the increment At [10]

:

The time interval, At becomes a default for the program and is stored in the (PARj.EXM file.

As each variable is defined, the Data Definition Prompt is refreshed, for example:

X (temperature) = ZCnt"
Y (response) = <2> - <3>
t (time or index) = lAt, At = 10.0

In addition to the options offered by the Data Definition Prompt, the X and Y variables can be

replaced by functions of themselves using a variety of functions given in the Data Transformation

Menu described below.

Uninterpretable Data

Interpretation of data in non-standard formats will be attempted. However, if data in the requested

file cannot be interpreted, the program responds with various warning messages. If some of the data

can be interpreted, any or possibly all of the following messages are printed:

File may contain unusual field separators. Interpretation will be slow.
* * *

Problems interpreting initial records in file. Some data may have been lost
* * *

More than 9 entries per record. Remaining data in each record ignored.
* * *

Discontinuity in data. The following lines were ignored.

HYPOTHETICAL PROTEIN
HYPOTHETICAL BUFFER
[PROT] =2mg/ml
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF BUFFER
J. SMITH
1.1536,74.158,14.79,-4,8,0,4,8.3,0

Continue with analysis? Y/N [Y]

Analysis can continue by responding affirmatively to prompts. These messages most commonly result

when the data file contains headers, footers or both.

If the program is unable to interpret any data in the file, the following message results:
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UNABLE TO INTERPRET DATA FILE

'-1

and the program returns to the Data Entry Prompt.

Data Entry from the Keyboard

Pressing the [Enter] key alone in response to the Data Entry Prompt clears the screen and produces

the Keyboard Entry Prompt:

Enter va lue of X or Y
T i Select Line
[Del] Delete data
[Ins] Insert data
[Enter] Accept Default
[End] End data entry
[Esc] Abort data entry
[««-] Select entry

Each value of X and Y is entered in turn at the cursor prompt. If entries extend beyond the bottom

of the screen, the data column scrolls. Errors can be corrected using the cursor arrows to select the

entry, re-entering the data or deleting the data with the [Del] key. New values can be inserted with

the [Ins] key. The default value for X or Y is the value of the index N. If [Esc] is pressed, the

keyboard entry is aborted and the user is again prompted to enter the name of a data file. When
keyboard entry is complete, pressing [End] will accept the entered data and the program resumes
with the presentation of the main menu.

The Main Menu

Once the data have been read or entered and interpreted, the display and analysis begin with the

Main Menu:

or <title>

MAIN MENU

Data file: <filename> Title line: <FI]JE: filenaine>

The following options are available:

1: Analyze Y vs X 5: Analyze a new file
2: Analyze X vs t 6: Change title line
3: Analyze Y vs t 7: Execute DOS command
4: Transform Data 8: Program Environment

ENTER NUMBER or [Esc] to exit program [1] _

Enter the number corresponding to the analysis or the operation to be performed. If [ENTER] alone
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is depressed, the default value of [1], Y vs X, will be assumed. The analysis options ofY vs t and X
vs t allow the independent analysis of X or Y in terms of a second independent variable t. This

variable, usually considered to be time or the index value of each datum, is set by the user when

defining the data.

Option 4 allows the user to perform certain transformations on the data. We will skip this for the

moment but return to it in detail following description of the remaining options.

Option 5 allows a new data file to be loaded, replacing the current data file.

Option 6 allows a title to be defined for subsequent data displays. This title will appear on the top

line of the graphical displays (when help and propmpts are not displayed).

Option 7 allows DOS commands in response to the prompt:

Enter DOS command »»»

to be performed. Other programs can be run (if there is sufficient room in memory for them) without

exiting completely from EXAM. Following completion of each command, the above prompt is repeated

until [Enter] alone is pressed, whereupon the main menu is redisplayed.

Control of Graphics and Other Program Parameters

Option 8 allows for limited control of the program environment by offering several options. The first

of these relate to the type of display:

What kind of display do you have?

1. CGA
2. EGA
3. VGA
4. MCGA
5. MDA

Enter number [3]; _
Enter number of horizontal pixels in display [640] : _
Enter number of vertical pixels in display [350] : _
Enter maximum number of display pages for graphics display [2] : _
Are you using a color monitor? Y/N [Y] _
Enter color value, 1-15,

for fitting functions [10] : _
for reference curves [3] : _
for markers [14] : _
for residuals and inactive data points [12] : _

Through BIOS interrupt calls the program attempts to identify the type of graphics display available,

but for some non-standard operating systems it may be necessary to define the graphics parameters.
In general, other than the selection of colors for particular features, these should not be changed
unless warranted by graphics display problems. The response to the questions will determine which
of the BIOS graphics and text modes will be used by the program. If a color display is selected, the

text mode will be 3, otherwise 2. If CGA is selected, the graphics mode will be 6; if EGA or VGA, the
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graphics mode will be 16 for color display or 15 for monochrome; if MCGA, the graphics mode will be

18 for color and 17 for monochrome. The default values for the number of horizontal and vertical

pixels are those defined by the standard BIOS graphics modes. The default number of graphics

display pages is also determined by appropriate BIOS interrupt calls. If difficulties are encountered

when displaying the analysis options menu from the graphics display, the number of graphics display

pages should be set to 1.

If graphics colors are available, the color values specified are the usual definitions: 1: blue, 2: green,

3: cyan, 4: red, 5: magenta, 6: yellow, 7: white, and 8 through 15 the same sequence with enhanced

intensity.

After defining the display parameters, additional options are offered:

Enter the number of blank lines to be reserved below graph [01 : _
Enter printer number LPT# [1] : _
Beep for graphics prompts? Y/N [Y] _
Pause at each iteration in iterative fits? Y/N [N] _

The units of the gas constant determine the units of AH, ACp, and ACp'

Select units for the gas constant

1. R = 0.00831451 kJ/omol
2. R = 0.00198722 kcal/omol

Enter number [1] : _

Blank lines can be left at the bottom of the display for writing text when the graphs are to be printed

as permanent records. The default is none. The default printer setting is LPTl. Normally, error

messages and prompts for input while displaying graphs will be accompanied by a beep. This can be

turned off. When performing iterative least squares fits, the program does not pause at the end of

each iteration unless signalled to do so by pressing a key. For modern personal computers, this can

be difficult to accomplish within the short time required by the computer to process each iteration.

Therefore, the option of stopping at the end of each iteration is offered. Finally, the selection of the

units reported for AH, ACp, and ACp in kilojoules or kilocalories is offered.

The selections for the program environment are saved in the {PAR}.EXM file and become the default

values until they are changed.

Data Transformations

Commonly, primary data from a calorimetric or spectroscopic measurement are not appropriate for

analysis in terms of a two-state model without first transforming the data. For example, the data

from a calorimetric measurement may be in the form of voltages which must first be transformed to

power values using a calibration constant (which may be a function of temperature) and then to heat

capacity values by dividing by the scan rate. Data transformation options have been included in the

EXAM program for this purpose. Although motivated primarily for common situations encountered

in calorimetry, the range of data transformations included will allow a variety of general purpose data

transformations. Selecting [4] from the Main Menu or pressing [Ctrl-Fl] while in graphics display

(bypassing return to the Main Menu) presents the Data Transformation Menu:
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Select Transformation: [Enter] alone to end and resume analysis

1: Tian Transformation 7: Y->s(Y+AY) 13: X -> s(X+AX)

2: Y^Y/(dX/dt) (t=NAt) 8 : Y -> Y" 14 : X ^ X"

3: Interchange X and Y 9 : Y -> 1/Y 15: X -> 1/X
4: Reverse order of X,Y 10: Y^Ln(Y) 16: X -^ Ln{X)
5: Compress (average) Data 11: Y-^Exp(Y) 17: X -> Exp(X)
6: Y^ (2Y)"/2(1-Y) 12: Y -> Y- ICnX" 18: X ^ lent"

[Esc] to cancel all transformations performed in this session

Enter Selection ( [Enter] alone to end, [Esc] to cancel) : _ 1

The Transformation Menu serves as the prompt for selecting the transformations to be performed.

The selection is made by entering the corresponding number (and pressing [Enter] following entry

of the number). After entering the number of the transformation to be performed, additional

information may be requested before execution. Pressing [Esc] when prompted to enter additional

information will cancel the transformation.

Each call for the Transformation Menu is treated as an entry into a transformation session in which

a sequence of transformations is performed. After each transformation is performed a list of all

transformations performed on the current data is printed on the bottom of the screen, e.g.:

Transformations performed:
s(X+AX) 1/X Y/1000 Ln(Y)

Y/(dX/dt) Y/1000 s(Y+AY) (2Y)"/2(1-Y)

Those transformations performed during the current session are highlighted in the list. These can be

undone by selecting [Esc] in response to the Transformation Menu prompt. Those transformations

performed in a prior session cannot be undone. On exit from the session, the data are replaced by
their transformed values.

If any transformation is repeated during a data transformation session a warning message to that

effect is printed:

You have already performed this transfomation.
Do you wish to repeat it? Y/N [N] _

If, following completion of a transformation session (even if no transformation is performed), the

resulting values ofY are too large or too small to be displayed conveniently in a fixed field format, the

values may be scaled by a factor of 10^ or 10^ in response to one or the other of two prompts:

Maximum value of Y is greater than 10,000
Do you wish to rescale Y values by .001

Maximum value of Y is less than .001
Do you wish to rescale Y values by 1000
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If rescaling is not selected, the left hand margin of the display may be quite large or the axis hmits

may be displayed in floating point notation. Note that rescaling the values of Y will have no effect

on the values of AH, T„, AC^ and ACp obtained from a two-state analysis, but will scale N and the

baseline parameters B^, B^, B^,, and B^

For the most part, the transformations are self-evident. A few require explanation.

1. Tian Transformation^

The Tian transformation allows a means for cancelling the effect of an instrumental, exponential

response in the measured values of Y:

Y = Y + T(dY/dtj.

The Tian transformation requires a time scale. If a time scale is not included with the data, it is

generated from the time increment per datum (entered by the user) and the index value of each datum

in the file. If the t scale is the index scale (implying a time increment At of unity) a prompt will be

issued to allow a time increment to be entered.

On performing the Tian transformation for the first time, an explanatory message is printed on the

screen.

,

1^

Transform Y according to the Tian Equation: Y -> Y + T(dY/dt) where t is
the time and x is the instrument time constant. If a time scale is not
included in the data file, it is calculated from t = lAt where At is the
time increment per datum and I is the index of each datum in the data file.
In calculating dY/dt, Y is expressed as a power series in t, fit to M
points placed symmetrically about each value of Y(I),t(I) and the
derivative dY/dt is evaluated from the coefficients of the fit.

If an attempt is made to perform the Tian transformation more than once on a set of data, a warning
message is printed.

The Tian transformation also requires input of an instrument time constant x. The value is entered

from the keyboard in response to the prompt:

Enter value for time constant x (in sees) [100] : _

The default value is stored in the file (PARj.EXM and is recalled each time EXAM is run. Each new
value entered becomes the subsequent default value.

The derivative dY/dt required by the Tian transformation is calculated for each value of Yj from the

coefficients of a power series of order p in the time t obtained by a least squares fit to m values of Y
placed symmetrically about Yf.

^ Calvet, E., Recent Progress in Microcalorimetry. In Experimental Thermochemistry, vol. II, ed.

Skinner, H.A., New York: Interscience Publishers, (1962) 385-410.
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Yr.-tCj/. forn-j-'^, n-j-^^l ,
- n=y

2 '2

dt

The number of data m in the segment and the order p of the power series are under the control of the

user. For the jth value, Yj, dY/dt is obtained from a fit of the data from j-m/2 to j+my2. For the first

or last m/2 values, a single power series is used to calculate dYj/dt for all the values from j = 1 to m/2

or from j = n-m/2 to n.

For the value of dY/dt to be as accurate as possible, the number of data above and below the value

being transformed should be equal in the polynomial estimation of dY/dt. Therefore, the number of

data used to calculate dY/dt is always odd. If an even number of points is entered for m, it is

increased by 1. Also, the estimate of dY/dt is more accurate for p = 1 or 3 than for p = 2 (because of

the nodal structure of the residues of the least squares fit).

The values for p and m are entered from the keyboard in response to the prompts:

Enter polynomial order (1-3) for calculating derivative [1]: _

Enter number of points to be used in calculating the derivative [3]

The default value of m is 2p+l.

The values of p and m determine the length of time required to perform the transformation, the noise

in the transformed values, and the distortion due to inaccuracy of the power series spline. Small

values of p and m will result in noisy data (when x is larger than At, Y+xAY/At can be very noisy), but
the transformation will be performed rapidly with minimal distortion. For large values of p and m,
the transformation may take several minutes. Therefore, an estimate is made of the time required

and printed on the screen:

Transformation will take approximately 0:07 minutes

Very large values of m may result in a distortion of the profile shape when the data segment cannot
be fit accurately with a power series. This can be tested by displaying Y vs t, zooming to particular

ranges of the data, fitting the data to a polynomial, and investigating the residuals.

2. Dividing by the Scan Rate: Y -^ Y/(dX/dt)

For DSC data, this transformation allows for the conversion of power values to heat capacity by
calculating the temperature scan rate, dX/dt, and dividing the power values by the temperature scan

rate (e.g., ijW/(K sec') = ]iJ K'). This transformation requires a time scale. If a time scale is not

included with the data, it is generated from the time increment per datum (entered by the user) and
the index value of each datum in the file. If the t scale is the index scale (implying a time increment
At of unity) a prompt will be issued to allow a time increment to be entered.
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The first time this transformation is selected, the following explanatory prompt is printed:

Transform power values to heat capacity values by dividing each value of

the power by the scan rate: Y = Y/(dX/dt), where X is the temperature and t

is time. The scan rate, dX/dt, is calculated as a function of t by fitting
X to a cubic power series in t. The scan rate at each time t is calculated
from the analytical derivative of the cubic polynomial. If a time scale is
not included with the data, it is generated from t=NAt, where At is the
time increment per datum. ( [Esc] to cancel)

The derivatives dX/dt are calculated analytically from the coefficients of a fit of the values of X to a

cubic polynomial in t. Note that the scan rate can be a function of time and, hence, temperature.

If markers are active when this transformation is performed, the fit of X to t may be conducted over

the range between the markers by entering Y at the prompt:

Calculate dX/dt from data between markers only? Y/N [N] _ I

If [Ctrl-Fl] is pressed to enter the transformation session from a graphical display and if a zoomed

plot is active when [Ctrl-Fl] is pressed, the plot is first unzoomed and active markers are placed at

the limits of the zoomed plot. Also, if markers were active from the present or a previous file and this

transformation was selected from the Main Menu, the markers will be presumed to be still active. In

both cases the above prompt is printed.

The transformation is initiated by calculating the scan rate as a function of time (and hence

temperature) from a cubic power series in t. Since this may require several seconds on slow

computers, a message is printed to the screen:

Calculating T = ZCnt" for n = 0-^3 Please wait

Following completion of the cubic fit, the final option is offered:

Replace X values with their smoothed values? Y/N [N] _

If yes, each X value will be replaced by its value calculated from the least squares fit. If the fit

covered only the range of data between markers, the smoothed values of X outside this range will be

extrapolated from the fit within the range. After the transformation has been completed, the values

of the scan rate at the beginning and end of the scan are as printed on the top of the Transformation

Menu screen:

NOTE: Scan rate at 19.3° = 0.355o/min and at 69.9° = 0.357o/min. I

Following the least squares fit of X to a cubic polynomial in t, the standard deviation of the fit is

compared with an estimate of the standard deviation obtained from third differences. (See the earlier
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section on The Least Squares Fit for an explanation of third differences.) If systematic trends or

discontinuities exist in the dependence ofX on t, the two estimates of the standard deviation will not

agree. If the standard deviation of the cubic fit is more than a factor of three larger than the estimate

of the standard deviation from third differences, a warning message and prompt similar to the

following are printed:

CAUTION! 0(T) from third differences = 0.00199°
a(T) from cubic fit = 0.0179°
Measures of 0(T) do not agree! Advise analyzing T vs t,
performing cubic fit, and inspecting residuals.

Continue with the transformation? Y/N [N] _

giving the user the opportunity to inspect the values of X before performing the transformation.

As with the Tian transformation, an attempt to perform this transformation more than once on a data

file will result in a warning message.

3. Interchange X and Y

This can be used to apply transformation 12 to Y or transformation 18 to X.

4. Reverse the order of X,Y relative to t

If the values of X run from high values to low, some of the analysis procedures become unstable or

confusing (e.g., the cursor moves are opposite to intuition). Although this will be spotted by the

program and a sorting option offered, the sorting procedure is especially slow when the data are in

the reverse order. This option greatly speeds the ordering operation. In addition, transformation 15,

X -^ 1/X, automatically reverses the order of the transformed X axis and the user may wish to

transform it back to the order conforming to the original order of X. The t scale is unchanged by this

transformation.

5. Compress (average) Data

If files containing more than 1400 records are read, the data are averaged pairvvdse with

Yi = (y2i.i + y2i)/2, Xj = (xjii + X2i)/2, and T, - (t2i.i + t2i)/2. The pairwise averaging continues as
necessary to read the entire data file. Since the averaging may distort the shape of the data profile,

this transformation is offered in order to test for possible distortion. The transformation is identical

to the averaging procedure used for long files. Performing the averaging again and comparing the
analysis before and after data compression will give a measure of the dependence of profile parameters
on the averaging process. In addition, this transformation may be used to reduce the number of data
and hence speed analysis time when performing preliminary analyses of data.

6: Replace Y with (2Y)"/2(1-Y)

This is the functional dependence of the equilibrium constant K on the extent of transition a given by
eq. (6a) or (6b) in the section on The Two-State Model (with Y replacing a in the equation). If a
negative value of n is entered, Y is replaced with 2Y/(2-2Y)", the appropriate form for nA -^ B. If
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Y = 1, the denominator vanishes and the transformed value of Y becomes <». Consequently,

corresponding values of X, Y, and t are dropped from the data. The prompt for entering the value of

n contains the explicit reminder of the difference between the two cases A -> nB and nA -^ B and the

intended use of this transformation for calculating K from a:

Replace Y, the extent of reaction, with Keq, the equilibrium constant.

For A-^iB, Keq = (2Y)"/2(1-Y), enter a positive value for n.
For nA-«, Keq = 2Y/(2(1-Y))", enter a negative value for n.

Enter value for n [1] : _

Note: In the list of transformations performed appearing at the bottom of the Transformation Menu
screen and in the "results" file (see [Alt-F7] in the section on Analysis Options), only the A-^nB form

for this transformation, namely (2Y)" /2(1-Y), is given.

Since the intended use of this transformation is to calculate the equilibrium constant K from the

extent of transition a, a few words on the calculation of a are warranted. For calorimetric data, the

extent of reaction can be calculated from the integral of the transition profile over the baseline. The
preferred baseline is one derived from a two-state analysis of the profile. The integral is generated

from the graph of Y with [Shift-F2] and Y is permanently replaced with the integral using [Alt-Fl].

Finally, a is obtained by normalizing Y in the Transformation Menu with 7: Y —> s(Y + AY) using the

defaults Y^,,;,, and y(Y„^^^-Y^^^J for AY and s respectively. For spectroscopic data, one need only

normalize Y to obtain a.

7. Replace Y with s(Y + AY) 13. Replace X with s(X + AX)

The default values for the increments AY and AX are the minimum values of Y and X respectively.

The default value for the scale factor s is the range in Y or X if the default value of AY or AX is

selected. Otherwise the default value is 1. Thus, for example, if the default values are selected for

the transformation of Y, the resulting graph will be normalized with Y ranging from a minimum value

of 0.0 to a maximum value of 1.0. If, for the transformation X -^ s(X + AX), s is negative, the ordering

of the data is reversed (with respect to the independent variable t) so that the new values of X are in

increasing order. The markers (which are identified by their index values) are also reversed to

preserve the correspondence of markers with data.

8. Replace Y with Y" 14. Replace X with X"

Only integral values of n are allowed.

9. Replace Y with lA^ 15. Replace X with 1/X

If a value of is encountered in this transformation, the values of X, Y, and t are dropped from the

set. For the transformation in X, the ordering of the X,Y values with respect to the independent
variable t are reversed so that the new values of X will be in increasing order and maintain

correspondance with the values of Y. If markers are active, they are also reversed so that they will

continue to correspond to the original values of X. If the inverse values of X are less than .01, an
option of rescaling by a factor of 1000 is offered.
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10. Replace Y with Ln(Y) 16. Replace X with Ln(X)

Values ofX or Y less than or equal to result in those values (and their corresponding values of Y or

X and t) being dropped from the data set.

11. Replace Y with Exp(Y) 17. Replace X with Exp(X)

Values exceeding the maximum or minimum value for a floating point number are replaced with

exp(87) or exp(-87).

12. Replace Y with YlCnX" 18. Replace X with ICnt"

Transformation 12, allows Y to be multiplied by a calibration factor which itself is a function of

temperature. For example, if the values of Y are voltage differences between reference and sample

cells, the calibration function, C(T) = IC„T'\ can be obtained from a calibration curve of

PowerA^oltage = C(T). This transformation can also be used to transform Y from, for example,

calories/min to Joules/sec. The values of C^ may be edited if this transformation is selected and the

new values may be stored in the file {PARj.EXM to be recalled each time EXAM is run.

Transformation 18, replacing X with a power series function of time, is the identical function offered

when only values ofY are entered as data. In effect, the temperature scale is generated from a known
scan rate function. The values of C,, may be edited if this transformation is selected and the new
values may be stored in the file (PARj.EXM to be recalled each time EXAM is run.

The values of C„ for X and for Y are separate and independent

When either of these transformations is called, a parameter editing menu is offered, for example, for

transformation 12:

Replace Y with Y- ICnX"

CO = 1.0
CI = 0.0
C2 = 0.0
C3 = 0.0
C4 = 0.0

Select index, 0-4, of any coefficient to be changed [none] -

As coefficients are selected, the values are entered in response to a prompt

Enter new value for CO [1]

Following entry, the parameter editing menu is again offered with changed values highlighted. If

[Enter] alone is pressed, the parameter editing session ends with the prompt
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Do you wish to save these values? Y/N [N]

If yes, the new values of the parameters are saved in the {PARj.EXM file.

Ordering of Data

For some of the analyses in EXAM to be conducted correctly, the data must be in order of increasing

X. Before the analysis session begins, the ordering ofX is checked and ifX is not in increasing order,

the following warning message and prompt are printed on the screen:

b

CAUTION!

X values are not in increasing order. Some features may function
improperly or inefficiently.

1: Sort the data in order of increasing X
2: Continue with analysis regardless of order
3 : Return to main menu

ENTER NUMBER [3] _

If the analysis is continued without ordering of the data, some of the functions may not work properly

or the program may abort. Care should be taken, but under some circumstances it may be desireable

not to reorder the data. If the data are in reverse order, i.e., in order of decreasing X, it may be

considerably quicker to reverse the order of the data by selecting this transformation from the Data
Transformation Menu. Note that the t scale is not changed by the reordering. This is not a problem

if the t scale is simply the index of the data. However, one should be aware that the correspondence

between X (and also Y) and t is changed by the reordering of the data.

Scaling of Display Axes

Following selection of the analysis to be performed, X vs Y, X vs t, or Y vs t, the option of autoscaling

the axes is offered:

Analyzing Y vs X Autoscale axes? Y/N [Y]

The axis limits for autoscaling are determined from the lowest and highest values of X and Y in the

file with a sufficient margin to display all the data. If autoscaling is not selected, entry of the

minimum and maximum values ofX and Y for the plot will be prompted at appropriate times. Values
larger than or less than the range in the data can be entered.

This completes the description of the Main Menu. After selection of the analysis to be performed, Y
vs X, X vs t, or Y vs t, and whether or not autoscaling is to be invoked, the selected graph appears
on the screen. From this point on, the program is controlled with function and cursor keys alone or

in combination with the [Shift], [Ctrl], and [Alt] keys through a passive menu that can be displayed
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by pressing [?/]. The top line of the display contains summary help and prompt information. The

bottom line of the display contains marker and cursor information.
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Analysis Options

Analysis Options Menu

Once a graph of the data is displayed, the program is controlled with function and cursor keys alone

and in combination with the [Shift], [Ctrl], and [Alt] keys. The top line of the display contains

summary help and prompt information. The bottom line of the display contains marker and cursor

information. The Analysis Options Menu can be displayed at any time by pressing the [?/] key:

Principal Displays

[Fl] Data
[F2] Derivative
[Shift--F2] Integral
[F9] Residuals
[Tab] Redraw

Additional Displays

[F8] Calculated
[F4] Reference
[F3] Other File
[Shift-F9] Residuals
[Shift-F4] Resid (Ref)

Data Editing, Selection, or Manipulation

[Del], [Ins] Deactivate or Reactivate data
[Ctrl-Fl] Transform data [-] Invert Y
[Shift-Fl] Delete, replace or insert data
[Alt-Pl] Replace data with display
[F5] , [Ctrl-F5] Turn markers on/off, or move
[Shift (Alt ) -F5] Zoom or (stepwise) unzoom

Data Analysis

[F7] , [Shift-P7] Least squares fit to f (X) , f (X-Xo)
[F6] Draw baseline [Shift-F6] Calculate area
[Alt-F6] Locate peak or valley, calculate value
[ (Ctrl, Alt ) -F8] (Confidence intervals, asymptotes)
[Shift-P8] Calculate Y + o(Y) from X

Other: [Ctrl (Alt ) -P9 ] Calculate (+deactivate outliers) & display residuals
[Shift-F3] Save display or calculation to a file
[ (Alt , Ctrl) -F3] (Save in memory. Recall) fitting function
[Ctrl-F4] Save or add display to Reference or recall Reference
[Alt-F4] Save or add graph of fitting function to Reference
[ (Ctrl, Alt ) -F7 ] Parameters from least squares fit —> (screen, file)

[Ctrl-Home] Pull X,Y cursor [PIG] Print screen [Ctrl-PlO] Text on screen

Summary ofAnalysis Options and Commands

The Analysis Options Menu is summarized below. Following this summary each of the menu options

will be described in detail.

Principal Displays

All graphs are based on the selected data set: Y vs X, Y vs t, or X vs t. Least squares fits can be

performed on any of the principal displays, including the residuals display.

[Fl] Display selected graph: Y vs X, Y vs t, or X vs t.

[F2] Display first derivative as calculated from first differences.

[Shift-F2] Display the integral of the data.

[F9] Display the residuals, e.g., Y(obs) - Y(calc) vs X, following a least squares fit.
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Redraw graph with a solid line. If already a solid line clear the screen and redraw

the graph with points.

Additional Graphs

[F8] Draw or erase on the current display a calculated line from a least squares fit.

[F4] Draw the reference graph on the current display.

[F3] Draw the graph of another file on the current display.

[Shift-F9] Draw the residuals on the current display.

[Shift-F4] Subtract the Reference Graph from the display, save as a graph of residuals, and

then draw it.

Data Editing, Selection, or Manipulation

[<—,->] Arrow keys move the data cursor, a short vertical bar, from one data point to the

next.

[Ctrl-<—,—>] "Fast" data cursor move (moves cursor VN points, where N is the number of points

displayed.)

[T,i] Move the data cursor to the highest or lowest point on the display.

[F5] Place or erase a marker at the current data cursor position. Markers are used for

selecting the range of a graph for zooming and for least squares fits. Markers
appear as vertical lines from the data points to the X axis.

[Ctrl-F5] Turn both markers on or off at their current positions.

[Shift-F5] Zoom to display data between and including markers. Zoomed plots can be

repeatedly zoomed to smaller and smaller regions of the graph. If no markers are

displayed, restore full display (unzoom).

[Alt-F5] Stepwise unzoom from a repeated zoom regardless of the status of the markers.

The program remembers up to 10 sequential zooms.

[Home] Move data cursor to next lowest marker. If at lowest marker, move cursor to first

data position. If at first data position, move to highest marker.

[End] Move data cursor to last data point. If there, erase cursor and markers.
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[Ctrl-Home]

[Del]

[Ins]

[Ctrl-Fl]

[-]

[Shift-Fl]

[Alt-Fl]

Replace the data cursor with a full screen cursor in the form of a cross-hair which

can be moved to any point within the displayed axes. The full screen cursor

position is not limited to the values of the data and can be used to measure or

position any point on the display and to draw straight lines between cursor

positions. The full screen cursor routine is also invoked automatically for

positioning graphs on an existing display or for editing data.

Deactivate the datum at the data cursor or, if both markers are displayed, all data

points between markers. Deactivated data points are not included in least squares

fits.

Reactivate datum at the data cursor or all points between markers.

Transform data using various options offered by the Transformation Menu. This

is identical to selection of Option 4 in the Main Menu.

Invert Y, i.e., Y -- -Y.

Delete, replace or insert data.

Replace X and Y with the current display. Deactivated data and data beyond the

display range are lost.

Data Analyses

[FT]

[Shift-F7]

[Alt-F3]

[Ctrl-F3]

[F6]

[Shift-F6]

[Alt-F6]

Perform a least squares fit of the data between the markers in the current display

to a selected function: A two-state calorimetry model, a two-state spectroscopy

model, a polynomial, or an exponential function. Follow prompts for selection of

function. If either of the two-state functions is selected, a menu of parameters is

offered from which to choose those to be varied or to be held fixed. Starting values

for the parameters can be entered in this menu.

Similar to [F7] only the least squares fit is to f(X-Xo) rather than ffX).

Save a fitting function in memory as a reference for future recall. Associated

statistics are not saved.

Recall a fitting function. This replaces the current fitting function but without

associated statistical information.

Calculate and draw a linear baseline between two markers or between a marker
and a cursor.

Calculate the area "under" the display and "above" a baseline if one is presently

displayed.

Locate a peak or a valley between two markers and calculate the value of Y above

or below a displayed baseline. If no baseline is displayed, the absolute value of Y
at the peak or valley is calculated.
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[Ctrl-F8] Draw confidence intervals of a fitting function on the current display,

[Alt-F8] Draw or erase the asymptotic limits of DSC or spectroscopic functions.

[Shift-F8] Based on a least squares fit, calculate the value of Y ± o(Y) from a value of X
supplied by the user. o(Y) is the standard deviation of the calculated value of Y
based on the statistics of the least squares fit.

Other Menu Options:

[Ctrl-F9] Recalculate the residuals for the principal data Y (not the integral of Y or the

derivative ofY or the residuals ofY themselves) using the currently active function

(most recent least squares fit or function recalled with [Ctrl-F3]j

[Alt-F9] This performs the same operation as [Ctrl-F9] but in addition, for DSC functions,

deactivates points whose calculated values are more than two standard deviations

away from the baseline. [Ctrl-F9] and [Alt-F9] are used primarily to analyze

overlapping two-state transition profiles.

[Shift-F3] Save the current display or fitting function graph to a file.

[Ctrl-F4] Save the current display as a reference graph which can later be drawn by pressing

[F4]. If a reference graph already exists, the new graph can replace it, the

reference and display can be exchanged, or the display can be added to, subtracted

from, or ratioed with the reference.

[Alt-F4] Save a graph of a fitting function or a baseline as a reference graph. The graph to

be saved can also be added to or subtracted from an existing reference graph.

[Ctrl-F7] Print the values of the parameters from the most recent least squares fit on the

current display.

[Alt-F7] Save the values of the parameters from the most recent least squares fit in a file.

[FIO] Print the current display. This option works on only a limited number of printers.

[Ctrl-FlO] Allow text entered from the keyboard to be written on the current display.
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Analysis Options and Commands - Detailed Descriptions

Principal Displays: [Fl] [F2] [Shift-F2] [F9] [Tab]

Four graphs are available and are selected by pressing the function keys [Fl], [F2], [Shift-F2], or

[F9]. In the following discussion, the displays are occasionally identified by the function keys that

produce them. Thus [Fl], [F2], [Shift-F2] and [F9] can refer either to the keys or, in itahcs without

boldface emphasis, to the corresponding graphs themselves. [Tab] connects the displayed points with

solid lines. If [Tab] is repeated, the screen is cleared and the graph is redrawn, point by point.

[Fl] displays the graph of primary data: Y vs X, X vs t, or Y vs t, depending on the selection from the

Main Menu. [Fl] is the default display following the main menu. If [Fl] is pressed a second time,

the points of the display are connected by straight line segments. If pressed a third time, the screen

is cleared and the original [Fl] graph is again displayed. That is, repeated pressing of [Fl] behaves

like [Tab].

[F2] displays the first derivative of the current display. The derivative is calculated from the

averages of ratios of differences between adjacent values:

dXJ. 2

This method of estimating the first derivative maintains the X scale. The first and last points of the

derivative graph are determined by extrapolation. If the data spacing is small compared with the

noise in the data, the first derivative plot may appear as scattered points. If [F2] is pressed a second

time, the derivative of the current display, that is, the derivative of the derivative is displayed.

[Shift-F2] displays the integral of the current display. The integral is formed by summing the areas

of adjacent trapezoids relative to the X-axis or to a baseline.

(r \

A
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where b^ is the value of the baseline at the jth point. If neither a baseline and nor a least squares fit

line is displayed on the screen, two options are offered:

Integrate: [1] YdX [2] (Y-Y(l))dX [2] I

If a least squares fit line or a baseline is displayed on the screen, these options are not offered. The
integral is evaluated above the line, that is, the integral of (Y-Y^^i^)dX is calculated and displayed. If

the data are fit to a calori metric, two-state model, both a function line and a baseline are displayed

and the data are integrated above the baseline. If the integral ofYdX or (Y-Y(l))dX is desired instead

of (Y-Y<.3|^)dX, then the calculated line must first be erased with [F8].
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If [Shift-F2] is pressed a second time, the integral of the current display, that is, the integral of the

integral will be displayed.

Note that [F2] and [Shift-F2] are not reciprocal. This is because of approximations implicit in

estimating derivatives and integrals with finite elements. From a comparison of the expressions for

estimating the derivative and the integral, it can be easily shown that

d^M = bi-i^bi^-.yi^i

Thus the graph resulting from [Shift-F2]+[F2] only approximates [Fl]. Also, as a result of the

averaging implicit in the formulas for the derivative and the integral, the scatter of data in [Shift-

F2MF2] will be approximately 60% that of the data in [Fl].

[F9] displays the residuals graph formed by subtracting a fitting or reference fiinction from a selected

display: [Fl], [F2], [Shift-F2], or [F9]. A fitting function is obtained by performing a least squares fit

or a baseline fit (see [F7] and [F6] below). A reference function is obtained by saving a fitting

function with [Alt-F3] and recalling it with [Ctrl-F3]. The fitting or reference function can always

be identified by pressing [Ctrl-F7]. When EXAM is first run and before any fitting function has been

defined, the fitting function is the nul function, i.e., YjCcalc) = 0. When [F9] is first pressed following

a least squares fit, a baseline fit, or recall of a reference function, the residuals are calculated by

subtracting from the displayed values of Y the values ofY calculated from the fitting function. Once
the residuals have been calculated they can only be changed by performing another fit, reading a new
data file, recalling a reference graph, or selecting [Ctrl-F9] or [Alt-F9]. If, for example, a new data

file is read, replacing the current data, pressing [F9] will cause the residuals to be calculated for the

current display using the most recently derived fitting function.

If [F9] is pressed a second time and no intervening least squares fits have been performed, the data

points will be connected with straight line segments. If pressed a third time, the screen will be erased

and the pointwise residual graph redrawn. Repeated pressings of [F9] without intervening least

squares fits or recall of reference functions behave like repeated pressings of [Tab].

If a least squares fit of a residual graph itself is performed, pressing [F9] will calculate and display

the residuals of the fit of the residuals, replacing the residuals from the initial least squares fit.

Cursors and Markers: [^] [Ctrl-^] [^] [Ctrl^] [T] [i] [Home] [End] [F5] [Ctrl-F5]

A data cursor and two markers are used to identify specific data points or data ranges for zooming,

fitting, area calculations, and data deactivation and activation. The data cursor appears as a short

vertical line segment intersecting each data point. Markers appear as vertical lines extending down
from the data to the X axis. The data cursor is moved left by [<— ] and [Ctrl <— ] and right by [—>] and
[Ctrl -4]. [<—] and [-^] move the data cursor from one point to the next whereas [Ctrl <— ] and
[Ctrl -^] move the data cursor VN positions and thus act as coarse moves.

The following paragraphs describe how the data cursor and markers react to various keys and key
combinations. Though the description may appear on first reading to be complicated, the keys and
their responses have been designed to be intuitive.
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If no data cursor is displayed, pressing [^] or [<— ] will place one on the leftmost or rightmost point

of the display respectively. The [T] and [i] keys move the cursor to the highest and lowest points on

the display respectively. If a cursor move past the leftmost or rightmost point of the display is

attempted, the cursor wraps to the other end of the display.

The values ofX and Y (or X and t, or Y and t) at the data cursor are printed on the bottom line of the

display. If a calculated curve is displayed, the calculated value of Y (in parentheses) is also printed

on the bottom line of the display. If a least squares fit has been performed and if the resulting

residuals, [F9J, are displayed, the number in parentheses following the value of Y (the residual) is the

value of the residual divided by the standard deviation of the fit. That is, it is the number of standard

deviations by which Y(obs) differs from its expected value of Y(calc). While the cursor key(s) remain

depressed, the cursor information at the bottom of the screen is in general not renewed. It is always

renewed when the cursor key is released. This is done to move the data cursor more rapidly,

particularly for older computers, though this will depend on the speed of the computer and the time

delay for testing the keyboard.

If the data cursor is on the leftmost point of the display and no markers are active, pressing [Home]
will turn the cursor off. If it is on any point other than the leftmost point of the display, pressing

[Home] will move the cursor to the leftmost point on the display. If the cursor is on the rightmost

point of the display, pressing [End] will turn the cursor off and erase any markers that may have

been active. If the cursor is on any point other than the rightmost point of the display, pressing [End]

will move the cursor to the rightmost point on the display.

Pressing [F5] causes a marker to appear on the screen at the data cursor location. Two markers may
be placed on the graph. The markers control data deletion and restoration, zooming, fitting, baseline

drawing, and area calculations. If no cursor is displayed when [F5] is pressed, the cursor is turned

on, placed at the leftmost data point displayed, and the marker placed at this position also.

The value of X at each marker is printed on the bottom line of the screen between square brackets,

e.g.,

[45.5] X = 45.5 Y = -124.8 or, if two markers are active,

[45.5, 72.3J X = 36.7 Y = 77.66

where X and Y are the values at the cursor.

Markers are erased by placing the data cursor on the marker and pressing [F5]. Repeated pressings

of [F5] alternately turn a marker on and off. If two markers are displayed and the cursor is not at

either marker, pressing [F5] will cause the marker nearest the cursor to shift to the cursor.

Markers are either active or inactive depending on whether they are displayed or not. Pressing [Ctrl-

F5] will deactivate active markers and they will disappear from the screen. If a marker is

deactivated, its position is remembered until a new marker is chosen. If no marker is active, pressing

[Ctrl-F5] reactivates both markers on the screen at their previous positions. The starting, default

positions for inactive markers are the first and last points of the display.

If one marker is active, pressing [Home] will cause the cursor to jump between the first data point

and the marker. If two markers are active, pressing [Home] will cause the cursor to move to the next
lowest marker or to the first data point. If the cursor is already at the first data point, pressing
[Home] will move the cursor to the highest marker.
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In summary:

[F5] • places a marker at the data cursor position or

• erases a marker at the data cursor position or

• moves the nearest marker to the data cursor.

[Ctrl-F5] • erases any active markers from the screen or

• restores both markers at their previous positions

[Home] • moves the data cursor from one marker to the next to the first position on the

display or

• turns the cursor off

[End] • moves the data cursor to the last position on the display, and if already there,

erases any markers and turns the cursor off.

If a marker is on, the data cursor is always on.

Two markers cannot be coincident unless only one data point is displayed, whereupon the

marker behavior is unpredictable.

The data cursor and the markers are associated with the data indices. Switching the display

between fFl], [F2], [Shift-F2], and [F9] or transforming the data f[Ctrl-Fl]) leaves the

markers at their equivalent positions in the new display. Loading a new data file leaves the

markers at their former indices. Ifhigher than the number of data in the new file, the highest

is placed at the highest index in the new data. If a plot is zoomed (see belowj the markers are

placed at the leftmost and rightmost positions on the zoomed screen (their locations before

zooming), but in their inactive state.

Full-Screen Cursor: [Ctrl-Home]

The data cursor can be replaced with a full-screen cursor with [Ctrl-Home]. The data cursor is

replaced with a cross-hair that can be moved to any position within the displayed axes with cursor

keys. A help message appears on the top line:

[Ti <—> PgUp PgDn Home End Ins] : Move [Enter] : Value X,Y (Twice to end)

In contrast with the data cursor, the full screen cursor moves pixel by pixel in response to the cursor

keys. A coarse scale cursor move is available with [Ctrl ->] and [Ctrl <— ] or with the shift keys in

combination with the cursor keys on the numerical keypad. Although it would be desireable to

maintain the convention of Ctrl keys in combination with cursor keys for all coarse cursor moves, this

is not possible with the up and down cursor keys which do not register in combination with the Ctrl

keys on many keyboards. Hence the shift-cursor combination is offered. The coarse cursor moves one

cursor width at a time. [Page-Up] moves the full screen cursor to the top margin of the display,

[Page-Down] to the bottom, [Home] to the left margin, and [End] to the right margin. Pressing

[Enter] causes the values of X,Y (or X,t or Y,t) to be printed on the bottom line, usually with more
significant figures than printed with the data cursor. Since the default initial position for the full

screen cursor is the X,Y position of the data cursor, the coordinates at the data cursor can be displayed

with greater precision by first pressing [Ctrl-Home] followed by [Enter].
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The full screen cursor can be moved directly to any X,Y value on the display by pressing [Insert] and

providing the values of X and Y (or X and t or Y and t) in response to prompts. The current position

of the full screen cursor is the default for each of the prompts.

A straight line can be drawn between any two positions on the screen by moving the full screen cursor

to the first position and pressing [Ctrl-Home]. The top line prompt changes to:

Move to second position. Draw line with [Ctrl-Home] or [Ctrl-End]

After moving the cursor to the second position, pressing [Ctrl-Home] draws the straight line and
moves the full screen cursor back to the first position. [Ctrl-End] draws the line and leaves the fall

screen cursor at the second position. If [Esc] is pressed before [Ctrl-End] or the second [Ctrl-Home]

is pressed, the procedure is aborted.

Pressing [Esc] or pressing [Enter] twice in succession returns to the data cursor and the Analysis

Options Menu.

The full screen cursor routine is automatically used for editing or adding data points ([Shift-Fl]) and
for vertical placement of reference graphs ([F4]), other file graphs ([F3]), residual graphs ([Shift-F9]),

and graphs of fitting or reference functions.

Zooming and Unzooming: [Shift-F5] [Alt-F5]

If two markers are active (i.e., displayed), pressing [Shift-F5] will zoom the display to the region

including and between the two markers. Note the following:

Following zooming, the Y axis is always rescaled.

Zooming always leaves the markers in their inactive state at the leftmost and rightmost

positions on the zoomed screen.

Zooming can be performed on any display ([Fl], [F2], [Shift-F2] or [F9]). Once zoomed, all

subsequent graphs will be presented in the zoomed scale.

A zoomed graph can always be zoomed further.

Restoration of the original scale (unzooming) is accomplished by pressing [Shift-F5] with no markers
active. When the original scale is restored, markers will be placed on the screen at the former leftmost

and rightmost positions of the zoomed graph. One can thus return to the zoomed graph by pressing

[Shift-F5] a second time.

The final state of a repetitively zoomed graph can be considered as a nested set of zoomed graphs.

[Alt-F5] allows for a stepwise unzooming of a nested set of zoomed graphs. [Alt-F5] will take a
zoomed graph to the state it was in before the most recent zoom. [Alt-F5] performs this function

regardless of the status of the markers.

Data Deactivation, Selection, and Editing: [Del] [Ins] [Alt-Fl] [Shift-Fl]
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Data can be deactivated with the delete key, [Del], and can be restored with the insert key, [Ins].

If no marker or only one marker is active, pressing [Del] or [Ins] deactivates or restores the point at

the cursor and moves the cursor to the next data point in the direction of the most recent cursor move.

If both markers are active when the [Del] key is depressed, all of the data between and at the

markers are deactivated and the markers are turned off. Similarly, the [Ins] key will restore all of

the data between two markers, but in this case, the markers will remain active. Note the following:

Deactivated data appear on the screen but with a different color or lowered intensity. Active

data are displayed with higher intensity. Depending on the contrast and intensity settings

of the monitor, the distinction between active and inactive data may be more or less obvious.

CGA displays do not have high and low intensities in graphics modes. Consequently, for CGA
displays, deactivated data are not displayed on the screen. Their presence can be detected

with the cursor which still moves from point to point whether those points are displayed or

not.

If the data between two markers are accidentally deactivated, they can be restored by first

restoring the markers with [Ctrl-F5] followed by the data with [Ins].

In a least squares fit of the data, inactive data are not included in the fit. This is the pui-pose

of data deactivation.

As an example of the use of data deactivation, the area under a DSC profile can be determined by

1. Deactivating the points throughout the transition interval

2. Fitting the remaining data to a power series in X with [F7], thus establishing a

baseline

3. Restoring the deactivated data with [Ctrl-F5] to restore the markers followed with

[Ins] to restore the data

4. Calculating the area between the data and the baseline with [Shift-F6].

As another example, two DSC profiles can be analyzed by first deleting all of the points of one profile

and then analyzing the remaining profile. This works even if the profiles are overlapping.

Data can be replaced permanently with the displayed, active data by pressing [Alt-Fl]. Inactive

points and points excluded in a zoomed range are permanently deleted. (The original data file is

unaltered.) For example, the data could be replaced with a small region of the integrated display by

selecting [Shift-F2] to display the integral, zooming to the region of interest with [Shift-F5], and

selecting [Alt-Fl]. Y would then be replaced with the displayed integral. All points outside of the

zoomed region would be permanently deleted. IfX vs t were to be subsequently displayed, only those

points in the originally zoomed range would remain. Once the original data have been replaced, they

can only be retrieved by rereading the original data file. In order to protect against accidental

replacement, the prompt:

Replace X,y with currently displayed graph? Y/N [N]

is offered with corresponding prompts when X vs t or Y vs t is being analyzed. If, for example, the

integral of X vs t is displayed, X will be replaced by the integral. The values oft and (undisplayed)
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Y will not be changed. The values of the undisplayed variable, t, Y, or X, corresponding to points that

are deleted are, of course, also deleted.

Individual data points can be inserted, deleted, or changed with [Shift-Fl]. However this can only

be performed when the primary data, i.e., [Fl], are displayed. Attempts to edit data with [Shift-Fl]

from displays other than [Fl] results in the message:

Data can only be edited from normal ( [Fl] ) display

[Shift-Fl] displays the Data Editing Options menu on the top line:

Data Editing Options: [1] Delete [2] Change [3] Insert [none]

If [1] is selected, the datum at the cursor is removed, the cursor is moved to the next position, and the

Data Editing Options menu remains displayed. This contrasts with deactivated data which are, for

the most part, merely ignored until they are restored. Deleting data from the Data Editing Options

menu has the same effect as first deactivating data and then permanently deleting them with [Alt-

Fl].

If [2] is selected, the Data Editing Options menu is replaced with the help message:

DATA EDITING. Select datum with cursor. [Enter] to change. [Esc] to end. I

Move the cursor to the point to be changed and press enter to select it. The data cursor is replaced

with the full screen cursor in the shape of a cross hair (see [Ctrl-Home]) and the help message is

changed to:

[TnL <—> or Ins] to select new X,y value. [Enter] end [Esc] cancel

The full screen cursor can be moved to any point on the screen with the cursor arrow keys. Pressing

an arrow key with the shift key simultaneously depressed moves the cursor in coarser steps. [Home]
moves the cursor to the left axis. [End] to the right edge of the display, [Page Up] to the top, and
[Page Down] to the bottom. [Ins] prompts for keyboard entry of the value of X (or t) and the value

of Y (or X). Values beyond the range of the display can be entered using [Ins]. [Esc] leaves the data

editing mode. [Enter] replaces the values ofX (or t) and Y (or X) of the selected data point with their

values at the cross hair. After the values of a selected data point are replaced, selection of another

point is prompted and so on until [Esc] is pressed. Note that changing the value of X and/or Y has

no effect on the undisplayed coordinate. That is, if X and Y of a particular data point are changed,

the t value remains unchanged. To change t also, the graph must first be replaced with X vs t or Y
vs t.

Option [3], insertion of data, is offered only ifY vs Xis displayed. When [3] is selected, the full screen

cursor appears on the screen and the X,Y coordinates of the added point are selected either by moving
the cross hair to a selected position or by entering the values from the keyboard after pressing [Ins].

If new values of X and Y are inserted, a corresponding value of t is calculated by interpolation or
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extrapolation.

Data Transformations [Ctrl-Fl]

[Ctrl-Fl] enters the Data Transformation Menu directly without returning to the Main Menu. On
exit from the Data Transformation Menu, the program returns to the display. Otherwise, [Ctrl-Fl]

is identical to Option 4 selected from the Main Menu. Details of the data transformations are

described in the section dealing with the Main Menu.

Baseline Drawing: [F6] [F8]

Pressing [F6] when both markers are active calculates and draws a straight baseline between the two

data at the markers or between the average values of a range of data at each of the markers. If one

marker is active, a straight hne is drawn between the marker and the cursor. If no marker is active,

a straight line is drawn through the cursor (or the average of a range of points surrounding the cursor)

parallel to the X axis. When [F6] is pressed, the prompt

Number of points to be averaged [1] _ I

appears on the top line. The default value is 1 or the most recent value entered. The averaging range

is placed symmetrically about the cursor or marker unless the cursor or marker is near the minimum
or maximum value of X. If X is near its maximum or minimum, as much of the range is selected as

possible.

If a baseline or a calculated function line is displayed before [F6] is pressed, it is first erased before

the new baseline is drawn. When a new baseline is drawn, a new set of residuals (Y(obs) - baseline)

can be calculated and displayed by pressing [F9]. If a residuals graph itself is resident when the

baseline is drawn, pressing [F9] will calculate and display new residuals, i.e., old residuals - new
baseline, and the original residuals values will be lost.

The baseline may be erased by pressing [F8], but the values of the coefficients defining the baseline

remain in memory and the baseline may be redrawn at any time by pressing [F8] again. The
parameters defining the slope and intercept of the baseline may be displayed by pressing [Ctrl-F7].

The drawing of a baseline is equivalent to a least squares fit of a straight line to the data surrounding

each of the markers (or marker and cursor).

Curve Fitting: [F7] [Shift-F7]

General Information, selecting data ranges, bottom, line information

[F7] and [Shift-F7] initiate least squares fits of selected functions to the data. These functions

include:

Polynomial in X (or t)

Exponential decay or growth in X (or t)

Two-state model for DSC type data

Two-state model for spectroscopic type data
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[Shift-F7] has the same effect as [F7] except the origin for the X axis is taken to be X^j, that is, the

fit is for the equation: Y = flX-X^). Xq is entered in response to a prompt with the position of the cursor

serving as the default value for X,,. If the cursor is not active, the lowest displayed value of X is the

default value of X,}.

Not all of the data are necessarily fit. The data to be fit can be limited through (1) use of zoomed

displays, (2) range definition with the cursor and/or the markers, and/or (3) deactivation of data. If

no marker is active, pressing [F7] fits all of the active, displayed data, ignoring any data falling

outside the range of a zoomed graph. If one marker is active, pressing [F7] will result in fitting of

active data between and including the cursor and the marker. Note:

For power series and exponential functions, only active data between and including the

markers are fit.

For the two-state analyses, the displayed data outside of the markers represent asymptotic

baseline limits and also contribute to the analyses.

Pressing [F7] or [Shift-F7] produces the following prompt at the top of the screen:

[ll-ICnX" [2]-Exp(X/I) [3] -DSC [4] -SPEC [0]- Resume [F7]- Repeat [1] I

The default function to be fit is a power series in X, Y = ZCnX". If, in response to this prompt, [F7]

or [Shift-F7] is pressed a second time, the previous least squares fit is repeated for the current

display, with current marker and cursor positions, but with all the options as selected in the previous

fit. The option [0], resume, initiates the previous fit with the values fi-om the previous fit as initial

values. It is offered only if the previous analysis was a two state (DSC or SPEC) function.

Following any iterative, non-linear least squares fit, the bottom line contains information on the

convergence conditions. Pressing any key restores the usual cursor and marker data on the bottom

line but with the following difference: The value of Y printed on the bottom line of the display

corresponding to the position of the cursor is followed in parentheses by the value ofY calculated from

the parameters of the least squares fit. The value of Y(calc) is displayed only if the graph of Y(calc)

is displayed. If the resulting residuals are displayed, the number in parentheses following the value

of Y (the residual) is the value of the residual divided by the standard deviation of the fit. That is,

it is the number of standard deviations by which Y(obs) differs from its expected value of Y(calc).

Power Series Fit:

If a power series function is selected, the order of the power series (from to 8) is selected in response

to the prompt:

Y = Z CnX". Enter value (0 - 8) for n [1] j

5i:)ressed.

Y = Z Cn(X - XO)" Enter value (0 - 8) for n 1
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in which case the value of X,, is entered in response to a prompt of the form:

Enter value for XO [56.301]

Following completion of the fit, the calculated value of Y is drawn, the values of the parameters and

their standard deviations are printed in a box on the display, and the title line is restored and

appended with an identification of the fit and the standard deviation of the fit, e.g..

[Title]: I Cn(X - 56.301)" for n = 4 - o= .0345 (.0012)

The quantity in parentheses is the estimate of the precision of the data from third differences. (See

the section on The Least Squares Fit for the description of third differences.) If the standard deviation

of the fit is significantly greater than the estimate of the standard deviation from third differences,

the presence of systematic errors is indicated and the standard deviations of the parameters should

be viewed with skepticism.

In power series fits, especially at high orders, the coefficients can be highly correlated and significant

round-off problems can occur. Round-off errors will contribute to unusual graphs of residuals or

confidence intervals. Under such circumstances, fitting Y to Z CnCX-X^,)" with a value of X^ near the

center of the range of the displayed X values may provide a more satisfactory analysis.

The power series fit is useful for establishing baselines for DSC profiles, particularly when the

baselines are obviously nonlinear. Using the data deactivation feature described in the section above

on Data Deactivation, Selection, and Editing, a baseline can be drawn by deactivating the data in the

transition region, estimating a polynomial through the remaining data, restoring the transition data,

subtracting the calculated baseline with [F9] and replacing the original data with the baseline-

subtracted data with [Alt-Fl].

Exponential Fit:

An exponential fit is included with the program in order to allow calculation of instinmental time

constants. The exponential function is Y = B + (A-B)e"^'^""\ A is the value ofY at the point where the

exponential decay is switched on or where the exponential growth is switched off. If (X-X^^)/x > 0, the

value of the exponent is set equal to 0. The value of X^, is therefore the cutoff value below which Y =

A for exponential decay or above which Y = A for exponential growth. B is the value of Y approached
asymptotically for exponential decay or departed from for exponential growth, i is the time constant

and is negative for exponential decay and positive for exponential growth. If a value of X^, cannot be

determined, it is set equal to the first (or last) value of X in the range of data being fit, the value of

A is set equal to the value of Y at this value of X^,, and the values of x and B are determined from the

least squares fit. If [Shift-F7] rather than [F7] has been pressed, the value of X^ is the value of X
at the cursor position even if the cursor position is beyond the range of the markers.

Since the fit is nonlinear, it is conducted iteratively and the number of iterations is printed on the top

hne while the fit is progressing. The iterative procedure is based on a Taylor's Series expansion of the

function around the current values of the parameters, cutting the expansion off at the first term, and
calculating the corrections to the coefficients from a linear fit of Y(obs) - Y(calculated). With each
iteration, the current values of the parameters are printed in a box on the display with the values of
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those parameters being varied displayed with emphasized intensity and indicated with arrows. (Some

displays do not allow emphasized intensity, hence the arrows to indicate which parameters are being

varied.) A status message of the form:

ITERATION NO. 3 took 11.25 sees 0/0° = 1.35/0.687

is printed on the top line. The value of o is the value of the standard deviation calculated directly

from Y(obs) - Y(calc) using the value of the parameters from the previous iteration (the second

iteration in the above example). The value of o° is the value of the linearized standard deviation

resulting from the current iteration. The difference between the two reflects the effects of nonlinearity

and the approach to convergence.

Several different tests are applied to determine whether the iterative procedure has converged. If the

correction 6" to each and every parameter i at the end of the nth iteration is less than 10% of the

standard deviation for that parameter returned by the least squares fit then the procedure is deemed
to have converged. A second test is based on the size of the corrections compared to the values of the

parameters themselves. If the absolute value of 6^/C" for each and every parameter being varied is

less than one part in 10^, then the procedure is deemed to have converged. Finally, the standard

deviation a° returned by the linearized least squares fit is compared to the standard deviation o
calculated directly from Y(obs) - Y(calc) before the linearized least squares fit is performed. If the

value of (a-o°)/o < .005, that is, if the standard deviation has not decreased significantly, the procedure

is assumed to have converged. If any of the three convergence tests is successful, the iterative

procedure is ended. On the other hand, if the absolute value of the correction to and the standard

deviation of each of two or more parameters increases from one iteration to the next, that is, if

15"! > |5"^| and o" > o"'^ for two or more parameters, the procedure may be diverging. The iterative

process is stopped and re-initiated holding X^ fixed. If Xq is already being held fixed, the iterative

proces is re-initiated holding both X^ and A fixed. If both are being held fixed, the user is prompted
to intervene.

Analysis may be diverging. Continue? Y/N [Y] I

In such circumstances it is generally advised to proceed, judging from the rationality of the values of

the parameters themselves whether the procedure is truly diverging or not. Often it is not.

Pressing any key during the iterative process causes the calculation to pause at the end of the

iteration. On fast computers, the iterations can be performed so rapidly that the information following

each iteration cannot be assimilated. If desired, the program can be instructed to pause automatically

after each iteration and to prompt whether another iteration should be performed or not. This

automatic pause feature is activated by selecting [8] in the main menu and making the appropriate

change when prompted.

A final note: the initial estimates of B and x are taken from a linear fit of dY/dX = -B/x -i- Y/x, where
dY/dX is calculated from differences between adjacent points. The initial value ofA is taken from the

average of (Y-B)expfXO-X)/x, and the value of XO from the datum with the largest change between
adjacent points. If the least squares fit is unstable, the analysis returns these initial estimates with

all parameters indicated as held fixed.
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DSC and SPEC: The Two-State Analysis of Calorimetric and Spectroscopic Data.

The first step in the two-state analysis of calorimetric or spectroscopic data is the determination of

asymptotic baselines and initial parameter estimates. Therefore when DSC or SPEC is selected, the

following message appears on the top line of the screen:

Calculating baselines and initial estimates... I

If this is a repeat ([F7] selected in response to the least squares fit menu), values set by the user in

the previous fit will be used as initial estimates in the present fit, while the remaining parameters

are estimated from the data. If this is the resumption of a previous fit ([0]), the values from the final

iteration of the previous fit are used as initial estimates of the present fit.

For parameters not set by the user in previous fits, the initial estimates depend on the placement of

the markers to delineate the transition region and the asymptotic baseline regions. In the most

common mode for performing a two-state analysis of calorimetric or spectroscopic data, markers are

placed above and below the transition interval to define the pre-transition, transition, and post-

transition regions. The initial estimates of B3 and B^ are determined by a linear fit of the data in the

pre-transition region, of Bj, and B^ by a linear fit of the data in the post-transition region, and of the

transition parameters from the area and from the peak height and position of the transition profile

for calorimetric data and from the transition midpoint and slope for spectroscopic data. The details

of how the initial estimates are obtained are described in the section on The Least Squares Fit.

If either marker is at the edge of the display, the baseline corresponding to that marker will be

horizontal to the X axis passing through the point nearest the edge of the display. If no marker is

active when the DSC function is selected, the leftmost and rightmost data define horizontal baselines.

If the transition appears to be incomplete within the display range of a DSC profile, a single baseline

is defined by the baseline point at either end of the display. Note however that the program can

mistake a nearly complete transition for a complete one. Using [Shift-F7] with the cursor at the peak

of the displayed profile will force the initial value of Tq to be held fixed at that value or at a value

entered from the keyboard.

If only one marker is active when the DSC or SPEC function is selected, the cursor and the marker
behave like two markers. That is, they define the transition interval and the asymptotic baseline

regions.

Following the calculation of the initial estimates of the parameters, a menu of the two-state

parameters is presented to allow adjustment of any value that may have been incorrectly estimated

and to define which parameters are to be varied, which are to be held constant, and which are to be

constrained to be functions of each other. A typical Parameter Menu will look something like:
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n _ 1 «««
-^ TO = 49.8
-^ AH = 597.45
-^ N = 1.28

ACp = AB/N
ACp' = 0.0

Ba = 10.32
Ba' = 0.1785
Bb = 14.37

Bb' = 0.75E-03

Note that for spectroscopic data, the value of N is not offered as a variable parameter.

In the Parameter Menu, parameters displayed with high intensity will be varied in the least squares

fit. Parameters displayed with low intensity will be held fixed at constant values or will be

constrained in the least squares fit. In addition, varied parameters are indicated with an arrow to

accomodate those displays that do not have high and low intensities in graphics modes. The up and

down cursor keys move the pointer ««« to select a parameter. [Enter] changes the status of the

selected parameter between varied, not varied, or, for the baseline and heat capacity parameters,

between varied, not varied, and constrained. Any parameter can be held fixed at any value by

entering the numerical value from the keyboard. Similarly, a parameter can be varied beginning with

a value entered from the keyboard. Certain parameters can be constrained to be functions of the

others. In the above example, ACp is constrained to be AB/N = (Bt,-B3)/N. After each iteration of the

least squares fit, ACp is reset to AB/N. Similarly, B^ can be constrained to be B^-NACp and so on.

However, only one of ACp, Bg, and B^, can be constrained to be a function of the other two. Similarly

only one of ACp, B^, and B^ can be constrained to be a function of the other two. Also, only two of ACp,

B^, and B^ and two of ACp, B^, and B,^ can be varied simultaneously.

If the baseline parameters are held fixed and ACp is varied, ACp is determined solely by the shape of

the transition profile. The change in the baseline intercepts at Tq has no direct effect on its value.

If ACp is constrained to be (Bj^-B^j/N, then ACp is calculated from AB/N following each iteration and
held fixed at this value on the following iteration. It changes from one iteration to the next because

N and Tq change. If, on the other hand, B^, is constrained to equal B^ + NACp, then B^ + NACp is

substituted for B,, in eq. (10) in the section describing the two-state model and ACp is determined both

by the transition profile and the data in the baseline regions.

The stoichiometry parameter n cannot be varied in the least squares fit but can be set to any positive

(for A^nB) or negative (for nA—>B) integer.

In addition to the printing of the values of the parameters, the pre- and post-transition baselines are

drawn on the screen and a vertical line is drawn at T^, to the value of the peak height at T=T„ for an
analysis of calori metric data. For spectroscopic data, the midpoint of the sigmoidal profile is marked
with a vertical line and a line tangent to the profile at the midpoint is drawn. This gives a graphical

indication of how the least squares fit is going to look at the beginning of the first iteration.
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The meanings of each of the parameters (see eqs. (10) and (llj in the section on The Two-State Model)

are as follows:

n

TO
AH
N

ACp
ACp'

Ba
Ba'

Bb
Bb'

Stoichiometry A->nB (nA-^B for n < 0)

Midpoint of transition (where a, the fraction of transition = l/2j

Enthalpy change from State A to State B at TO

Number of moles of material present (for calorimetric data only)

Transition change in Cp

Transition change in dCp/dT

Pre transition Baseline

Pre transition Baseline Slope

Post transition Baseline

Post transition Baseline Slope

If the four baseline parameters Bg, B^, B,,, and B^ are held fixed, the transition parameters TO, AH,

N, ACp, and AC,' are determined only by data between the markers. If one or more of the baseline

parameters is varied then the data from the entire displayed range are used to determine transition

and baseline parameters.

When the conditions for conducting the least squares fit have been selected, pressing [FT] again will

initiate the iterative fit. Since the fit is a nonlinear one, it is conducted iteratively and the number
of iterations is printed on the top line while the fit is progressing. As described in the section on The
Least Squares Fit, the iterative procedure is based on a Taylor's Series expansion of the function

around the current values of the parameters, cutting the expansion off at the first term, and fitting

the corrections to the coefficients to Y(obs) - Y(calc). With each iteration, the current values of the

parameters are printed in the parameter box on the display:

-^ TO = 50.0001
-^ AH = 600.544
-^ N = 0.998088 E-3

ACp = 3.00522 (AB/N)
ACp' = 0.0

Ba = -0.001 E-3
Ba' = 0.15 E-3
Bb = 0.002998

Bb' = 0.058254 E-6

^ ^
The values of those parameters being varied are displayed with emphasized intensity and/or indicated

with an arrow. Constrained parameters such as ACp = AB/N = (Bj^-B^j/N are also so indicated

following their values. Parameters that cannot be expressed conveniently in a fixed decimal format

are expressed in floating point form as multiples of 10*^" by E±3n. In addition, a status message of

the form:

ITERATION NO. 3 took 11.25 sees a/a° = 1.35/0.687
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is printed on the top line. ' The value of o is the value of the standard deviation calculated directly

from Y(obs) - Y(calc) using the value of the parameters from the previous iteration (the second

iteration in the above example). The value of a° is the value of the linearized standard deviation

resulting from the iteration just completed. Until convergence, o is always greater than a°. The

difference between the two reflects the effects of nonlinearity and the approach to convergence.

Several different tests are applied to determine whether the iterative procedure has converged. If the

correction 5" to each and every parameter i at the end of the nth iteration is less than 10% of the

standard deviation for that parameter returned by the least squares fit then the procedure is deemed

to have converged. A second test is based on the size of the corrections compared to the values of the

parameters themselves. If the absolute value of S^/C" for each and every parameter being varied is

less than one part in 10*\ then the procedure is deemed to have converged. Finally, if the value of

(o-g°)/g < .005, that is, if the standard deviation has not decreased significantly, the procedure is

assumed to have converged. If any of the three convergence tests is successful, the iterative procedure

is ended. On the other hand, if the absolute value of the correction to and the standard deviation of

each of two or more parameters increases from one iteration to the next, that is, if |6"| > |6"'^| and

a" > o"^ for two or more parameters, the procedure may be diverging and a prompt to intervene is

issued.

Analysis may be diverging. Continue? Y/N [Y]

In such circumstances it is generally advised to proceed, judging from the rationality of the values of

the parameters themselves whether the procedure is truly diverging or not. Often it is not.

Upon convergence, the calculated profile is drawn as are the asymptotic baselines. For calorimetric

data, the baseline is drawn as is a vertical line at the midpoint of the transition (where a = 1/2). For

spectroscopic data, a vertical line is drawn from the X axis to the midpoint of the transition as is a line

tangent to the profile at the midpoint. On the top line is printed information about the least squares

fit similar to the following:

1

3B DSC, 0=0.0479 (0.0382) I

The final standard deviation reported by EXAM is o and the number in parentheses is the estimate

of precision from third differences as described in the section on The Least Squares Fit. The final

value of o7o is printed on the bottom line of the display along with an indication of which test(s)

determined that the procedure had converged. This information is replaced with the cursor

information when any key is pressed.

If, following a least squares fit of the data, another fit is desired using the same configuration as the

previous fit, selecting [F7] in response to the least squares fit prompt will repeat the preceding fit.

Those parameters that were held fixed or constrained in the previous fit will, as a default, be held

fixed or constrained again. Those parameters given initial or permanent values in the previous fit will

' On some computers, the iterations are conducted so rapidly that the top line messages may be

difficult to assimilate. The program can be instructed to pause automatically at the end of each

iteration by selecting [8] from the main menu and following prompts. Also, pressing any key

during the iterative process causes the calculation to pause at the end of the iteration.
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be given the same initial values in this fit. However, all of these settings can be changed from the

Parameter Menu prior to initiating the iterative fit. Selecting [0] as the least squares fit option starts

the next least squares fit with the values of the parameters from the previous least squares fit and

also allows additional setting of parameters.

Because systematic errors typically overwhelm the random errors, the standard deviations of the

parameters are not printed with the values of the parameters. If the values of the standard deviations

of the parameters are desired, the residuals must first be displayed by pressing [F9]. Pressing [Ctrl-

F7] then displays the values of the parameters and their standard deviations:

-^ TO = 50.0001 ± 0.0001
-^ AH = 600.544 ± 0.031
-> N = 0.998088 ± 0.000085 E-3

ACp = 3.00522 (AB/N)
ACp' = 0.0

Ba = -0.001 E-3
Ba' = 0.15 E-3
Bb = 0.002998

Bb' = 0.058254 E-6

The values of the standard deviations of the parameters can thus be reviewed only within the context

of the systematic errors displayed by pressing [F9]. If no systematic errors are apparent, the standard

deviations of the parameters may have some significance in assessing the true values of the

parameters and their confidence intervals. This will seldom happen however and the standard

deviations of the parameters will be of little use. Note that for parameters presented in floating point

representations the uncertainty is scaled by the same exponential factor as the parameter value. That

is, in the above example, N = 0.998088x10"^ and ofN) = 0.000085x10"^

It is important to remember that the dimensional units of N are determined by the units of Y as

discussed in the earlier section on Data and Units. Provisions have been made in EXAM for scaling

Y through a menu of data transformations. For example, a data file from a DSC measurement
frequently consists of power and temperature values. The power is the power required to maintain

the sample cell at the same temperature as the reference cell. To determine the heat needed to raise

the temperature of the cell by a unit amount, the power measurements must be divided by the

temperature scan rate. The resulting ratio will have the proper units ofheat capacity, namely, energy

per degree centigrade. This transformation from power to excess heat capacity is performed by
transformation #2, Y->Y/dX/dt, in the menu of available data transformations. (Selected from the

Main Menu or by [Ctrl-Fl] from the graphics display. See the section on Data Transformations for

more detail.) Since it must be performed before conducting the two-state analysis of DSC data in

order for the units of N to be correct, attempts to perform a two-state DSC analysis when the

transformation has not been performed results in the warning message and prompt:

Y has not been divided by the scan rate. Continue? Y/N [Y]

If no, the least squares fit is aborted in order to allow the transformation to be performed. If the units

of Y are power rather than heat capacity, the value of N resulting from the least squares fit will be

scaled by the scan rate, and the values of AH, T^, and ACp will be slightly shifted due to the

temperature dependence of the scan rate which is usually small.
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If the values of Y are in units of voltage, they must first be converted to power values through an

instrument calibration function before dividing by the scan rate. One such calibration function that

provides a temperature dependence for the calibration constant,

4

n=0

where X is the temperature, is included in the data transformation menu. The values of C^ are

entered by the user and stored in the {PARj.EXM file which is read each time the program is run.

Each time the transformation is performed, the values of the coefficients will have their former values

unless changed by the user.

Least Squares Parameter Reports: [Ctrl-F7], [Alt-F7]

If the display is changed by, for example, zooming the graph or plotting the residuals, the values of

the parameters from a least squares fit are no longer displayed. The values can be recalled by

pressing [Ctrl-F7]. [Ctrl-F7] behaves as a toggle. If the parameter table is displayed on the screen,

pressing [Ctrl-F7] will erase it.

The results of a least squares analysis may be saved as a disk file with [Alt-F7]. The file name is

entered in response to the prompt:

Generate Results Report in file [RESULTS .EXM] : _ I

If the file already exists, the results report is appended to the end of the file. The results report is an

ASCII file that can be read by any word processor or printed directly. The default file name is

RESULTS.EXM. If another file name is entered, it becomes the default. The results report contains

a description of the data that are fit including the file name, the title line descriptor (which might also

be the file name) and the data type, e.g., Y vs X, dX/dt, Y-flt), etc.; the fitting function; the marker
positions at the time of the fit (or marker and cursor positions if only one marker is active, or the

display limits if no marker is active); the values of the parameters; and the standard deviations of

those parameters varied in the fit. Parameters not varied appear without standard deviations. Also

in the report are the standard deviation of the fit, the estimate of the standard deviation from third

differences, and the number of degrees of freedom (= the number of data fit minus the number of

parameters varied). For DSC type functions, the report also includes the numerically integrated area

above the baseline between the marker positions and the profile height above the baseline at Tg. The
latter is linearly interpolated between the two data above and below Tq and not calculated from the

DSC profile function (beyond using the baseline of this function). Note that the theoretical area under

the profile is approximately NAH(Tn). If any data transformations have been performed, these are also

listed in the results report. Results reports can also be generated for reference functions (see

[Ctrl-F3] below) but without statistical information.

Saving and Recalling Fitting Functions: [Alt-F3], [Ctrl-F3]

[Alt-F3] saves in memory the current fitting function for future reference. When EXAM is exited, all

functions saved as references are lost. The associated statistics are not saved and when the function
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is recalled, all uncertainties are set to zero and every parameter is indicated as held constant. The

principal purpose of [Alt-F3] and its companion [Ctrl-F3] is to aid in the analysis of overlapping

profiles. Note how [Alt-F3] differs from [Shift-F3], [Alt-F4], and [Alt-F7]. The graph calculated

from the fitting function can be saved as a file of X,Y values by selecting the appropriate option with

[Shift-F3]. With [Alt-F4], the graph of the calculated function is saved as a reference graph. [Alt-

F7] saves a report of the least squares analysis to a file. [Alt-F3] merely remembers the parameters

of a least squares fit and the function type (polynomial, two-state, etc.).

When [Alt-F3] is pressed, a prompt may be issued depending on the number of functions that have

been saved. If none, the function is saved with a title that is printed on the top line:

Saved as F(l) = A^B DSC, a= 0.247 [Ctrl-F3 to recall]

If one has been saved, the prompt is:

Ref. Function: [l]»Replace [2]»Save [0]»Delete

in which case the existing function in memory can be replaced or the current fitting function can be

saved as a second reference function or the existing function can be deleted leaving no function in

memory. If more than one function exists in memory, the prompt is:

Ref. Function: [1-n] »Replace selection [n+l]»Save [0]»Purge all [none] I

where n is an integer up to 9. If 9 is selected, all reference graphs in memory are shifted by one and
the first one saved is deleted. A title is assigned to each reference to aid in future recall.

If no fitting function parameter table is displayed when [Alt-F3] is pressed and reference functions

exist, the option of purging all existing reference functions is offered:

Purge all reference functions? Y/N [N] I

[Ctrl-F3] recalls the reference function if only one function is saved in memory. If more than one, a

prompt is issued to select the function:

Recall function [1-n] (None prompts for each) [none] I

If [Enter] alone is pressed, a prompt is issued for each function in turn consisting of the title that was
printed on the top line when the function was saved. When a function is recalled, it becomes the

resident function replacing any fitting function that may have existed when it was recalled. No
statistics are associated with the function and it is displayed as if a least squares fit had been

performed with the parameters fixed at their displayed values. When a reference function is to be

drawn on the display ([F8]), a prompt is always issued to allow the graph to be positioned on the

display. This is the same prompt offered when a reference graph ([F4]), the residuals ([Shift-F9]),

or a file graph ([F3]) is to be drawn on the current display. After a reference function has been
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recalled, residuals can be calculated for this function by pressing [F9]. Aside from the lack of

statistics and the prompt for placement of the graph of the function, a recalled function behaves like

any fitting function.

As noted, the principal reason for including the provision of saving fitting functions is to allow analysis

of overlapping profiles, saving the functions corresponding to each component as individual references.

If there are n profiles in all, residues can be formed by sequentially subtracting n-1 of the functions

from the residues themselves until only one profile remains which can then be fit and the procedure

repeated for one of the other profiles. This will be described in detail in one of the examples included

with this documentation.

Erasing and Drawing Graphs of Fitting Functions: [F8], [Alt-FS]

[F8] acts as a toggle switch, either drawing or erasing the graph of Y(calc) and, if appropriate, its

corresponding baseline. Y(calc) is calculated from the parameters of the most recent least squares fit

or recalled reference function and is always drawn on the screen following a fit. For two-state models,

either spectroscopic or calorimetric, [Alt-F8] draws a dotted line for each of the asymptotic baselines,

extending them from the limits of the graph to the midpoint of the transition interval. A vertical line

is drawn from the X-axis to the midpoint of the transition. For spectroscopic data, a tangent line is

drawn through the midpoint of the transition. If both asymptotes and calculated lines are displayed,

pressing [F8] will erase both.

The least squares fitting function is linked to the graph from which it was derived. With the exception

of the two-state calorimetric fit, attempting to draw the calculated fit derived from primary data (i.e.,

from an [Fl] graph) on a first-derivative display (i.e., on an [F2] graph) will draw the first derivative

of the fitting function on the display. For all other situations where the displayed graph is not the

same as the graph from which the most recent fitting function was derived, pressing [F8] will result

in either of the following prompts:

Calculated line is not derived from current display. Draw it anyhow? Y/N

Draw line generated from previous data set? Y/N [Y] I

If selected, the fitting function will be drawn. Depending on the relative ranges and scales of the

fitting function graph and the display, various prompts for vertical scaling and/or placement of the

fitting function graph may be offered:

Range of graph exceeds display range. Rescale? Y/N [Y] _
Vertical position of graph is off scale. Shift for comparison? Y/N [Y]

Select vertical position for display of graph? Y/N [N] _

If the scaling/placement option is declined, the fitting function graph is drawn or not according to the

scale of the display. If accepted, the full screen cursor (see [Ctrl-Home]) in the form of a cross hair

appears on the screen at the current cursor position and the top line prompt reads:
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Select vertical position with: [Ins Ti PgUp PgDn] [Enter] when done

The cross hair can be moved with the arrow keys or it can be positioned by pressing [Ins] and

following the prompt for the entry of Y. The vertical position of the fitting function graph will be

shifted to pass through the center of the cross hair. The horizontal position of the cross hair does not

shift the horizontal position of the graph. It only determines the value ofX through which the fitting

function graph must pass.

The drawing and erasing offitting functions operates differently for monochromatic and color displays.

For color displays, the individual pixels of the fitting function are exclusive ORed with the current

status of the corresponding display pixels. This will result in the color of the fitting function curve

complementing the data display. If the data graph is white and the fitting function graph is yellow

then wherever those two graphs overlap, the difference is blue. Although this gives the display a

somewhat jagged appearance, it is easy to see where the fitting function more directly fits the data.

Similarly, the asymptote graph is exclusive ORed with the current display and, for DSC two-state

functions, the baseline is exclusive ORed with the display. In this latter case, if the baseline is drawn
in low intensity yellow (brown) then where it and the fitting function overlap, the resulting color is

low intensity white and where the sum of the two overlap with the data, the resulting color is high

intensity black. The exclusive ORing also allows the graphs to be easily erased by repetition.

For monochrome displays, the fitting function, baselines, and/or asymptotes are merely drawn on the

screen and, instead of erasure, the data graph is redrawn.

Residuals [F9] [Shift-F9] [Ctrl-F9] [Alt-F9]

[F9] calculates and/or displays the residuals graph formed by subtracting a fitting function or a

reference function from a selected display: [Fl], [F2J, [Shift-F2], or [F9]. The display need not be the

one from which the fitting function was derived. [Shift-F9] is similar to [F9] except the residuals are

drawn on the current display. This does not have to be the display for which the residuals were

calculated nor the display from which the fitting function was derived. The fitting function is defined

by the most recent least squares fit or baseline fit performed or reference fiinction recalled ([Ctrl-F3]).

A table of function parameters and a title of the current function, if not displayed, can be displayed

by pressing [Ctrl-F7]. When EXAM is first run and before any fitting function has been defined, the

fitting function is the nul function, i.e., a linear fit with all coefficients equal to zero. When [F9] or

[Shift-F9] is first pressed following a least squares fit or a baseline fit or recall of a reference function,

the residuals are calculated by subtracting from the displayed values of Y the values of Y calculated

from the fitting, baseline, or reference function. Thereafter, [F9] and [Shift-F9] will display these

same residuals until

• another least squares fit is performed
• a reference fitting function is recalled with [Ctrl-F3]

• a new baseline is calculated with [F6]

• [Ctrl-F9] or [Alt-F9] is selected

• the data that were fit are replaced

If a least squares fit of a residual graph itself is performed, pressing [F9] will display the residuals

of the fit of the residuals, replacing the residuals from the initial least squares fit. Thereafter these

new residuals of residuals will remain the current residuals until one of the above actions mandates
recalculation of the residuals. Also, if a least squares fit of a residual graph is performed and [F9]

is first pressed while any other graph is displayed, a prompt will be issued to display the old residuals
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rather than calculating the residuals for the current display. Still, once residuals are calculated, they

are not recalculated until one of the above conditions is met.

If a new data file is entered, reference data are recalled with [Ctrl-F4], or the data are transformed,

and a residuals graph exists, pressing [F9] will issue a prompt:

Recalculate residuals for the (new) (reference) (transformed) data? Y/N [N] I

If yes, residuals are calculated for the new, transformed, or reference data using the current fitting

or reference function. If no, the current residuals remain in effect and are drawn.

Depending on the relative ranges and scales of the residuals graph and the display, various prompts

for vertical scaling and/or placement of the residuals graph are offered following [Shift-F9]:

——

—

L

Range of graph exceeds display range. Rescale? Y/N [Y] _
Vertical position of graph is off scale. Shift for comparison? Y/N [Y] _
Select vertical position for display of graph? Y/N [N] _

If the scaling/placement option is declined, the residual graph is drawn or not according to the scale

of the display. If accepted, the full screen cursor (see [Ctrl-Home]) in the form of a cross hair appears

on the screen at the current cursor position and the top line prompt reads:

Select vertical position with: [Ins 'l-l PgUp PgDn] [Enter] when done

The cross hair can be moved with the arrow keys or it can be positioned by pressing [Ins] and
entering Y in response to a prompt. The vertical position of the residual graph will be shifted to pass

through the center of the cross hair at the indicated value of X. The horizontal position of the cross

hair does not shift the horizontal position of the graph. It only determines the value of X through

which the residual graph must pass.

While [F9] calculates and then displays the residuals formed by subtracting the fitting function from
the current display, [Ctrl-F9] calculates and then displays the residuals formed by subtracting the

fitting function from the [FIJ display, i.e., from the primary data. And whereas [F9] thereafter merely

displays the already calculated residuals graph, [Ctrl-F9] always recalculates the residuals, even if

these are unchanged from the current residuals. Note that the residuals displayed by [F9] or [Shift-

F9] following [Ctrl-F9] will be the residuals calculated by [Ctrl-F9]. The primary use of [Ctrl-F9]

and [Alt-F9] is in the analysis of overlapping profiles as will become apparent in the examples
described in this documentation.

[Alt-F9] is identical to [Ctrl-F9] except when the fitting function is the two-state DSC fiinction. For

the two-state DSC function, [Alt-F9] deactivates all data for which the difference between Y.^,^ and

the calculated baseline is greater than two standard deviations from the most recent two-state, DSC
fit. This aids in analyzing overlapping profiles by ignoring, for the fitting of the second profile, those

data strongly influenced by the first profile.
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Extrapolation and Interpolation: [Shift-F8]

Following a least squares fit, pressing [Shift-F8] will prompt for the entry of a value of X. From X
the corresponding value of Y and its standard deviation will be calculated using the function most

recently fit and the variance-covariance matrix from the fit. The default value of X is the value of X
at the cursor. If the function is a DSC function, the value of Y minus the baseline is calculated and

displayed. If, immediately following the calculation of Y, the full screen cursor is selected with

[Ctrl-Home], the cross hair is placed at the selected value of X and the calculated value of Y.

Confidence Intervals: [Ctrl-F8]

[Ctrl-F8] allows curves corresponding to ±to to be drawn on the graph. The value of t is entered from

the keyboard in response to the prompt:

For 77 degrees of freedom enter value of t for to plots: [2] _

Note that these are confidence intervals of the fitting function, not the data. The number of degrees

of freedom is the number of data fit minus the number of parameters varied. As many of these

confidence intervals can be drawn on the display as desired. The confidence intervals are based on

the standard deviation of the least squares fit and the correlation of errors among the parameters.

If the residuals graph [F9] is displayed when [Ctrl-F8] is selected, two horizontal lines at ±to are

drawn, where o is the standard deviation of the fit. These two horizontal lines are thus confidence

intervals for the measured values of the data. Confidence interval calculations are based on an

assumption of random, uncorrelated errors in the data. They are mostly useful for applications other

than two-state analyses because the model errors inherent in the two-state model frequently dominate

the random measurement error. The confidence intervals are not drawn if a recalled reference

function is the current fitting function.

Area Calculation: [Shift-F6]

If a fitting function or a baseline is currently displayed, the area bounded by the data, the baseline,

and two markers (not necessarily the markers used for the fit or the baseline drawing) is calculated

when [Shift-F6] is pressed. If the fitting function is a DSC two-state function, the area is calculated

between the data and the sigmoidal baseline. If any other fitting function is displayed, the area is

calculated between the data and the fitting function. If one marker is displayed, the area between the

marker and the cursor is calculated. If no marker is displayed, the area from the leftmost to rightmost

displayed points is calculated. The area is calculated from the sum of the areas of the trapezoids

between adjacent points. Portions of the graph below the baseline or fitted line, subtract area from
the total. This is the same as the algorithm used for calculation of the integral with [Shift-F2]. If

no fitting function or baseline is displayed, the area calculated is that relative to the X axis (i.e.,

relative to Y=0J. The area is printed on the top line in a message of the form:

Area from 48.5 to 64.3 = 18375.

Again, if a DSC profile has been analyzed with the two-state model, both a calculated transition line
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and a baseline appear on the display. The area calculated by pressing [Shift-F6] is the area between

the baseline and the measured values of Y. The area between the baseline and the fitting fiinction

can be calculated approximately from Area = NAH (but not exactly because of the temperature

dependence of AH).

Peak Height Estimation: [Alt-F6]

The height of a peak (or depth of a valley) can be calculated by pressing [Alt-F6]. The peak height

is based on a least squares fit of a parabola to a segment of data specified by the user. The operation

of [Alt-F6] depends on the status of the markers. If a cursor but no marker is active when [Alt-F6]

is pressed, the user is prompted to enter the number of points to be used for the calculation of the

parabola:

Number of points to be used in calculation: [9]

After entering N, the number of points, a parabola is fit to N data values centered about the cursor

position. The parabola is drawn, a vertical line is drawn from the Y axis to the calculated maximum
or minimum of the parabola, and the X,Y values of the peak or valley are printed on the top line. If

the maximum or minimum of the parabola fails to fall within the range of the N points used in the

fit, an error message is printed:

No peak or valley within the range of calculation

If two markers are active when [Alt-F6] is pressed, the range between the markers is searched for

a potential peak or valley based on the height of the data above the baseline. A a mark for a peak

or a V mark for a valley is placed at the located position and a slightly different prompt for the

number of data points to be used in calculating the parabola appears on the top line:

Number of points to be used in calculation ( [Esc] for all ) [9]

The purpose for the a or v mark is to indicate how the calculation is progressing. Whether the point

is identified as a peak or a valley will not affect the calculation of the parabola. Pressing [Esc] results

in a prompt to confirm using all the data in the range specified by the markers. If no (or if [Esc] is

pressed a second time) the calculation is aborted. Otherwise the calculation proceeds as in the case

of a cursor alone.

If a single marker is active and at a different location than the cursor, the cursor and the marker
behave like two markers. If no cursor is active, [AIt-F6] functions as if there were markers at the

leftmost and rightmost points on the graph.

If a baseline is drawn on the screen from a least squares fit [F7] or a baseline calculation [F6], the

peak height is calculated relative to this baseline when [Alt-F6] is pressed.
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Reference Graphs: [Ctrl-F4] [Alt-F4] [F4] [Shift-F4]

Any displayed graph, fitting fianction, or baseline may be saved as a reference graph. At any time the

reference graph can be drawn on the current display. A displayed graph can be added to, subtracted

from, or ratioed with the reference graph. A calculated graph can be added to or subtracted from the

reference graph. The reference graph can replace the displayed graph or the reference and displayed

graphs can be exchanged. The reference graph is used in much the same way as a memory register

on a calculator.

If no reference graph exists, pressing [Ctrl-F4] saves the current display as a reference graph with

the message:

Current display saved as reference graph

Ifa reference graph exists, [Ctrl-F4] allows saving, recalling, exchanging, adding to, subtracting from,

or ratioing with the reference graph in response to the prompt:

[l]»Replace [2]»Exchange [3]»Recall [4]»Add [5]»Subtr [6]»Ratio

If a reference graph is recalled, it replaces the primary data which will be lost. If exchanged, the data

in the current display are saved as the reference graph and the reference data become the primary

data. If the displayed graph is a zoomed graph, the option is offered of saving only the data in the

zoomed range or the full range of data. Checks are made and warnings issued if the reference graph

and display graph are of different type, for example, Y vs X or Y vs t. If a Y vs X graph is saved, the

corresponding t scale is not. If a Y vs t graph is saved, the corresponding X scale is not. When a Y
vs X reference graph is recalled, a new t scale is generated from the index of each datum and the

default value of M. fSee the section on reading and interpreting data for a description of At.) When
a Y vs t reference graph is recalled, a new X scale is generated using the same value of At. In general

therefore the scale of the second independent variable t is of limited significance after a reference

graph has been recalled.

Reference and display graphs are added, subtracted or ratioed in the following way. The overlap range

of the two graphs is determined and only data in this overlap range are included. Data from either

graph outside the range are discarded. The number of points of the two graphs in this range is

compared. If N^^j,, is the lesser of these two numbers, then Nj^j^, is the number of points in the sum,
difference or ratio graph. The range is divided into N^,;,, segments and the averages of all the Y values

and X values (possibly only one value) falling in each segment for the display graph and for the

reference graph are calculated. The average of the average values ofX from the two graphs is taken

as the value of X to be saved in the sum, difference, or ratio. The sum, difference, or ratio of the

average value of Y from each graph is taken as the value of Y to be saved. If the X scales of the two
graphs overlap exactly, then the sum, difference, or ratio is a simple sum, difference, or ratio of

corresponding values of Y. The more general approach allows any two graphs to be added, subtracted,

or ratioed so long as their X scales overlap for some region. The sum, difference, or ratio graph

replaces the reference graph and can be recalled with [Ctrl-F4] or drawn with [F4].

[Alt-F4] allows saving a fitting function or baseline function as the reference graph, adding a fitting

function or baseline function to the reference graph, or subtracting a fitting function or baseline

function from the reference graph. If the fitting function to be saved is a DSC two-state function, the
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option of saving the function or the basehne is offered with the prompt:

Calculated values: [l]»Function [2]»Baseline WHICH?

The fitting function can be saved, added to an existing reference graph or subtracted from an existing

graph in response to the prompt:

-^Reference: [1] »Calculated values [2]»Ref+Calc [3]»Ref-Calc

If the fitting function is to be added to or subtracted from an existing reference graph, the value ofY
is calculated for each value of X in the reference graph and added to or subtracted from the

corresponding value of Y in the reference graph. If the fitting function is a calorimetric two-state

function, either the function itself or the corresponding sigmoidal baseline can be saved, added, or

subtracted.

If no reference graph has been saved or if the option of replacing the reference graph with the fitting

function is selected, a further option is offered to save calculated values corresponding to all the

displayed data or corresponding to 500 points evenly spaced throughout the display range:

Save y(calc) corresponding to [l]»Data [2] »Displayed Range WHICH? [1] _ I

[Alt-F4] differs from [Alt-F3] in that for the latter, the parameters defining the function (from which

the graph of the calculated values can be generated) are saved whereas for [Alt-F4] it is the graph

itself of the calculated values that is saved.

[F4] draws the reference graph on the current display. Depending on the relative scales of the

reference graph and the current display, various prompt messages are offered for vertical scaling

and/or placement of the reference graph:

L

Range of graph exceeds display range. Rescale? Y/N [Y] _
Vertical position of graph is off scale. Shift for comparison? Y/N [Y] _
Select vertical position for display of graph? Y/N [N] _

If the scaling/placement option is declined, the reference graph is drawn or not according to the scale

of the display. If accepted, the full screen cursor (see [Ctrl-Home]) in the form of a cross hair appears

on the screen at the current cursor position and the top line prompt reads:

Select vertical position with: [Ins Ti PgUp PgDn] [Enter] when done I

The cross hair can be moved with the arrow keys or it can be positioned by pressing [Ins] and

entering the value for Y when prompted. The vertical position of the reference graph will be shifted

to pass through the center of the cross hair at the value ofX indicated. The horizontal position of the

cross hair does not shift the horizontal position of the graph. It only determines the value of X
through which the reference graph must pass.
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If the X scale of the reference is off the X scale of the current display, an error message is printed:

X scale of reference is off scale of current display I

The graph type (Y vs X, X vs t, or Y vs t) of the reference graph is remembered and an attempt to

draw a reference graph of one type on a display of a different type will result in a warning message

and prompt of the following form:

Caution! Reference is Y vs X and display is X vs t. Continue Y/N? [N]

[Shift-F4] subtracts the reference graph from the current display, saves the difference as residuals,

Y-f(X), and displays them. This is similar to [F9] only instead of subtracting the fitting function from

each value of Y, the corresponding value of the reference graph is subtracted. When [F9] or [Shift-

F9] is selected after this, these are the residuals that are displayed until a new set is calculated by

performing a new least squares fit, reading new data, or pressing [Ctrl-F9] or [Alt-F9] which always

recalculates the residuals. [Shift-F4] only functions when the X scales of the reference and display

are identical. They are tested before performing the subtraction and if they do not match, an error

message is printed and the calculation is aborted. If subtraction of two graphs with unequal X scales

is desired, then the display must be subtracted from the reference graph using [Ctrl-F4] and the

reference graph recalled with [Ctrl-F4]. This operation replaces [Fl] whereas [Shift-F4] replaces

[F9], the residuals, leaving the primary [FIJ data intact.

Drawing data file graphs on the current display: [F3]

A data file can be read and the data graphed on an existing display by pressing [F3] and entering the

file name in response to the prompt:

Enter name of data file [MYFILE.DAT]

The default directory for the file is the directory that is resident when EXAM is first run. If a data

file from another directory is sought, the full path must be provided with the file name. Following

entry of the data file name, various status messages will be printed on the top line while the file is

read and the graph of the data is drawn. This is a display feature only and the principal data remain
intact. If the display is replaced the graph is lost. [F3] allows multiple graphs to be drawn on the

current display whereas the reference graph facility ([F4]) allows only one. The reference graph

facility however allows exchanges, additions, subtractions, and ratioing of graphs.

Depending on the relative ranges and scales of the data file graph and the display, various prompts

for vertical scaling and/or placement of the data files graph are offered:

Range of graph exceeds display range. Rescale? Y/N [Y] _
Vertical position of graph is off scale. Shift for comparison? Y/N [Y]

Select vertical position for display of graph? Y/N [N] _

If the scaling/placement option is declined, the data file graph is drawn or not according to the scale
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of the display. If accepted, the full screen cursor (see [Ctrl-Home]) in the form of a cross hair appears

on the screen at the current cursor position and the top line prompt reads:

Select vertical position with: [Ins T-i PgUp PgDn] [Enter] when done I

The cross hair can be moved with the arrow keys or it can be positioned by pressing [Ins] and

entering the value of Y when prompted. The vertical position of the data file graph will be shifted to

pass through the center of the cross hair at the indicated value of X. The horizontal position of the

cross hair does not shift the horizontal position of the graph. It only determines the value of X
through which the data file graph must pass.

Saving Displays as Files: [Shift-F3]

A displayed graph or a fitting function or both can be saved as an ASCII file of X,Y values by pressing

[Shift-F3]. However, a fitting function can be saved as an ASCII data file only if it is displayed.

Even if a fitting function exceeds the axis range of the display, all values between the minimum and
maximum values of X will be saved. If no fitting function is displayed, only the displayed graph can

be saved. [Shift-F3] is useful if data have been transformed. The transformed data can then be

saved for future reference. Assuming the most general situation in which a fitting function is

displayed, pressing [Shift-F3] results in the prompt:

Save in file: [l]»data [2]»calculated values [3]»both [1]

If option 2 or 3 is selected and if the fitting function is a two-state calorimetric function, a further

option is offered:

Calculated values: [l]»function [2]»baseline [3]»both [3]

Once the selection is made, entry of a file name is prompted:

Save data in file named [Default File Name] _ I

The default file name is the name of the current file being analyzed. If the file name selected already

exists (as will be the case if the default file is accepted) a warning prompt is issued:

REPLACE filename? Y/N [N] I

If yes, the old file is overwritten. If no, the file name prompt is repeated. Up to this point, the

procedure can be aborted by pressing [Esc] in response to any of the prompts.

Following entry of a file name, the option of saving a title as the first record in the file is offered:
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TITLE ([Esc] for none) [Default Title]

A title of up to 30 characters in length can be entered and will title the data when the file is next

analyzed. The default title is the current title appearing in top line messages. The title can be used,

for example, for noting whether or not data transformations have been performed.

If the display consists of a zoomed plot, the option of saving only those data in the zoomed range is

offered:

Save only the data in the zoomed range? Y/N [Y]

One reason for saving the calculated and observed values in a single file is to use commercial software

for preparing graphs of publication quality as was done to produce the figure below. Note that the

data density is not changed with [Shift-F3]. The X values of the data remain the same. To save a

fitting or reference function graph with a data density of 500 points, the fitting function must first be

saved as a reference graph with [Alt-F4], recalled or exchanged with [Ctrl-F4] and then saved as a

file with [Shift-F3].

Printing the Display [FIO]

If the default printer is capable of printing graphics images using the escape sequence Esc L m, m.2

to print a hne of 8 bit images at 120 dots per inch density (such as Epson, IBM Proprinter, IBM Laser

Printer in PPDS mode, Hewlett-Packard Think Jet in Epson emulation, etc.), pressing [FIO] will cause

the screen to be printed. This is a slow operation taking anywhere from half a minute to four or five

minutes depending on the computer. Each pixel on the display is tested and the pixels are assembled
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into 8 bit bytes with each bit corresponding to a pixel. Approximately 80% of the time is spent reading

the pixels. Since the printed graph is a direct representation of the display, it is generally not

adequate for publication. It is most useful for a notebook of analyses or for overhead projection in a

presentation. If a figure of publication quality is required, the best approach is to use [Shift-F3] to

save the calculated and observed values to an ASCII text file that can be read and interpreted by

commercial presentation graphics software.

If the printer is not on, connected or compatible, an appropriate message appears at the top of the

screen. If more than one printer is available, it may be necessary to specify which printer, LPTl,

LPT2, etc. This can be set from option 8 under the Main Menu.

Printing Labels and Messages on the Display [Ctrl-FlO]

Pressing [Ctrl-FlO] places on the screen a text cursor, |, which can be moved about with the number
pad cursor arrows and which will not erase any text or graphics from the screen. Any character typed

from the keyboard (including the alternate characters entered by holding the [Alt] key depressed and

entering the decimal equivalent from the number pad, e.g., Alt-179 for the line drawing character "
|

")

will be printed on the screen, erasing all data and text in the character cell. The cursor is then shifted

right one position. As with the full screen cursor, [Page Up] moves the text cursor to the top of the

screen, [Page Down] to the bottom, [Home] to the left edge and [End] to the right edge. Typing

past the right edge causes the line to wrap to the left edge. Character strings may be erased by typing

over them with the space bar. The backspace key and the delete key also erase the character at the

cursor.

Warning beeps

All prompts and some warning messages are accompanied by a warning beep as a program default.

If the display is capable of enhanced and normal intensity in its graphics mode, all prompts and
warning messages are displayed with enhanced intensity. The warning beep can be turned off by

selecting Option 8 from the main menu.

Returning to the Main Menu and Exiting Program: [Esc]

Pressing [Esc] while in the graphics display will terminate the analysis and return to the Main Menu
leaving markers, fitting or reference functions, and reference and residuals graphs in their current

state. If, from the Main Menu, [Esc] is pressed, the program offers one final prompt:

Exit Program? Y/N [N]_

and, if [Y], [y], or [Esc], ends.
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EXAMPLES

Every attempt has been made to make EXAM an intuitive program. However, as in all programs,

some experience with its operation is required and reading through the documentation on program

options can be tedious. The following examples have been selected to serve as a learning aid for the

EXAM program and to demonstrate several points about two-state analyses in general. They use a

number of test data files supplied with the program.

1. A simple example of model errors

The data file TEST1.DAT contains a simulation of a differential scanning calorimetric analysis of a

simple protein. The "true" values of the parameters are:

A -^ B transition, n=l

°C

kJ mol'

pmoles of material

kJ K' mor'

kJ K' mol^

kJK'

kJK-^

kJK-^

kJK^

To =50

AH = 600

N = 1.0

ACp =3

AC; =-0.15

B. =10

B; = 0.15

B. = 13

b: =0

The data file consists of 641 records. Each record consists of a temperature value and the instrument

response in microwatts. Normally distributed errors have been added to the temperature and the cell

response.

Begin the analysis by typing EXAM. If a parameter file (PAR}.EXM cannot be found in the default

directory, the directory that is active when EXAM is run, a message to that effect will be printed on

the screen. Select Option 3 to create one in the current directory. If the parameter file does exist, the

program will begin with the title page. Note that pressing [?/] at this point prints all the analysis

options on the screen. None of these is effective however until a data graph appears on the screen.

Pressing any other key leads to a prompt for entry of the name of a data file:

Enter name of data file
[Enter] alone prompts for data entry from the keyboard
<Filenaine>/P allows previewing of dat a fi:Le

RUN <coinmand> executes DOS command
[Esc] to cancel

Entry: _

Enter TEST1.DAT. The program will respond with a message that the file is being read. If the file

cannot be found in the default directory, the directory that is active when EXAM is started, a message
to that effect is printed on the screen.
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After the file has been read successfully, the data definition menu appears on the screen:

The reading of 641 data records took 3 sees.

TEST1.DAT contains 2 data fields. Program variables are defined as:

X (temperature) = Field 1

Y (response) = Field 2

t (time or index) = index

Select: [Enter] to continue
[X,x], [Y,y], or [T,t] to redefine variable
[R,r] to review beginning lines of data
[Esc] to abandon this data file

In this example, the definitions of X, the temperature, as Field 1 and Y, the response, as Field 2 are

correct as can be seen by reviewing the beginning lines of the file by pressing the R (for review) key.

The data were simulated with 10 s time intervals and an instrument response time constant of 100 s.

The time scale will be needed to calculate the scan rate and to correct for the response time of the

instrument. Therefore, if the t scale is not defined as 10 s per point, it must now be so defined.

Pressing T (or t) will result in the prompt:

Which field (1-2, if none) contains the values of t [0] _

Select 0, which is the default for data files with only two fields per record. This signifies that none
of the data fields is to be interpreted as the time scale. A second prompt is offered to select the time

increment to generate a time scale proportional to the data index:

Define t = lAt where At = time increment (in seconds)

.

Enter value of At [1] : _

Enter the value of 10. The data definition menu is repeated, this time with the [t (time or
index) = SAf, At = 10.0] definition for t.

Once the time scale has been defined, pressing [Enter] leads to the Main Menu:
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=50 1=100

MAIN MENU

Data file: TEST1.DAT Title line: A -> B AH=600 TO:

The following options are available:

1: Analyze Y vs X 5: Analyze a new file
2: Analyze X vs t 6: Change title line
3 : Analyze Y vs t 7 : Execute DOS command
4: Transform Data 8: Program Environment

ENTER NUMBER or [Esc] to exit program [1] _

Before beginning the analysis, transform the data from units of microwatts to milhJoules/" by dividing

all the values of Y by the scan rate and then multiplying by 0.001. Select [4] from the Main Menu
to reach the Data Transformation Menu:

Select Transformation: [Enter] alone to end and resume analysis

1: Tian Transformation 7: Y -> s(Y + AY) 13: X -> s(X + AX)
2: Y -> Y/(dX/dt) (t=NAt) 8:Y->Y" 14:X-> X"

3: Interchange X and Y 9: Y -> 1/Y 15: X -> 1/X
4: Reverse order of X,Y 10: Y -> Ln(Y) 16: X -> Ln(X)
5: Compress (average) Data 11: Y -> Exp(Y) 17: X -> Exp(X)
6: Y -> (2Y)"/2(1-Y) 12: Y -> Y^ZCnX" 18: X -> Lent"

[Esc] to cancel all transformations performed in this session 1

Enter Selection ( [Enter] alone to end, [Esc] to cancel)

:

1

Divide the values of Y by the scan rate by pressing [2][Enter]. An explanatory message about the

transformation is printed:

1

Transform power values to heat capacity values by dividing each value of
the power by the scan rate: Y = Y/(dX/dt), where X is the temperature and t

is time. The scan rate, dX/dt, is calculated as a function of t by fitting
X to a cubic power series in t. The scan rate at each time t is calculated
from the analytical derivative of the cubic polynomial. If a time scale is
not included with the d&Lta, it is generated from t=NAt, where At is the
time increment per datum. ( [Esc] to cancel)

Pressing any key other than [Esc] proceeds with the transformation. The scan rate is calculated in

accord with the above message. Since on some computers this may take several seconds, a message
is printed to the screen:

Calculating T = ZCnt" for n = 0-^3 Please wait.... I

After the scan rate has been calculated as a function of temperature, the option of replacing the
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temperature scale with a smoothed temperature scale based on the scan rate function is offered:

Replace X values with their smoothed values? Y/N [N]

In general, the option is dechned unless compelling reasons should otherwise dictate. Following this,

the transformation is performed, a message appears on the top line reporting the beginning and

ending scan rate in degrees centigrade per minute, and on the bottom line a message of the

transformations performed to date on this data file. Pressing [Enter] should result in exit from the

transformation menu and return to the main menu except that the magnitude of the values of Y is

now sufficiently large to suggest rescaling by a factor of 0.001. The units of Y are ]iJ K^ as a result

of dividing by the scan rate. Multiplying the values by 0.001 will result in units of mJ K\ If the

values ofY are in mJ K^ the value ofN returned by the two state analysis will be in pmole. (This can

be easily deduced by noting that the integral of Y, which will be in mJ, is approximately NAH and AH
is in kJ/mole. Thus, mJ/(kJ/mole) = jamole.) Accept the option by entering Y and return to the main
menu.

Accept all program defaults by pressing [Enter] and [Enter] again when prompted to autoscale the

displays. The transformed data are then displayed on the screen as in Figure 1.

Figure 1

Proceed immediately to perform a two-state analysis of the data by first differentiating the asymptotic

regions from the transition interval. Place markers at X=26.24 and X=73.74 as in Figure 2. This is

done most easily by moving the cursor from its home position to X = 26.24 with 5 presses of [Ctrl-^].

[F5] places a marker at this position. Move the cursor to the far right with [End] and then left to

73.74 with 5 presses of [Ctrl<— ]. [F5] places a marker at this position. Remember that [—>] and [<—]

move the cursor from one datum to the next whereas [Ctrl—>] and [Ctrl<— ] move the cursor iTNpts

where Np,^ is the number of data points displayed on the screen. The markers define the pretransition

asymptote, the transition region, and the posttransition asymptote. The analysis is begun by pressing

the [F7] key and selecting [3], the DSC analysis, in response to the prompt.

The program calculates initial estimates of the baseline and transition parameters and, as shown in

Figure 2, draws dotted asymptotic baselines and a dotted vertical line at the estimated value of Tq.

A table of the initial estimates of all the parameters is printed on the display. The units of AH are
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[Esc]

106

V us X

1.65

»Cancel [ti]»select [Enter ]»uary/set [Ualue Enter] [F7]»Start fit

1

n = 1 «««

^ T0 - 51.13
-> <iH = 535.1
-» H = 1.124

aCp = <iB/N

<!iCp' =0.0
Ba = 9.851

Ba' = 0.1455
Bb = 13.0

Bb' = 0.0001383

1 1

/ i

1 1 1 1 li 1 1.

9.19 [26.24, 73.74] X = 73.74 V = 12.93 90.8

Figure 2

kJ mor\ of ACp kJ K'^ mol^ ACp kJ K^mol"', and the units of Tq degrees Centigrade. The units of B^

and Bb are the same as the units of Y. The units of Bg and B^ are in units of Y K"\ The units of N
depend on the units of Y. In the present case, with Y in units of mJ K\ the units ofN are in ^imoles.

The top line provides brief help information. Parameters that will be varied in the least squares fit

are indicated with an arrow and, if allowed by the monitor and display, in enhanced intensity. Initial

estimates can be changed by moving the ««« marker to the parameter of choice using the up and down
cursor keys and entering the value from the keyboard. Pressing [Enter] alone selects or deselects

parameters for varying. The value of n is the stoichiometry of the transition A -^ nB. nA —> B
transitions are indicated by negative values of n. n is not varied in the least squares fit but is set at

its appropriate value at this time. For the case at hand, we accept the program default configuration

and proceed directly to the analysis by pressing [F7].

The parameter table, asymptotes, and vertical line at Tq are erased. As the analysis progresses, a
message on the top line announces the number of the iteration and the values of the standard

deviation from the linearized fit, o°, and the standard deviation calculated directly from Y„^^^-Y^^^^., a.

(See the section on the least squares fit for a more detailed description of o° and o.) With each

iteration the values of the parameters are updated and printed on the screen. When convergence is

reached the asymptotes and vertical line at Tg are again drawn as well as the calculated fitting

function and the baseline function, as shown in Figure 3.

On the top line is a description of the fit including the standard deviation and, in parentheses, an
estimate of the standard deviations from third differences in the data. The fitting function appears

to agree well with the data. However, this is misleading. The first clue that the agreement is not as

good as it seems is the difference between the standard deviation of the fit, a = 0.676, and the value

obtained from third differences, 0.047. The standard deviation is an order of magnitude greater than

expected. This is usually an indication of model errors. Another indication of model errors is the

value of N, which, as mentioned above is in units of pmoles. If the molecular weight of the material

under investigation is known, the number of moles in the calorimeter is known. In this case it is

known to be 1 pmole. The value returned by the two-state analysis however is 1.1215 jjmoles, a
significant difference from the "known" value. This difference suggests model errors. In the absence

of knowledge of the magnitude of N, the presence of model errors is most clearly demonstrated by
pressing [F9] and inspecting the residuals, Y^bs-Y^aic ^s shown in Figure 4.
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6H=68B T0=5B T^IBB A-KB nodel - (r= 0.676 ( 8.647)

y gs X

1.65

9.19 [26.24, 73.74] X = 73.74 V = 12.93 (12.99) 98.8

Figure 3

[?]»HELP [Esc]»qUIT [Shift-F5]»Z00n [F7]»FIT [F18]»PRINT

1.87 r

-1.8

V-f (X) ::.:X".o-y.

9.19 [26.24, 73.74] 73.74 V -8.868 98.8

Figure 4

If model errors did not dominate the random errors, the residuals would appear as a scatter of points

more or less filling the screen. Instead, one sees the pronounced pattern of Figure 4. The most
important lesson to be drawn from this is the unreliability of the standard deviations of the

parameters returned by the least squares fit when systematic errors arising from an inaccurate model

dominate the random measurement errors. That is why the standard deviations of the parameters

are displayed for the two-state model only when the residuals are displayed and when trends in the

residuals can be visually assessed. Press [Ctrl-F7] to display the values of the parameters and their

standard deviations as in Figure 5.

Taking AH as an example, the true value of AH as already noted is 600 kJ/mole, but the value

returned by the least squares fit is 536.5 kJ/mole, an error of 63.5 kJ/mole which is 63.5 times the

standard deviation of 1 returned by the least squares fit! In the presence of the systematic, non-

statistical error apparent in Figure 5, the statistical interpretation of the standard deviations of the

parameters from the variance-covariance matrix of the least squares fit is meaningless.
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A - B

1.87

6H=600 10=58 T^iea A-KB model - v- 0.676 ( 8.847)

V-f(X)

-1.8

> T0

N
oCp

6Cp'

Ba
Ba'

Bb
Bb'

51.1164 i 0.0045

536.51 ± 1.

1.1215 ± 0.0035

2.88524 (6B/N)

0.0
9.84979
0.145542

12.996
0.138 E-3 •'\'f'':''-^'^'^^''^r*riy^7%-f\-:''>^*'

9.19 [26.24, 73.741 73.74 V = -B.068 (-0.101) 90.8

Figure 5

The nature of the least squares fit is to spread the error as uniformly as possible throughout the data

and among the parameters. For the variation of three parameters, Tq, AH, and N, the residuals curve

crosses zero three times. The residuals returned by the least squares fit can be compared with the

differences between the data and a calculation based on the true values of the parameters given at

the beginning of this example. To do this first save the residuals as a reference graph with [Ctrl-F4].

Return to the primary data display with [Fl]. Refit the data to the two state model with two presses

of [F7], the first to initiate a least squares fit, the second to repeat the previous fit. This time set each

of the values of the parameters to their "true" values by moving the ««« marker to each parameter and
entering the following values in turn:

n =1

T„ = 50

AH = 600

N = 1.0

ACp =3
AC; =-0.15

B3 = 10

B' = 0.15

B. = 13

B' =0

When the parameters have been set, start the least squares fit with [F7]. Since all parameters have
been set and none are being varied, no fit is actually performed. Instead, the profile for the entered

values of the parameters is calculated and drawn. A standard deviation is still calculated and is 9.63,

more than an order of magnitude greater than the standard deviation that resulted from the least

squares fit to the two state model! A large fi-action of the model error is absorbed by distributing the

errors among the parameters in the least squares fit.

To see this graphically, display the residuals with [F9]. Move the cursor to the lowest point on the

display with [i] and redisplay the primary data with [Fl], noting that the cursor still marks the

position where the model error is the most negative. Now draw the model error, i.e., the residuals
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from the true values of the parameters, on the display with [Shift-F9]. A prompt will appear to select

the vertical position the residuals graph:

Select vertical position for display of graph? Y/N [N] _

Select [Y] and the data cursor is replaced by a cross hair and the top line prompt becomes:

Select vertical position with [Ins], T, or i. [Enter] when done I

[Page Down] moves the cross hair to the bottom of the display. Since the cross hair marks the X
position of the minimum of the residuals plot, we know that the residuals plot will be drawn on the

display with the minimum point passing through the center ofthe cross hair touching the bottom axis.

Press [Enter] to draw the residuals. To compare these model errors with the residuals from the two-

state analysis, recall that the residuals from the least squares fit were saved as the reference graph.

Draw the reference graph with [F4]. When offered the option of positioning the reference graph, enter

[Y] and with the cursor keys, move the cross hair to coincide with the horizontal asymptotes at either

end of the previously drawn residual graph. Press [Enter] and the reference graph is drawn passing

through the center of the cross hair. The resulting display should resemble Figure 6 which shows
graphically how the full extent of the model errors can be masked by the least squares fitting process.

- B 6H=60B T0=5B T^lOB

IB&r
A-KB node! - a^ 9.63 ( 0.85)

Y us X

1.65

9.19 [26.24, 73.74] X = 10.00 V = 3.91 90.8

Figure 6

The source of the model error in this example is the neglect of the response time of the calorimeter.

The profile can be adjusted to accomodate the effects of the response time using the Tian equation.

For the simulated data in this example, the time constant is x = 100 s. For real data, the time

constant must be measured independently for the instrument. Depending on the time constant and
the scan rate, the effect of instrument response time may be important or not. To test this, the data

can be analyzed both with and without performing the Tian transformation and the results compared.

If the Tian transformation does not alter the values of the parameters or if the difference between the

two-state model fits of the data before and after the Tian transformation is small compared to the

residuals of the fit (we will examine how to show this later in this discussion), then the instrument

response time can be ignored. In this example, it cannot be ignored as will now be demonstrated.
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Pressing [Ctrl-Fl] replaces the graphical display with the Transformation Menu. Selecting 1, the

Tian transformation, provides an explanatory message:

Transfoinn Y according to the Tian Equation: Y^Y + T(dY/dt) where t is the
time and x is the instrument time constant. If a time scale is not
included in the data file, it is calculated from t = lAt where At is the
time increment per datum and I is the index of each datum in the data file.
In calculating dY/dt, Y is expressed as a power series in t, fit to M
points placed symmetrically about each value of Y(I),t(I) and the
derivative dY/dt is evaluated from the coefficients of the fit.

Pressing any key except [Esc] replaces the message with the prompt:

]
Enter value for time constant i (in sees) [1]: _

Enter the value of 100. The next two prompts determine how the derivative dY/dt is to be calculated

as a function of t. A range of data is fit to a polynomial and dY/dt is calculated for the datum at the

midpoint of the range by taking the analytical derivative of the polynomial and evaluating it at the

value of t at the midpoint of the range. Since the least squares fit is repeated for each of the data, the

transformation can be a very time consuming operation. A three point linear fit gives a very rapid

response but typically magnifies the noise in the data by an order or magnitude or more. A 25 point

cubic fit can take as long as several minutes but does not alter the random noise in the data.

However, taking too large a range can distort the data if the polynomial is not a very good

approximation to the data in that range. With real data, several combinations should be tried before

choosing the most suitable for the data and the scan rate. For the example at hand, a cubic

polynomial of seven points will be used to calculate the derivative dY/dt for the Tian equation.

Therefore, in response to the prompt:

Enter polynomial order (1-3) for calculating derivative [1]

enter 3 and in response to the prompt:

Enter number of points to be used in calculating the derivative [7] : _ I

accept the default value of 7. As a warning for those situations when the transformation is expected

to take several minutes, a rough estimate of the required time is made and a message similar to the

following is printed:

Transformation will take approximately 0:31 minutes I

After the Tian transformation is performed, it is added to the list of transformations printed on the

bottom of the display. It appears in higher intensity to indicate that it was performed in this most
recent entry into the transformation menu. It also indicates that this transformation, and only this

one of the three performed, can be undone by pressing [Esc]. Pressing [Enter] returns to the

graphical display.
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Repeat the two-state DSC fit by pressing [F7] twice, the second time to indicate a repeat of the

previous fit. Note that all the parameters are held fixed at their true values. When repeating a least

squares fit, all of the conditions of the previous fit are invoked and, in this case, the previous fit was

a calculation of the profile with the true values of the parameters. Since this is not the fit we wish

to perform, press [Esc] to abort the analysis, press [F7] to initiate a new least squares fit and select

[3]. Now the program's default settings are displayed. Press [F7] to start the least squares fit.

The value of the standard deviation from the fit is now 0.263 whereas the estimate from third

differences is 0.158. The standard deviation has increased because of the relative magnitudes of the

cell response time and the time intervals in the Tian transformation. With 1=100, At=10, and a 7

point cubic fit with 4 parameters (and thus three degrees of freedom), we would expect the noise in

Y=Y+T(dY/dt) to increase by a factor on the order of the square root of 1+(1/3)(T/At)=5.86. When the

Tian transformation using a seven point cubic fit is performed on random noise, the standard deviation

increases by a factor of 5.22 in good agreement with the expected value. However the standard

deviation estimated from third differences increases by only a factor of 3.5. This is because the errors

in the data are now correlated. That is, any two adjacent points following the Tian transformation

were calculated using six common data points. This correlation causes the third differences to

underestimate the standard deviation and demonstrates why the third differences can serve only as

a qualitative guide to the possibility of model errors.
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Figure 7

As already mentioned, the best indication of model errors is the appearance of trends in the residuals.

Pressing [F9] displays the residuals as in Figure 7. In contrast to Figure 4, the residuals now appear
as a random scatter of data filling the screen but clustering about Y - flX)=0.

Pressing [Ctrl-F7] prints the values of the parameters on the residuals plot as shown in Figure 8.

It can be seen that the calculated values of Tn, AH, and N now fall within three standard deviations

of their true values. However, they are still more than two standard deviations away, a point that will

be discussed further in Example 3 below.

Note that when the parameters are printed on the display, a number in parentheses follows the value

of Y printed below the graph ((-1.0291) in Figure 8). For the residuals plot, this is the number of

standard deviations by which the value of Y differs from its calculated value. When the parameters
are not displayed as in Figure 7, only the value of the residual, Y - f(X) = Y,obs ^ calc) at the cursor is
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A - B
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Figure 8

displayed

2. The order of performing the Tian transformation and dividing by the scan rate

doesn't matter.

To demonstrate further uses of the reference graph, we now ask whether performing the Tian

transformation before or after dividing by the scan rate makes a difference in the analysis (it should

not since dividing by the scan rate is merely a scale change). To answer this, two analyses will be

compared: one for data for which the Tian transformation is performed before division by the scan rate

with one for which the Tian transformation is performed after division by the scan rate. The latter

analysis has just been performed, so begin by saving the results of this calculation as a reference.

First replace the residuals graph of Figure 8 with the graph of the primary data by pressing [Fl].

Attempting to save the fitting function as a reference graph by pressing [Alt-F4] will result in the top

line warning message:

Calculated graph can be saved only if displayed

Draw the fitting function on the display by pressing [F8]. Now [Alt-F4] results in the top line

prompt:

Calculated values; [1] »Function [2]»Baseline WHICH? [1]

Select [1] to save the function rather than the baseline. Because a reference graph already exists

(Remember that the residuals were saved in Example 1.) the next prompt asks if the calculated

function is to replace the reference graph, to be added to the reference graph, or to be subtracted from

the reference graph:

—> Reference: [1] »Calculated values [2]»Ref+Calc [3]»Ref-Calc [1]
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Select [1]. A final prompt is offered:

Save Y(calc) corresponding to [l]»Data [2] »Displayed Range WHICH? [1] I

If [1] is chosen, Y is calculated for each value ofX and these calculated values along with the X values

of the data are saved as the reference graph. If [2] is chosen, the displayed range of data is divided

into 500 equally spaced values of X and for each value of X, the value of Y is calculated. These X,Y

values are then saved as the reference graph. When only a few data exist, [2] may be preferable

because the reference graph will present a smoother graph when displayed. In this example with 641

values select [1].

Now verify that a reference graph exists by drawing it on the current display with [F4]. Before the

reference graph is drawn, the option selecting its vertical position is offered:

Select vertical position for display of graph? Y/N [N]

Selecting [N] draws the reference graph on the current display. It should appear to be identical to

the fitting function.

Next verify that the reference graph is indeed the fitting function by replacing the primary data with

the reference graph. [Ctrl-F4] offers six options prompted on the top line:

[l]»Replace [2]»Exchange [3]»Recall [4]»Add [5]»Subtr [6]»Ratio [1] _ I

Select [3]. The screen is cleared and a new graph is drawn. To verify that this is indeed the fitting

function calculate the residuals with [F9]. Because the data have been replaced, the residuals are

recalculated as indicated by the message on the top line. The residual graph is a straight line at

Y - f(Xj=0, thus demonstrating that the reference graph is the fitting function.

Next generate the fitting function for the same data, but performing the Tian transformation before

dividing by the scan rate. To do this, return to the main menu with [Esc] and select [5], "Analyze

a new file." When prompted for the file name, again enter TEST1.DAT. Note that when the file has
been read and the Data Definition Menu appears, the default definitions are the same definitions as

those previously selected. The program remembers the definitions entered and uses these as defaults

until a new data file with a different number of fields per record (entries per line) is read or until the

program is exited.

Press [Enter] to return to the Main Menu. Select [4] to display the Transformation Menu. Notice

that the bottom of the screen, which previously contained a list of the transformations performed, is

now blank because a new data file has been read. Perform the Tian transformation first. As before,

select a cubic fit with 7 points. Note that the default value for the time constant x is the value 100

entered in the previous analysis. This value will be saved in the {PARj.EXM file and will remain the

default value the next time EXAM is run. Following the Tian transformation, divide by the scan rate

with [2] Y^YAdX/dt), and exit fi-om the Transformation Menu again accepting the option to multiply

the values of Y by 0.001. From the Main Menu proceed to the analysis of Y vs X. Note that the

markers have retained their positions.
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Again perform the two-state DSC analysis with [F7] accepting all program defaults as before.

Following the analysis, press [Alt-F4] to subtract the calculated values of the fitting function from the

reference graph. Select the [l]»Function rather than [2] -Baseline when prompted and when further

prompted with:

-^ Reference: [1] »Calculated values [2]»Ref+Calc [3]»Ref-Calc [1]

Select [3]. The reference graph now contains the difference between the fitting function for the data

with the Tian transformation performed after dividing by the scan rate and the fitting function for the

data with the Tian transformation performed before dividing by the scan rate. Compare this difference

to the residuals by first displaying the residuals with [F9] resulting in a scatter plot similar to Figure

7. Press [F4] to draw the reference graph this time declining to position the graph on the display.

This will force the reference graph to be drawn on the scale of the residuals graph as in Figure 9.

[?]»HELP [Esc]»QUIT [Shift-F5]»Z00M [F7]»FIT [Fiei»PRINI

0.854

r

V-f(X)

9.19 [26.24, 73.741 X = 73.74 y = -e.2707 98.8

Figure 9

Even on the scale of the residuals, the reference graph appears to be a flat line at Y - flX)=0. In fact

it should not be exactly since interchanging the two transformations should lead to slightly different

round off errors. This can be seen by exchanging the reference graph with the primary data by

pressing [Fl] followed by [Ctrl-F4] and in response to the prompt:

[l]»Replace [2]»Exchange [3]»Recall [4]»Add [5]»Subtr [6]»Ratio [1] _ I

select [2] to exchange the primary data with the reference graph. After the reference graph has been

drawn press [Tab] or [Fl] to connect the points with straight lines. The resulting graph should be

similar to that shown in Figure 10. Interestingly enough, the shape of the original profile is

reproduced. The large jumps from one point to the next represent the six digit precision limitation

inherent in representing floating point numbers with five bytes. The Y scale is more than five orders

of magnitude smaller than the original data and of a magnitude expected for round-off errors.
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Figure 10

3. Even with an apparent random scatter in the residuals, the model errors are greater

than suggested by the standard deviation of the parameters.

In the first example, it was shown that after the Tian transformation had been performed, the

parameters from the least squares analysis agreed with their true values to within three standard

deviations. However, for the analysis being performed, one would expect the parameters to differ from

the true values by more than two standard deviations less than 5% of the time. That the differences

from the true values are still a little larger than expected suggests remaining model errors. In this

example the source of those errors will be investigated to give additional practice with the reference

graph.

Begin by recalling the primary data which had been exchanged with the reference graph by pressing

[F4] and selecting [3] for recall. The following should be noted:

The reference graph still contains the primary data as can be seen by drawing it with [F4].

The t scale has been replaced with iAt where i is the index of each datum and At is the value

most recently entered by the user in the Data Definition Menu. The default value of At is

saved in the EXAM parameter file (PARj.EXM. In the present example, this is precisely the

t scale and so the t scale is still valid for the reference graph displayed.

The data title is now Reference Graph. If the top line happens to be a help prompt, pressing

[Enter] will display the data title on the top line.

The X values at the marker positions are unchanged demonstrating that the X scale has been

retained in the reference graph.

To continue the discussion of model errors, the most recent least squares fit will be compared with a

more accurate model. The model errors that still remain arise from two sources:

The temperature dependence of the heat capacity which has been ignored by setting ACp =

The separation of the calculation of the baselines from the calculation of the transition
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parameters. There may be a slight contribution to the baselines from the tails of the

transition giving rise to slightly erroneous baseline parameters.

The most recent least squares fit is remembered by the program as can be seen by pressing [Ctrl-F7]

and comparing the values of the parameters with those in Figure 8. Save the fitting function as a

reference graph with [Alt-F4]. As a precaution to avoid possible confusion, the graph of the fitting

function must be displayed ([F8]) before it can be saved. The graph of the fitting function is not

drawn without further prompting however. The program recognizes that a reference graph is now

displayed whereas the most recent least squares fit was performed with the previous data. Both

happen to be the same, but the program does not keep track of this. Hence, when [F8] is pressed, a

top line prompt is issued:

Draw line generated from previous data set? Y/N [N] _ I

Select [Y]. Save the fitting function as the reference graph with [Alt-F4], following prompts to save

(rather than add to or subtract from) the calculated values of the function (rather than the baseline)

corresponding to the data (rather than the display range).

Repeat the least squares fit by pressing [F7] followed by [0] which will use the values of the

parameters from the most recent analysis as initial values. From the inspection of the residuals from

the most recent analysis, the values of the parameters are likely to be good approximations to the true

values. When the parameter menu appears, move the ««« indicator to ACp and press [Enter]. An
arrow appears to the left of ACp indicating that ACp will be varied in the fit. Since the baseline

parameters are to be varied, ACp cannot also be varied independently but must remain fixed or be

calculated from AB'/N = (B;-B3)/N. Press [Enter] again. Now AC^ = AB'/N indicates that AC; will be

constrained to this value. Next set all the baseline parameters to vary by pressing [Enter] as the «««

indicator is moved to each one. When completed, pressing [F7] will initiate the least squares fit.

Not only are all the parameters being varied in the least squares fit, but all the data points are being

fit as well. When only transition parameters, i.e., Tg, AH, and/or N, are varied, only the data between

the markers are used for the least squares fit. Therefore, each iteration takes longer than those of the

previous fit.^

When the least squares fit converges and the fitting function and baseline have been drawn on the

display, subtract the fitting function from the reference graph with [Alt-F4]. Now the reference graph

contains the difference between two models: One in which the transition and baseline parameters are

determined separately and ACp is held fixed at and one in which all the parameters are varied

simultaneously subject to the constraints ACp = AB/N and ACp = AB'/N. Examine the model difference

within the context of the residuals. Press [F9] to display the residuals and [F4] to display the

reference graph which contains the difference between the two models. Do not alter the vertical

position of the reference graph. The resulting display should resemble Figure 11:

Two points should be noted. First the standard deviation of the fit for the more accurate model is

almost unchanged, having decreased from 0.263 to 0.260. Secondly, the graph of the difference

between the two models is very small compared to the random scatter in the data. Specifically, the

root mean square of the model error is only 0.0273. (This can be calculated by exchanging the primary

The time required for the least squares fit varies in proportion to the number of data being fit and in pii)porli(m to the

square of the number of parameters being varied.
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Figure 11

data and the reference graph with [F4], deactivating the markers with [Ctrl-F5], and fitting all the

data to a horizontal line with [F7] [1] [0]. However, do not do this yet.) Thus, the model errors are

an order of magnitude smaller than the random errors.

Reference Graph A-^-B node! - a- 0.260 ( 0.158)

0.827

^ T0 ^ 49.9995 ± 0.0017
- M 3 600.039 ± 0.49
> N = 0.99978 ± 0.0015

cCv = 3.03708 (^B/N)
<iCp' ^ -0.150266 (^B'/N)

^ Ba = 9.9844 + 0.040
-> Ba' = 0.1491 ± 0.0016
^ Bb = 13.021 ± 0.041
• Bb' = -0.00111 ± 0.0016

..... - ,. . •

V-f(X)

" " -- -..-"

-1.02
1 il 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 " 1
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Figure 12

Pressing [Ctrl-F7] displays the values of the parameters with their standard deviations as shown in

Figure 12. The standard deviations of the baseline parameters are also given because they were
varied in the fit. The following points should be noted:

The values of the standard deviations of the parameters have increased slightly in spite of the

fact that the standard deviation of the fit decreased slightly. This is a result of the correlation

of errors among the parameters. The larger the number of parameters varied, the greater the

opportunity for correlation. The effect of correlation is always to increase the standard

deviations of the parameters compared to the standard deviations of a set of uncorrelated

parameters.
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The values of all the parameters now agree with their true values to within one standard

deviation.

We have shown that even slight model errors result in parameter values that differ from their true

values by more than would be statistically inferred. This is the reason why the standard deviations

of the parameters are displayed only within the context of a display of the residuals. Even then, some

caution must be exercised and differences in values of the parameters assuming different reasonable

models might give a more realistic estimate of the uncertainties in the parameters.

4. AH from the two-state analysis differs slightly from AH^h calculated from a van't Hoff
analysis.

In a van't Hoff analysis the logarithm of the equilibrium constant K is plotted against 1/T where T
is the absolute temperature. The slope of the plot is -AH^h/^ where R is the gas constant. The
intercept is AK^^fRT,^ where T,, is the midpoint of the transition defined by a=l/2. AH^^ is the so-called

van't Hoff enthalpy and should be the same as AH obtained from the two-state analysis of the DSC
profile. The equilibrium constant is calculated from the extent of the transition a by eq. f6a) on p. 4:

K/Ko = (2a)72(l-a) or, for nA ^ B transitions, by eq. (6b), K/Kq = (2a)/2"(l-aj". The extent of the

transition a is taken to be the fractional completion of the transition, i.e., the normalized integral of

the DSC profile. A van't Hoff analysis can be performed using transformations provided in the Data
Transformation Menu. In this example, we will perform such an analysis and compare AH^^ with AH
obtained from the two state analysis.

The data to be analyzed are found in the file TEST2A.DAT and were simulated using the following

parameters:

A^ 2B transition, n=2

To = 50°C

AH = 600 kJ mol' (of A)

N = 1.0 )amol of A (2 jamoles of B when fully denatured)

AC, = 3kJK^mor'(ofA)

Ac; =-0.15kJK-'mol-Mof A)

Ba = 10 kJ K-^

b: = 0.15kJK2

B. = 13 kJ K'

b; = kJ K-2

The time constant is 100 s, and random errors have been added to the calculated values.

After the data file has been read and the Data Definition Menu displayed, ensure that the time scale

is defined as t=EAt At=10.0. From the Main Menu, select [4] transform data and, from the Data
Transformation Menu, perform the Tian transformation using a time constant of 100 and a 7 point

cubic fit for calculating the derivatives. Divide by the scan rate. Return to the Main Menu and when
prompted with:

L

Maximum value of Y is greater than 10,000.
Do you wish to rescale Y values by .001? Y/N [N]



select Y. The values ofY will then be in mJ/° so that the value ofN returned by the two state analysis

will be in pmole. (This can be easily deduced by noting that the integral of Y, which will be in mj,

is equal to NAH and AH is in kJ/mole. Thus, mJ/(kJ/mole) = nmole.)

Perform a two-state analysis of the data with markers at X=26.24 (5 [Ctrl^] moves from the left

margin) and X=73.74 (5 [Ctrlf-] moves from the right margin), setting n=2, varying all parameters

simultaneously, and forcing ACj=AB/N and ACp=AB'/N. Notice that the iterations are somewhat slower

than for n=l because of the iterative calculation of a as a function of T.

The values of the parameters returned by the least squares fit appear in Figure 13. Notice that Tq,

indicated by the dotted vertical line in Figure 13, is not at the peak of the transition. Tq is defined

as the midpoint of the transition, the temperature at which a=l/2. Try to verify this by measuring

the area between the baseline and the data on the low and high temperature sides of Tq.

A - 2B <iH^60B T8=50 T^IBB Area frotn IB. BO to SB. ^ 293.93

85.3

V us X

1.42

» TB
• ^H
» N

fiCp'

» Ba
» Ba'

» Bb
> Bb'

49.9986
599.86

1.0882

3.04082 (6B/N)

-0.14997 (fiB'/N)

9.9783

. 1489

13.02

-0.00188
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9.19 [50.00] X = 1B.00 V = 4.&3 (4.02) 90.8

Figure 13

Measure the area between X=10.0, the lowest temperature displayed and X=T(, by first erasing the

markers with [Ctrl-F5], placing a marker at X=To=50.0, the cursor at X=10.0 (notice that hitting

[Home] moves the cursor from X=50.0 to the first point on the display which happens to be X=10.0),

and [Shift-F6] to calculate the area. As shown in Figure 13, the value obtained is 293.93 kJ, but the

value from NAH/2 is 299.99 kJ. Why the difference?

Referring to eq. (1) on p. 1, notice that the integral of AHON3/c>T)pdT = /AHdN^ = NAH only if AH is

not a function of temperature. But, because AC^ and AC^ are non-vanishing, AH is a function of

temperature. Because AC,, > and because ACp is the most significant contribution to the temperature

dependence of AH, we would expect from AH = AH^, + ACpo(T-T(,) + y2ACpo(T-To)''' that the half area

below T,| would be less than NAH/2 which is what is observed. Moreover, because the contribution

from ACp above T^ is opposite in sign, we would expect the difference between the area above T,, and
NAH/2 to compensate for the error below Tq. If we make the measurement above T^, we obtain 303.53

kJ and the total area is thus 597.46. This is close to the value of NAH = 599.98 kJ but not exact

because the contribution from ACp is everywhere negative. We anticipate from these arguments that

the van't Hoff analysis will present us with similarly small but significant errors.

The van't HofF analysis is performed as follows:
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Clear the markers with [Ctrl-F5] and move cursor to X, - 50.0. This position will be needed as a

reference later on. Integrate the data numerically above the baseline by pressing [Shift-F2] which

results in Figure 14. Replace the primary data with the integral with [Alt-Fl] which first displays

the warning prompt:

Replace Y vs X with currently displayed graph? Y/N [N]

[?]»HELP [Esc]»QUIT [F10]»PRINI I-^-^l^llOyE CUBSOR [F5]»l1ARKEfi

611

r

^

VdX

-13.7

9.19
_i_

X = 50.88 V = 293.9 98.8

Figure 14

[Y] clears the display and redraws the integral with the Y axis legend iYdX replaced with Y vs X.

[Ctrl-Fl] displays the Transformation Menu. Since Y is now the integral of dQ/dT, dividing it by the

total area will give a the fraction of transition. This is done by selecting 7: Y —> siY+AY) and, in

response to the prompts:

s(Y + AY). Enter value for AY [-Ymin]

:

Enter value for s tl/(Ytnax - Ylnin) ]

accept the defaults. The list of transformations performed on the bottom of the display should now
read: Tian Yl(dXldt) Y I WOO s(Y + ^Y) and on the top line the message NOTE: Y has been
normalized appears. Y is now a. The equilibrium constant is calculated from a by selecting

6: Y ^^ (2Y)"/2(1-Y), and in response to the prompt:

Replace Y, the extent of reaction. with Keq, the equilibrium constant.

For A -^ nB, Keq = (2Y) "/2 (1-Y) , enter a positive value for n.
For nA -^ B, Keq = 2Y/(2(1-Y))% enter a negative value for n.

Enter value for n [1] : _

enter [2]. The entry is confirmed by the message on the top line: NOTE: Y replaced with

(2Y)"/2(1-Y) with n = 2. Y is now the equilibrium constant K. Next select 10: Y -^ Ln(Y) which
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replaces the equilibrium constant with its logarithm. This completes the transformations required for

the Y coordinate. Note that if a mistake is made while performing the transformations, pressing [Esc]

will undo those transformation performed since entering the Transformation Menu.

X is transformed from °C to K by adding 273.15 with transformation 13: X -^ s(X+AX) by entering

273.15 in response to the prompt for AX and accepting the default value of 1.0 for s. Selecting 15: X
-^ 1/X then gives us the reciprocal of the temperature which is the required quantity for a van't Hoff

analysis. Note that when 15: X -» 1/X is selected, the prompt

Maximum value of X is less than .01
Do you wish to rescale X values by 1000? Y/N [N]

is offered. This allows the values of X to be less cumbersome, but confuses the dimensionality.

Decline the option. A warning message NOTE: Ordering ofpoints with respect to N has been

reversed! is printed on the top line. Since the data had been in order of increasing T, the ordering

of 1/T must be reversed in order that X be increasing from left to right in the display. Hence the left

side of the graph now corresponds to high temperature and the right side to low temperature. The
list of transformations performed appearing on the bottom line should now read: Tian Yl(dXldt)

Y 1 1000 s(Y+AY; (2Yri2(l-Y) LnCY) s(X + AX) 1/X

[Enter] completes the transformations and displays the transformed data as shown in Figure 15.

- 2B ^H^eee tb^sb t^ibb
11. gr

S CnX" for n=l - «r= 0.BB921 ( B.BB078)

V us X

-23.3

CB = 223.921 ± B.ll

CI =: -72373.8 ± 37

_i_

8.60275 [0.0030625, 0.00315681 X = 0.0030933 V = 0.04 (0.04) 0.00354

Figure 15

The van't Hoff analysis is performed by measuring the slope and intercept of ln(K) vs 1/T. We note

in Figure 15 that a straight line is not obtained. This is because at the extremes of the transition,

random error dominates the value of ln(K). Even if the data were noise free, the extrema would be
poorly defined because of round-off errors. Thus, the slope and intercept must be determined by a

linear least squares fit of the data in the vicinity of l/T^ where ln(K) is well determined. The cursor

position still corresponds to X = T„ = 50°. Place markers as shown in Figure 15 (with one [Ctrl<-] to

position the lower marker followed by three [Ctrl—>]s to place the upper marker). To perform the

linear fit, press [F7] followed by [1] when prompted for the function and [1] again when prompted for

the order of the polynomial. The results of the fit are shown in Figure 15. From CO and Cl we
calculate T„= f-Cl/C0)-273.15 = 50.06 which agrees reasonably well with the value of 50.00 from the
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two-state analysis. The value of AH,,h = -RCl (where R=.000831451 kJ/moPj = 601.75 ± 0.31 kJ/mol.

We note that the van't Hoff enthalpy differs from the two-state analysis value of AH by six standard

deviations suggesting a model error. The model error arises, as we have stated, from the temperature

dependence of AH.

This can be shown by repeating the calculation for the data in file TEST2B.DAT which is a simulation

identical to TEST2A.DAT except that ACp and ACp are both identically so that AH has no

temperature dependence. On repeating the preceding analysis and measuring the area of the

transition profile below T^ the value 299.93 kJ is obtained and is exactly NAH/2 as shown in Figure 16.

A - 2B ^H^60e 18^58 1=188 Area from 18.00 to 50.00 = 299.93

83.3

V ws X
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» T0
» aH
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- 0.041662 (aB/N)
- 0.938567 E-6 (6B'/N)

= 9.978
= 0.1489
^ 10.02
= 0.1489

9.19 [58.00] X = 10.00 V = 4.63 (4.02) 90.8

Figure 16

Repeating the van't Hoff analysis outlined above and as shown in Figure 17, gives the value for AH^.^

= -RCl = 599.42 ± 0.0167 kJ/mol which is in closer agreement with AH than when AH was a function

of temperature. However, now AH^^ differs from its true value of 600.0 kJ/mol by 35 standard

deviations! What's going on here? Again we have a model error but now the error is not in the

thermodynamic model but in the assumptions underlying the distribution oferrors in the van't

Hoffanalysis . The linear least squares fit in EXAM assumes the same distribution of errors for each

datum and therefore assigns a unit weight to each value. In fact, the errors are far fi-om uniform in

ln(K) as well as in 1/T. As noted earlier in this example and as can be see in Figures 15 and 17, the

errors become much more pronounced far fi-om the midpoint of the transition interval. This is true

even for the narrow range over which the linear least squares fit was performed. Therefore, perform

the linear least squares fit again, this time taking only the range of five points above l/Tg to five

points below, i.e., from 1/T = 0.003087 to 1/T = 0.003099, where the assumption of the uniformity of

errors over the data range is not quite so incorrect.

This time we obtain Cl = -72156.1 ± 41 corresponding to AH^.^ = 599.94 ± 0.34 kJ/mol which is in

excellent agreement with the true value of 600. One might well ask if this was not also the source

of error in the van't Hoff analysis of the data in TEST2A.DAT. When the same narrow range 1/T =

0.003087 to 0.003099 is chosen for the linear least squares fit of the van't Hoff plot, a value of AH,.„

= 606.03 ± 0.43 kJ/mol is obtained, which is in error by 14 standard deviations due, as before, to the

temperature dependence of AH. Thus, AH^.^ is not quite equal to AH because of the erroneous

assumption of the temperature independence of AH which underlies the van't Hoff analysis.
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The analysis of overlapping profiles.

Data consisting of overlapping profiles can be analyzed in an iterative manner by analyzing portions

of one component, subtracting the calculated value from the data leaving the remaining component.

The second component is then analyzed and its function is subtracted from the data leaving the first

component. The first component is then analyzed a second time, but this time free from the influence

of the second component. This should give a better estimate of the first function. The process is

repeated until there is no further change in the values of the parameters. The procedure is tedious

and judgement must be exercized on how to treat the baseline and the heat capacity change.

In the example to be discussed, three overlapping profiles will be analyzed using [Alt-F3] to save

fitting functions and [Ctrl-F3] to recall them. The data to be analyzed are found in the file

TEST3.DAT and were simulated using the following parameters:

To = 40 50 60 °c

AH = 600 400 200 kJ mor'

N = 1.0 1.0 1.0 pmol

ACp = 3.0 2.0 1.0 kJK-'moV'

Ac; = 0.0 0.0 0.0 kJ K-^ mol-^

Ba = 10 kJ K'

b: = 0.15kJK-'

Bh = 13 kJ K'

B; =0.15kJK-"'

For all three profiles the stoichiometry number n = 1, i.e., A ^ B transitions. As in the previous

examples, the time constant is 100 seconds, and random errors have been added to the calculated data.

After the data file has been read and the Data Definition Menu is displayed, ensure that the time
scale is defined as t=EAt At=10.0. Proceed as in the previous examples. From the Main Menu, select

[4] transform data and, from the Data Transformation Menu, perform the Tian transformation using

a time constant of 100 and a 7 point cubic fit for calculating the derivatives. Divide by the scan rate
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with Y^Y/(dX/dt). Return to the Main Menu and, when prompted with:

Maximvun value of Y is greater than 10,000.
Do you wish to rescale Y values by .001? Y/N [N]

select Y. The values of Y will be in mJ/° and the value of N returned by the two state analysis will

be in jimole. (This can be determined by noting that the integral of Y, which will be in mJ, is equal

to NAH. AH is always in kJ/mole. Thus, mJ/(kJ/mole) = jamole.)

Display the data by pressing [Enter] twice from the main menu. The transformed data may be saved

as a new file by pressing [Shift-F3] and following the prompts, taking care to give the new file a new
name. Saving the transformed data as a new file allows the resumption of work on the transformed

data at some future time.

Begin by analyzing the data on the low temperature half of the low temperature profile. Pressing the

[t] cursor key moves the data cursor to the peak maximum. Place a marker at this point with [F5].

Press [End] to move the cursor to the last point and [Ctrl<-] to move it to the left to X=86.75°. Place

a marker at this point with [F5]. Deactivate all the points between the two markers with [Del].

Reactivate the marker at X=86.75° with [F5]. Move the cursor to the first data point with [Home]
and then to X=19.75 with three presses of [Ctrl->]. Place a marker at this point with [F5].

By deactivating all points above the midpoint of the first profile the contributions of the higher

temperature profiles to the analysis of the first profile will be minimized. Start the least squares

analysis with [F7] and [3] in response to the prompt for a least squares fitting function. Do not accept

the default analysis options. Instead, move the ««« marker to the entry for B^ and press [Enter]. An
arrow appears to the left of B^ (and, if allowed by the computer's graphics display, the parameter and
its value are highlighted). This indicates that Bg is to be varied in the least squares analysis along

with the transition parameters. In a similar fashion allow B^ and B^ to vary. B^ on the other hand
will be constrained to be B^ + NACp (= B^ because ACp = 0) by hitting the [Enter] twice for B^. By this

arrangement, a baseline is established throughout the region and the pre- and post-transition slopes

are the same. When the time comes to analyze the remaining profiles, their corresponding baselines

will be assumed to be zero.

Begin the least squares fit with [F7]. Following the fitting procedure, the display should resemble
Figure 18.

Save the results of this first analysis of the low temperature profile with [Alt-F3]. The top line

message:

Saved as F(l) = A -^ B DSC, O = 0.271 [Ctrl-F3] to Recall

indicates that the function has been saved as reference function (1).

Reactivate all the data between the markers by pressing [Insert]. [Alt-F9] subtracts the function

from the data and displays the residuals. In addition, all data whose calculated values fall more
than two standard deviations away from the baseline are deactivated. The deactivated points are

therefore those for which the low temperature profile contributes significantly to the overall profile.

Notice that most of the points in the middle profile are deactivated indicating that it will be difficult
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to obtain a good estimate of the middle profile because it is influenced by the the two flanking profiles.

In order to have enough data to analyze, reactivate the data between X=47.25° and 50.49° by placing

markers at these values and pressing [Insert]. Although data will be analyzed in a region where the

low temperature profile contributes, this low profile has been subtracted from the data in forming the

residuals. The contributions from the low temperature profile are therefore minimized but not

negligible. Next deactivate all the data between 51.37° and 86.75° by placing markers at these values

and pressing [Delete]. Finally, place markers at 19.75° and 86.75° and initiate the least squares fit

of the few active data between these markers to a two-state DSC model with [F7] [3].

Before initiating the least squares fit, set all baseline parameters B^, B^, B^, and B^ to since the

analysis just performed of the low temperature profile should have fit the pre- and post-transition

baselines exactly. Of course this will introduce a model error into the calculation because we have
assumed that the cumulative hf at capacity changes of all the component profiles with their effects on

the baseline have been represe.ited by a single heat capacity change in the low temperature profile.

Since this profile is the largest, this should not be a bad approximation. Later, an alternative

approach will be examined. As with the fit of the low temperature profile, constrain ACp = AB/N (=0).

Begin the least squares fit with [F7]. Following the fit, the display should resemble Figure 19.

Save the fitting function as Function 2, F(2), with [Alt-F3] followed by [2] in response to the prompt.

Ref. Function: [l]»Replace [2] »Save [0]»DeletG

Note that the prompt reflects the fact that a reference function already exists and a choice is offered

of saving the function as F(2) or replacing F(l). Select [2] and the fitting function will be saved as

F(2) A-^B DSC, 0=0.277

Press [Insert] to reactivate all the data between the markers. Recalling that the display represents

the data minus the contribution from F(1), press [F9] to subtract F(2) also. The resulting residuals,

which are really residuals of residuals, will be the result of subtracting both the low and middle

profiles from the data and should resemble the data in Figure 20.
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Deactivate (iata between X=19.75° and X=60.99° (the latter being the peak of the profile an(i reached

with [T]) thus minimizing residual contributions from the two low temperature profiles. With markers

at X=19.75° and X=86.75°, perform the same analysis of the high temperature profile as was
performed with middle profile by pressing [F7] three times in succession, the second to repeat the

previous analysis and the third to initiate the least squares fit. Save the fitting function as

Function 3, F(3), with [Alt-F3] followed by [3] in response to the prompt:

Ref. Function: [1-2] »Replace selection [3] »Save [0]»Purge all

Note that either Function 1 or Function 2 could have been replaced or all functions deleted. The top

line message should read Saved as F(3) A^B DSC, <3=0.247 [Ctrl-F3] to Recall. Next inspect the

residuals with [F9] which should generate a display resembling Figure 21.

Save this display as a reference graph with [Ctrl-F4]. As can be seen from the residuals, pronounced
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systematic errors remain. These are most likely due to the contributions of profiles to the analysis

of their neighbors although the residuals could have arisen from the assumption that all the heat

capacity change in the baseline belonged to the low temperature component of the profile. Under the

assumption that the pronounced systematic errors arise from the former, proceed to minimize the

contributions of profiles to their neighbors by redoing the analysis of all profiles, this time subtracting

the contributions of all others.

The currently active function is the function for the high temperature profile. Pressing [Ctrl-F9]

subtracts this function from the primary data which consists of the three overlapping profiles. The
resulting display is a residuals display in which the currently active function, F(3), has been
subtracted from the data. The display therefore represents only the two lower temperature profiles.

Recall F(2), the middle profile, with [Ctrl-F3] and in response to the prompt:

Recall function [1-3] (None prompts for each)

select [2]. The values of the parameters of F(2) are printed on the screen. Pressing [F8] will draw
this profile on the display to confirm that the correct function has been recalled. Pressing [F9]

subtracts the function from the display and the resulting residuals of residuals display, which should

resemble the data in Figure 22, will represent the low temperature profile alone. The slight dip on

the high temperature side of the profile suggests that the F(2) and F(3) were not accurate and is a

reflection of the residuals in Figure 21. This can be verified by drawing the reference graph on the

display with [F4] which shows a dip at the same temperature of similar magnitude.

Next perform the same analysis as was originally performed on the low temperature profile including

deactivation of all points between the peak at 40.12° and 83.50°. The points are again deactivated

because there remains some influence from the lower two profiles due to the errors in their calculation.

Allow the three baseline parameters Bg, B^, and B^, to be varied in the fit and constrain B^ to be

B.' + NACp (= Bg because ACp = 0). The resulting analysis should resemble Figure 22.

The current fitting function should be a better representation of the low temperature profile than F(l)

because the contributions to this profile from the higher temperature profiles have been reduced.

Therefore, replace F(l) with the current fitting function with [Alt-F3] followed by [1] in response to
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the prompt. A second prompt will be issued for confirmation to prevent accidental replacement.

Next analyze the middle component after subtracting the contributions of the low and high

temperature components. Press [Insert] to restore all deactivated data to their active state. Press

[Ctrl-F9] to subtract the current fitting function, improved Ff 7J, the low temperature profile, from the

primary data. Recall the high temperature function, F(3), with [Ctrl-F3] followed by [3] in response

to the prompt. Subtract this function from the display with [F9]. The resulting display, residuals of

residuals, will represent the middle profile and should resemble Figure 23. Deactivate the data

between 19.75° and 47.25° and between 53.74° and 80.24° to minimize the contributions of residuals

of the low and high temperature components to the middle component. Place markers at 19.75° and
80.24°. As with the previous analysis of the middle component, initiate the least squares fit with [FT]

[3] and set all baseline parameters B^, B^, B,,, and B^ to since the fit of the low temperature profile

should have fit the pre- and post-transition baselines exactly. The current fitting function should be

a better representation of the middle component than F(2) because the contributions to this component
from the other two components have been reduced. This can be seen by comparing Figure 23 with

Figure 19. Therefore, replace F(2) with the current fitting function with [Alt-F3] followed by [2] in

response to the prompt. Again, a confirmatory prompt will be issued.

With improved fitting functions for the lower and middle components, finish this round with a re-

analysis of the high temperature component. Press [Insert] to restore all deactivated data to their

active state. Press [Ctrl-F9] to subtract the current fitting fiinction, improved F(2), the middle

component, from the primary data. Recall the low temperature function, F(l), with [Ctrl-F3] followed

by [1] in response to the prompt. Subtract this function from the display with [F9]. The resulting

display, residuals of residuals, is the high temperature component of Figure 24. Comparison with

Figure 20 shows that the low temperature side of the profile appears less perturbed by the residuals

of the two low temperature components.

Deactivate data between X= 19.75° and X=:60.99° thus minimizing contributions from the residuals of

the two low temperature components. With markers at X=19.75° and X=86.75°, perform the same
analysis of the high temperature profile as was performed with the middle profile by pressing [F7]

three times in succession, the second to repeat the previous analysis and the third to initiate the least

squares fit. The result of the analysis should resemble the parameter table in Figure 20. The current

fitting function should be a better representation of the high temperature component than F(3) because
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the contributions to this component from the other two components have been reduceii. Therefore,

replace F{S) with the current fitting function with [Alt-F3] followed by [3] in response to the prompt.

Now compare the residuals at the end of round two with those from the initial round of analyses. [F9]

will display the residuals (actually residuals of residuals of residuals) in which the contributions from

all three fitting functions have been removed. The residuals from the first round were saved as a

reference graph. To compare the current residuals with the reference graph return to the display of

the full data with [Fl]. Now exchange these data with the data in the reference graph with [Ctrl-

F4] and, in response to the prompt:

[l]»Replace [2]»Exchange [3]»Recall [4]»Add [5]»Subtr [6]»Ratio [1] I

select [2]. Note, if the default [1] is selected, the reference graph will be replaced by the current /Fi7

display. If [3] is selected, the display will be replaced by the reference graph and the principal data
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can then only be retrieved by rereading the data file. After [2] is selected, the reference graph will

contain the original data and the residuals from the first round of analyses will be displayed.

Superimpose on this display the graph of the residuals from the second round of analyses with

[Shift-F9]. Because the data have been replaced, the residuals may not be germane to the display

and a prompt is issued:

Recalculate residuals for the transformed data? Y/N [N]

Select [N] since we want to compare the existing residuals with the ones we stored in the reference

graph and which are now displayed. A prompt is then issued to position the residuals plot:

Select vertical position for display of graph? Y/N [N]

Accept the default [N].

[?]»HELP [Esc]»QUIT [Shift-F5]»Z00M [F7]»FIT [F10]»PRINI
0.781
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Figure 25

The resulting graph should resemble Figure 25. Several points are worth noting. First of all, the

residuals are reduced from those of the first round by perhaps a factor of 5. The scatter in the wings

is the same. A noticeable trend is still visible in the residuals from 42° to 58°. The center component
is the most poorly determined judging from the standard deviations of the fits of the three components
in the second round of analyses. The standard deviation of the fit is not much worse than the

standard deviation obtained in the first example when nearly all sources of model error had been

removed (Figure 8). Consequently, the likelihood of obtaining independent values of ACp for the three

components is not high. Indeed when an attempt is made to vary ACp for each component, the

procedure diverges.

One could continue along these lines, refitting each ofthe three components after subtracting improved
values for the remaining components. However, little improvement is noted after the second round.

Instead, start from the beginning with a different assumption about the heat capacity change
associated with each profile. Keep in mind that the change in heat capacity affects not only the

transition profile, but the baseline as well.
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Assume instead that the value of ACp associated with each component is proportional to the value of

AH for that component. There is little basis for this assumption other than the bonding in different

proteins or oligonucleotides and the number of available states will be roughly proportional to the

number of residues or units in the macromolecule. Taking the total heat capacity change of 6 kJ/mol,

the proportional values for ACp for the three components will be roughly 3, 2, and 1 which are indeed

just the values used in the simulation. Thus, this "fortunate assumption" should give a best case

example of how well the overlapping profiles can be analyzed.

Return to the primary data with [Fl]. Deactivate all the data between the peak at 40.12° and the end

at 89.99°. Place the low temperature marker at 19.75° and the high temperature marker at the

uppermost point, 89.99°. Initiate the least squares fit with [F7] [3]. Set ACp to 3.0 by moving the

parameter marker to ACp and entering the number 3 from the keyboard. Allow B^ and Bg to vary and
constrain B^ to be B^ + NACp and B^ to be B^ + NACp (= B^ because ACp = 0). Note that no high

temperature points will be used in this analysis because on this first round the high temperature

baseline contains contributions from ACp for all three components. The high temperature baseline will

be generated from B^ + NACp. Perform the fit with [F7] and, following the fit, save the parameters

as F(l) with [Alt-F3] [1]. The display should resemble Figure 26.
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Form the residuals with [F9]. Press [Insert] to reactivate all deactivated data. Deactivate data from
19.75° to 47.25° and from 53.74° to the end. Place markers at 19.75° and the uppermost point, 89.99°.

Perform the two-state analysis setting ACp to 2, B^ and B^ to 0, and constraining B^ to be B^ + NACp
and B;, to be B^ + NAC;. The result of the fit should resemble Figure 27. With [Alt-F3] [2], save the

fitting function as F(2).

Form the residuals with [F9], reactivate all data with [Insert], deactivate all data from 19.75° to

61.62°, the latter being the temperature of the maximum. Place markers at 19.75° and at the

uppermost point, 89.99°. Initiate the analysis pressing [F7] twice to use the same conditions as

invoked with the middle component. Set ACp = 1 and continue with [F7]. Save the fitting function

as F(3) with [Alt-F3] [3]. The result should resemble Figure 28.

This completes the first round of analyses and the reference functions are the first approximations.

Each is an approximation because each of the components distorts the shapes of its neighbors. They
can be improved by repeating the analyses, each time subtracting the calculated profiles of the two
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components not being analyzed. Display the residuals with [F9]. As can be seen in Figure 29, the

residuals show a pronounced systematic error, perhaps larger than that encountered when the analysis

of these overlapping profiles was first performed with all of the baseline change in the low

temperature profile. Save the residuals for future comparison as a reference graph with [Ctrl-F4] [1].

Repeat the analyses of the three profiles subtracting from each the functions of the other two before

performing the analysis. Begin with [Ctrl-F9] which subtracts the current fitting function, F(3), from

the primary data. Follow with [Ctrl-F3] [2] [F9] to recall F{2) and subtract it from the display. The
resulting residuals of residuals will be the low temperature component with the middle and upper
components subtracted (to within the accuracy of their corresponding fitting functions). Repeat the

analysis of the low temperature profile holding AC,, = 3, allowing B^ and B' to vary and constraining

Bb to be B, + NACp and B,; to be B^ + NAC^ (= B,:; because ACp = 0). Similarly, repeat for the middle

and high temperature profiles using the same conditions as in round 1. At the end of round 2, display

the residuals with [F9].
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[?]»HELP [Escl»qUIT [Shift-F5]»Z00M [F71»FIT [F10]»PRINT

1.4

V f(X)

-3.4

9.19 [19.75, 89.99] X = 61.62 V = 0.941 90.8

Figure 29

In comparison to the first analysis in which all the heat capacity change in the baseline was subsumed
into the low temperature profile, the improvement in the systematic error in the baseline is not as

dramatic, even though the assumed values for the change in heat capacity for each component are

correct. Partly, this is because fewer data are being used in the analysis of each component. As in

the first analysis, the residuals from round 2 can be compared with those from round 1 by displaying

the primary data with [Fl], exchanging them with the reference data with [Ctrl-F4] [2], and drawing

the residuals from round 2 with [Shift-F9]. The display should resemble Figure 30.

Exchange the reference graph with the display to restore the primary data with [Ctrl-F4] [2].

Perform round 3, repeating the analysis but with more points included in the least squares fits than

in rounds 1 and 2. For F(l), the low temperature component, deactivate data fi-om 40.12 to 86.75

(rather than to the end as in rounds 1 and 2). For F(2), the middle component, deactivate data from

19.75 to 47.25 and from 53.74 to 86.75. For F(3), the high temperature component, deactivate data

from 19.75 to 60.99 (the peak maximum for this component). Do round 4, repeating the conditions of

round 3. Finally, do 2 more rounds but fitting all the data for all the components. Now inspect the

Reference Graph

V us X -

-3.4

9.19 [19.75, 89.991 X = 61.62 y = 0.941 90.8

Figure 30
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residuals. Compare these residuals with those from round 1 with [Fl] [Ctrl-F4] [2] [Shift-F9]. The

display should resemble Figure 31.

[?]»HELP [Esc]»qUIT [Shift-F5]»Z00« [F7]»FIT [Fiej»PRIHI

1.4r

« us X

-3.4

9.19 [10. ee, 89.99] 50.ee V -0.825 90.8

Figure 31

Comparison of Figure 31 with Figure 25 shows that trend observed in the residuals of the first model

in which all the heat capacity change was contained in the low temperature component is now missing

in the model in which the heat capacity change is distributed among all three components. This is

not surprising since we know a priori that the latter model is indeed correct. However, it is somewhat
surprising that the correct model converges so slowly. The slow convergence may be due to the

following. The contribution from overlapping profiles cause a significant shift in the determined value

of N. N from the fit of the first, that is the low temperature profile, gives an inaccurate, extrapolated

high temperature baseline from the constraint B^ = B^+NACp. This baseline proves to be not as

accurate as assuming all of the baseline change is in the first profile, but forcing it through the high

temperature data. This, plus the residual contribution ofF(l) to the middle profile gives an even more
inaccurate value of N than that obtained during the first round of the first analysis (1.244 in Figure

27 compared with 1.057 in Figure 19). This is magnified in the error in the baseline for the high

temperature profile and an even more inaccurate value for N (0.5697 in Figure 28 compared with

0.8342 in Figure 20). Eventually the procedure converges, but the poor first round causes the

convergence to be rather slow.

If we had attempted to determine the true values of ACp for each of the components by invoking the

constraint AC,, = AB/N and fitting only the lower half of the transition profile, the iterative process

would begin to diverge!

Perhaps a global fit of several components to many parameters would converge more definitely, but

such an analysis is currently beyond the memory capacities of personal computers. In the meantime
care should be taken not to overinterpret the values of the parameters obtained from the analysis of

overlapping profiles. With this caveat in mind, the analysis just described can be used to obtain useful

information on the thermodynamic functions and stoichiometrics of complex profiles.
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